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Still Bigger and Better 

American Builder Presents Two New Features, Unique Not Only Among Architectural 

and Building Journals, But, Also Among Popular Magazines 

office this past week had the chance of seeing 

advance proofs of the home design pages 

in colors which we were getting ready for use in 

this issue of the AMERICAN BUILDER. 

They were one and all delighted with these beautiful 

home designs, and at the same time astonished that we 

could undertake such a costly feature and offer it to 

our readers free of charge—not increasing the sub- 

scription price. 

Blue Ribbon Homes in Colors 

Our Blue Ribbon Homes have long been a very 

popular feature of the AMERICAN BuILDER. Many 

thought we had just about reached perfection in our 

method of illustrating these popular and attractive 

home designs. 

But here they are now, illustrated in many colors, 

with flowers and shrubs around them just as these 

homes will look when built and the landscaping and 

the gardening fully developed. Also with every exte- 

rior our artists have worked out an interior view so 

as to suggest the latest ideas in furnishing and decorat- 

ing these homes. Each home design is given a name 

so that it can be easily referred to and remembered. 

Mr. Radford has personally selected these Blue Rib- 

bon Home designs from the work of the best architects 

and home builders in every quarter of the continent. 

Almost every locality has its popular type of house; 

and around these designs, as they have developed, clus- 

ter much of romance and history. In our illustrations 

we have endeavored to suggest, by appropriate ‘sketch 

something of this historical background. 

Sixteen pages of home designs in colors every month 

in the AMERicAN BurtpeR!—192 designs a year in 

colors! How is that for value? Worth the price of admission, 
isn’t it? Illustrations like these, at only a penny apiece! 

Go out with these home designs in colors, and show them 
to those who ought to build. Make these designs work for 

you. They may cost you a penny apiece or less, but. if 

? | \HE subscribers who dropped into our editorial 

properly used they. will lead to a new home and a ‘home. 

building contract ranging all the way from five thousand to 
thirty thousand dollars. 

3 

For Specifications See the Advertising Pages 

A home design even in colors is only a picture; a dream, 

until it is brought to life through the labor of skilled mechanics, 

and the use of solid building materials, and all the equipment 

and specialties that go to make complete the modern home 

structure. : . : 

Consult AMERICAN BuILper advertising pages for the 
latest and best ideas on what these Blue Ribbon.. Homes 

should be built of and what should go into them to complete 

them. Also what labor-saving equipment builders and con- 

tractors should employ to facilitate the work. 
AMERICAN BuILper is the reliable specification, guide and 

buyers’ guide for the building industry. Every advertising 
page presents facts which you should have, catalogs and 

samples are offered which you will find extremely interesting 

and valuable. Service and co-operation are freely extended 

to our readers by these high-grade reputable manufacturing 

and selling organizations whose names are signed to the 

advertisements in the AMERICAN BuILper. Our readers want 
the latest ideas and the best service—consult our advertising 

pages and write to our advertisers. 

Portfolio of Notable Buildings 

The other new feature presented this month to help make 
a bigger and better AMERICAN BuILpER is the four duo-tone 

plates illustrating notable buildings that are now in the public 
eye. These are the work of well-known architects such as we 

are proud to number among AMERICAN BuILpeER subscribers. 

We feel rather proud of these art plates; they set a new stand- 

ard of quality, we believe, among publications serving the 
architectural and building fields. They are worthy of cutting 

out and framing—except that we know that the majority of 

our readers do not like to mutilate their copies of the AMERICAN 

Buitper. They prefer to keep them intact and carefully filed 

for future reference and use. 

. One Hundred Thousand Club 

The AMERICAN BUILDER now enjoys a circulation of 75,000 

copies monthly, which is by far the largest in the building 
field. With these new features and with the loyal body of 

readers which we have, doesn’t it seem as though the number 

of readers ought. soon to grow to the one hundred thousand 
mark? 

I propose we form an AMERICAN BuitpER ONE HUNDRED 

THOUSAND CLUB with the idea of building a still bigger 
and better AMERICAN Burtper. If every one of our subscribers 
would show this issue and recommend it to his friends and 

associates in the building industry the One Hundred Thousand 

Club would soon be a reality. 
- Will yow do it? Epitor AMERICAN BUILDER. 
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Residence of Chas. W. Kouns, 
McVicker Street, Topeka, Kansas 

Architects: Chandler & Emshwiller 
Bishopric Stucco over Bishopric 

Base on all exteriors 

Apartment Building, George W. Ballou, 
Owner 

West 72nd Street, New York City 
Architect: F. L. Shea 

Bishopric Base and Stucco on all exteriors 

Bishopric Base Is to the Stucco, What 

the Foundation Is-to-the Structure 

Bisphoric Base an Enduring Foundation 

Everything that endures must have a permanent foundation. Fifty 
feet underground is the foundation of Bunker Hill Monument. 
Unseen and unappreciated by the casual passerby year after year, 
it supports, intact, the enormous mass of masonry rising above it. 

Such is the performance of Bishopric Base in providing a foundation 
for enduring stucco. Its dovetailed construction locks the stucco 
in an inverted wedge grip. Proof against moisture, heat and cold, 
Bishopric Base under stucco weathers the elements for generations 
unaffected by time and exposure. 

Saves Labor and Materials 

BISHOPRIC BASE under stucco saves the homebuilder 30%—it 
does not take highly skilled labor to put on Bishopric Base, which 
comes in rolls, is quickly cut to size and can be nailed on by prac- 
tically anyone. There is no waste, évery foot being utilized. 

Besides this, Bishopric Base saves 25% or more on stucco or plaster 
materials—First, the dovetail key construction requires less stucco 
or plaster: Second, the heavy fibre board backing prevents stucco or 
plaster from going through and dropping down the spacing between 
the inner and outer walls. — 

t 

_A Permanent Construction 

BISHOPRIC BASE locks stucco or plaster in AN INVERTED 
WEDGE CLASP with a grip that holds for generations—is a non- 
conductor of heat and cold, insuring a more uniform temperature 
and greater living comfort—dampness cannot penetrate the 
ASPHALT MASTIC behind the treated wood strips. 

These and many other reasons why Bishopric will 
serve you best are contained in an_ attractive illus- 
trated booklet, “Bishopric for All Time and Clime.” 
Send for it today. No obligation. 

Te BISHOPRIC MANUFACTURING © 
5 ESTE AVE, CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

NEW YORK CITY CINCINNATI OTTAWA, CANADA, 

©The BISHOPRIC MFG. CO. OF CALIFORNIA 
L0S.ANGELES 

[October, 1924 
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‘‘A Complete Wall Unit for all Time and Clime’’ 
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Building Material Simplified 

NO of real importance to the builder is con- 

tained in the announcement of the progress made 

by the Division of Simplified Practice of the United 

States Department of Commerce. It has been an- 

nounced that among the items already standardized are 

the following: 

Item Reduction in Varieties 

Motel Tate (oo foes Sos ee acres 125 to 24 

Hollow Building Tile. ............. 36 to 19 

TI as eo eae vee ea ak 39 to 1 

SIMCRDONEE SSIMIE. cos. c akicsmces.visse 90 to 3 

PEOk WEEE TAs os eigen 120 to 14 

Beside the obvious advantages resulting in the 

greater convenience and the lessened chance for con- 

fusion, there is an advantage in such reduction of 

varieties which is even more important, and that is 

an economy in build- 

ing. 

This is especially 

welcome since it is 

achieved without cut- 

ting into the legiti- 

mate profits of any 

of the groups. af- 

fected. The manu- 

facturing costs cer- 

tainly should be les- 

sened and to the 

dealer the elimination 

of a number of 

items from the stock 

necessary to carry 

will be welcome. 

The builder: will be 

able to plan his work 

with assurance that 

some peculiar varia- 

tions in size and 

type will not inter- 

rupt and disrupt his 

work. 
and Sir Edwin Airy. 

tl 

Safe and Sane 

6 tm amount of money engaged in financing real 

estate development in the United States—that is, 

the total amount of money loaned upon farms, homes 

and business property—is greater than the total amount 

In Tribute to Joseph Aspdin, the English Stone Mason Who Pat- 
ented Portland Cement October 21st, 100 Years Ago, the American ing industry 
Portland Cement Association Presented the Bronze Tablet Shown in ; 
the Accompanying Illustration. The 
hall at Leeds, England, by F. W. 
Portland Cement Association, during the centennial celebration con- : 
ducted by the Fonds comment em iacoarers. L. —_ ese on pare safety of the build- 
of the British Cement rs’ Federation by the Lor ayor 0: : , 

Several American manufacturers attended the ings he erects cannot 
celebration and presentation ceremonies. 

of money in circulation in the United States plus all the 

gold and silver reserve in the United States Treasury, 

according to an investigation of the role of credit in 

real estate development which has just been made by 

the National Association of Real Estate Boards. 

The safety of this vast investment is attested by its 

magnitude, which in turn is the best possible proof of 

the essentially sane and sound attitude of the great 

body of the American people. Such a statement is 

refreshing after the imposing statistics of the annual 

expenditures for chewing gum, cosmetics and other . 

such items, which are the delight of the alarmists. 

of 

Fire and the Builder 

F IRES kill 15,000 Americans each year and injure 

thousands more. The national fire loss in 1923 

was more than $500,000,000, an amount equal to the 

cost of the Panama 

Canal, while the to- 

tal loss from this 

cause including fire 

waste, cost of fire 

protection, loss to 

business due to fire 

estimated at $1,000,- 

000,000 annually. 

This is the reason 

for Fire Prevention 

Week, from Oct. 5 

to 11, of this year. 

And the subject of 

fires and their pre- 

vention is worthy of 

the serious thought 

of those in the build- 

resentation was made in the city The responsibility 
elley, president of the American of the builder for the 

be questioned. But 

if Fire Prevention 

Week would teach persons to employ competent build- 

ers, those who devote their lives to the work and give 

hours and days of study to the problems of building, 

it would accomplish much toward the reduction of fires 

which now are-charged against faulty construction. 

and other items is 
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We have interesting booklets for 
Architects, Contractors and Dealers. 
Please tell which booklet you want. 
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Home at Shaker Heights, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Builder—W. E. Strietzel, 1611 Lake Front Ave., East Cleveland, Ohio. 
Lumber Dealer—Standard Building Materials Co., Cleveland, Ohio. 

Andersen Frames in Thousands of Homes 

[DURING the twenty years Andersen Frames have been on 

the market more. than 4,000,000 have been used in 

American homes. In mansions, bungalows, barns or garages— 

brick, tile or concrete buildings—you’ll find Andersen Frames 

are giving comfort by keeping out the winds and rains. 

One reason Andersen Frames are so popular is that any 

dealer can deliver immediately 121 different sizes for almost 

every purpose. 

Reasons Why Andersen Frames Ave Preferred: 

1. Immediate delivery—no expensive delays 7. Double shoulders on the sills, against which 
waiting for special frames. the sash and storm windows or screens rest, 

2. 121 sizes ready for every purpose. make Andersen Frames much warmer and 

3. Delivered in two compact bundles plainly proof against wind and rain. 

marked for size and easily handled. 8. Better results in frame, brick or stucco 
4. 7 units instead of 57. No small parts to be- buildings. 

come lost or broken. 

5. No sorting, measuring or refitting. The com- 
plete frame nailed up with pockets and 

9. White Pine preserves original accuracy and 
gives continuous service. 

pulleys in place in ten minutes. 10. Made by largest exclusive standard frame 
6. Accuracy gives smooth running windows, manufacturer. The trade-mark is absolute 

yet excludes weather. protection. 

Andersen Lumber Company 

Dept. A-10 Bayport, Minnesota 

FRAMES 

I 
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$24,000,000 for Skyscraper Sites 

Buildings Now Being Torn Down to Prepare for Chicago’s Second Double Decked 

: Street, Nearly a Mile in. Length - 

WENTY-FOUR millions of dollars to be ex- 

pended for the preparation of a mile long site 

for skyscrapers and modern department stores: 

the moving of one of the most important wholesale and 

retail fruit and produce markets in the world and pro- 

viding under the business street which will be lined 

with skyscrapers, a mile of attractive docks; these are 

a part of the program Chicago has set itself to accom- 

plish in the next two years in the remaking of South 

Water street to conform with the Greater Chicago plan. 

And this project, involving as it does, $24,000,000 

for construction activities, merely paves the way for 

many more millions to be expended for buildings which 

will line this new thoroughfare. The entire undertak- 

ug, although it is in one of the largest cities in the 

United States, is typical of what must be done, on a 

greater or smaller scale, in many cities in the country 

where the business needs are outgrowing the provision 

made for commercial enterprise. 

Just to the north of Chicago’s intensely congested 

loop district, and on the. south bank of the Chicago 

River, South Water street, narrow, paved with cobble 

stones and lined with buildings now for the most part 

obsolete, is directly in the path of expansion of the 

rapidly growing commercial section. Each day the 

street is thrown into a turmoil by the thousands of 

trucks and horse-drawn vehicles which must bring the 

fruit and produce to the central distributing point for 

the whole Central West and again must carry it away, 

since this district, though it is served by docks on the 

river for the lake hoats, has no railway sidings. Much 

of this traffic must be routed through the loop, adding 

greatly to the turmoil and congestion already existing 

there. Under the new plan, the entire district will be 

moved several miles, out of the center of the city 

where better trackage and distribution facilities are 

available and there will be no necessity for pouring 

this immense stream of traffic into ‘the already jammed 

streets. It is estimated that this will relieve street 

congestion in the loop from 16 to 25 per cent. 

And this market, swarming with trucks and crowds 

of produce buyers, will be transformed. into an ultra- 

‘modern thoroughfare 110 feet wide at the upper level, 

a fads ‘ + he kit me ; 
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| A Sketch Showing the Proposed Junction of Two Doubledecked Boulevards. in Chicago, Michigan Avenue ‘and 
South Water Street. To the right is the Wrigley building and annex; to the left is the London Guarantee and 
‘Accident building. Work on the South Water ‘street project is‘now under way. 
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View of South Water Street as It Will Appear When Completed. This perspective is taken from the north- 
west and shows the street where it turns to the south, following the course of the Chicago River. Notice the facili- 
‘ties given for docking the lake steamers through tHe double street level. 

, 

with smooth asphalt paving, wide sidewalks, a prom- 

enade on the side toward the river; the whole bril- 

liantly illuminated at night with electric lights set on 

ornamental standards. The upper: drive will be sup- 

ported on a substantial steel and concrete structure, 

with a masonry wall along the river front and a splen- 

did Bedford stone balustrade along the promenade on 

the river side. Arched openings in this wall will pro- 

vide light and air to the lower street which will be a 

six-line roadway for heavy traffic. Glass sidewalk 

lights will daylight the sidewalks along the lower level, 

and artificial lighting will be provided where necessary. 

One of the “‘sky-scrapers” already projected to front 

on the new thoroughfare will be known as the Jewel- 

lers’ Building, which will rise 42 stories to-the dome 

of the tower, if present plans are carried out. Many 

other new buildings are being planned for the valuable 

new frontage which will be created, these projects 

including office and bank buildings and probably 

department stores. The Wrigley Building, on one side, 

and the London Guarantee & Accident Building, on 

the other, will impressively mark this new portal to 

downtown Chicago. 

Leaving Michigan avenue, where it connects with 

each level at present grade, it curves away to the 

southwest with an impressive sweep because of the 

double width occasioned by including both River and 

South Water streets in the double-decked area. This 

will open up a perspective from the Michigan Avenue 

Bridge looking over the river and along the new South 

Water street with its majestic, modern buildings af-- 

fording a vista almost unequaled in any other Ameri- 

can city. ee 

The new street will extend about a mile along the 

river front, crossing State street at the bridge approach. 

It will be necessary to raze the present huge Hibbard- 

Spencer, Bartlett Company Building, which is 10 

stories high, and for which a price of $3,950,000 is 

being paid by the city. The land alone is valued at 

nearly $2,000,000. The other streets to be intersected 

are Wabash, Dearborn, Clark, La Salle, Wells, Frank- 

lin and Market. When the new La Salle street bridge 

is built, there will be bridges at each of these streets 

and an easy gradient approach will be constructed by 

changing the present north and south street levels, com- 

mencing at a point 50 feet north of the north line of 

Lake street. The improvement follows the river to 

where it turns south at Market street. On the west 

bank of the river at this point are railroad tracks, and, 

just beyond, Canal street, which is being widened from 

80 to 100 feet at the expense of the railroad in the 

new Union Station development. 

The scope of the Greater Chicago Plan will become 

evident with the completion of the South Water street 

improvement. It can be seen that wide traffic arteries 

will surround the most congested business district, 

larger than and including the loop. The widened 

Roosevelt Road with its new viaduct will form the 

boundary on the south, Michigan avenue and the Outer 

Drive on the east, Canal street on the west and the 

new South Water street on the north, 

“Uncle Sam” was the benefactor who unconsciously 

hastened and facilitated the South Water street im- 

provement, by serving an order on the city that all 

bridges across the Chicago River must be raised six 

feet. To raise the bridge approaches at all these 

streets meant a series of humps which would be 

grotesque, seriously cripple traffic and render still 

worse the congestion which now exists. Another alter- 

native was to put a retaining wall and fill to a new 

ne eNO 
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grade 6 feet higher. In either case, it was estimated 

that the work would cost at least $3,000,000 with 

accompanying damage suits from property owners 

which would amount to another $6,000,000. Faced 

with a $9,000,000 expenditure either way, the city voters 

readily voted the $24,000,000 bond issue necessary for 

the South Water street double decking which will do 

away with a dirty, insanitary, congested district directly 

blocking the city’s progress. It is estimated that the 

new plan will save $12,000,000 annually by eliminating 

the present waste and unnecessary cost of handling 

foodstuffs and by removing loop traffic congestion 

through the removal of the market. 

The increase in land values along the new street aid 

in that general vicinity will be enormous, so that a very 

heavy percentage of the cost will be assessed against 

the property owners thus benefited. In this connec- 

tion, it is interesting to note that values of property on 

Michigan avenue near the river were increased by the 

double-decking from 100 per cent to 1,600 per cent; 

even greater values will be created by the new South 

Water street improvement. 

Artistic stairways will connect the two levels at 

every north and south street intersection. The space 

devoted to dockage at the water’s edge will be 25 feet 

wide and will be connected with the lower levels 

through the arched wall openings. The upper level 

will be 20 feet above city datum, the lower level 5 feet 

above city datum and the clearance between upper and 

lower levels, 12 feet 4 inches. Traffic seeking the lower 

level will find a descending approach at Market street 

between the driveways on either side which rise to the 

upper level. Four new 48-foot streets will be opened, 

connecting the lower level with Lake street between 

Franklin and Wells, between Clark and Dearborn, 

between State and Wabash and between Wabash and 

Michigan. In addition to flush connections with both 

upper and lower levels of Michigan avenue, a ramp 

will rise from the lower to the ee level.in River 

street. 

Steamer lines using the docks along the river west 

of Michigan avenue will be greatly benefited and 

secure increased traffic due to the pleasanter surround- 

ings which passengers will find both for embarkation 

and landing. Chicago people who use the steamers will 

appreciate this feature as well as the fine new boulevard 

and approach to the loop for both heavy and light 

‘traffic. 

This lower street level will also have the advantage 

of allowing the freight from the lake steamers to be 

removed from the waterfront without interfering with 

the other vehicular traffic and allowing merchandise to 

be delivered to the skyscrapers towering about without 

conflicting with the through traffic. 

The work has been divided into 12 sections and will 

be completed in about two years—much of it in less 

than that. Wrecking and excavation work has already 

started. Charles H. Wacker, is chairman of the Chi- 

cago Plan Commission, who prepared the plans, and 

the name of the street may be changed to wae 

Drive in his honor. 

The executive committee of the Chicago Plan Com- 

mission includes many prominent citizens, including 

Edward B. Butler, Clyde M. Carr, John V. Farwell, 

Joy Morton, Julius Rosenwald, James Simpson and 

Charles H. Thorne. Mr. E. S. Taylor is manager. 

John J. Sloan is president of the Board of Local Im- 

provements, in charge of the work. Mr. E. H. Ben- 

nett is consulting architect. 

No single improvement yet made in Chicago’s mar- 

velous progress will contribute more to the appearance 

of the city or bring so many practical benefits. 

This Sketch Gives a Comprehensive View of the South Water Street Improvement from End to End. Many beautiful. 
new buil dings will vary the skyline of the new street. Among these is the new Ssceca:d Building. 
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_ Presenting a Portfolio of the — 

Best 3 in Current Architecture 

By BERNARD L. JOHNSON 

Editor American Builder 

presents each month four full page plates 

in duo-tone lithography illustrating current 

examples of notable architecture. I think you. will 

agree that this style of pictorial presentation ranks 

well with anything in the entire architectural field. 

‘AMERICAN BUuILpER is setting a new standard for 

quality work in this method of illustrating the best 

examples of current architecture. 

Everyone in the building industry is interested in 

the outstanding jobs—some of our readers as archi- 

tects who plan such work, others as builders who under- 

take such projects, and still others because of furnish- 

ing. some material or detail of equipment that goes 

to make each one of these notable projects the os 

fect structure that it is. . 

Then, too, we are all proud of such work—proud 

to be connected with an industry that can visualize 

and create useful monuments to itself that are so fine 

and so enduring. 

As editor of the AMEeRricAn Buitper, I want the 

help of every reader, especially our architect readers, 

in selecting the Notable Buildings to be illustrated 

in this Art Supplement. Won’t you write me today— 

nominating two or three new or projected buildings 

of special merit and interest which you feel should be 

presented in this Department? We want to be guided 

by the critical judgment and the desires 9f our 75,000 

readers. You cover the entire building field, from 

Maine to California, and we want your recommenda- 

tions as to the best architectural work and the new or 

projected buildings of most timely interest. 

We can count on you I know. Write me today. 

A good photograph of the architect’s perspective draw- 

ing is what we need to work from. 

Roosevelt Hotel, New York City.—This latest 

addition to New York’s many fine hotels was formally 

opened, September 22nd, by a banquet at which 

Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Junior, was the guest of 

honor. 

The Roosevelt is notable both for size and novel 

features of decoration and entertainment. Much of 

the interior design had its inspiration in old colonial 

homes of New England and the South. Beautiful 

paintings adorn the walls. 

The building is 22 stories high, and of the most 

modern steel frame, fireproof construction, and con- 

tains 1,100 guest rooms. Its architecture is modified 

B EGINNING with this issue, AMERICAN BUILDER 

Italian Renaissance varied by a setback above the 16th 

floor and two large light courts facing Madison — 

Avenue, between 45th and 46th Streets. The walls 

dollars. 

six, seven and eight room suites. 

are faced with Indiana limestone and terra cotta. 

South Shore Villa Apartments, Chicago.—Orien- 

tation and ornamentation might be said to feature 

this fine apartment building, designed by Alfred S. 

Alschuler, for Jacob Kulp. It is after the Italian villa 

style of architecture and the semi-circular treatment 

of the front is both novel and pleasing. 

The building is erected on a site 250 by 179 feet 

overlooking the grounds of the South Shore Country 

Club and the lake at Sixty-Ninth Street and the South 

Shore Drive, Chicago. Site and building cost a million 

The plans provide for 39 apartments of five, 

The building is of 

special cream-grey pressed brick with terra cotta 

ornamentation and tile roofing. It is luxuriously 

equipped and contains a gymnasium and a children’s 

play room on the basement floor. 

Tribune Tower, Chicago.—Tribune Tower, the 

latest acquisition to Chicago’s skyline, is rapidly assum- 

ing final form. It ranks as one of the most graceful 

‘examples of modern metropolitan architecture. 

This design, as: our readers will: remember, won 

first prize in the $100,000 architectural competition. - 

First prize was awarded to John Mead Howells and 

Raymond M. Hood, associate architects, of New. York 

City. Since we first illustrated this rendering, it has 

been altered by the addition of a number of stories, 

giving the tower a final height of 456 feet—36 stories 

avove the Michigan Avenue level. 

This strongly framed steel tower is being faced with 

beautiful Indiana limestone—run of quarry—which 

gives several tones of grey instead of a uniform shade. 

It is difficult to conceive of either wind, fire or earth- 

quake injuring this building, with caisson foundations 

resting on bedrock 110 feet below ground level and 

its floors of reinforced concrete. Hegeman-Harris 

Company, Incorporated, are the builders. 

Boone County National Bank, Columbia, Mis- 

souri.—A graceful example of Roman Doric arch- 

itecture, the Boone County National Bank, Colum- 

bia, Missouri, is included in this month’s art supple- 

ment of architectural renderings in duo-tone. It is 

by Weary and Alford, the well known Chicago archi- 

tects specializing in bank design. 

The builder is the Simon Construction Company, of 

Columbia, Missouri, who have reproduced the design 

in a building of beautiful Carthage stone—similar in 

appearance to marble. The bank occupies a prominent 

corner and measures 99 feet six inches on one street 

and 48 feet on the other. The cost, including the vault, 

is $110,000. : . 
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The TrRinsuNE TOWER , Chicago; John M. Howells and Raymond M. Hood, New 

York, Associated Architects; Hegeman-Harris Co., Builders. This world famous 

prize winning design is rapidly nearing completion 
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Omaha Architect-Builder Wins 

Success with Homes 

T. H. Mihsndee Now Has Big Building and Real Estate Company Which 

Gives Home Owners Complete Service 

with the success of men who have climbed the 

heights and “made good.” Without doubt, ad- 

versity had much to do with the success of T. H. 

Maenner, president of T. H. Maenner Company, of 

Omaha, Neb. 

Early in life, Mr. Maenner desired a college educa- 

tion. Lacking the necessary funds, he worked his 

way through college—tended furnaces, cut grass, 

waited on table and did the hundred and one things 

necessary to pay for his tuition and living. In spite 

of the handicap of having to earn his way, he*ranked 

second in his graduating class, was a member of every 

athletic. team and captain of his basketball team. He 

graduated from Washington University in 1914 and 

his first job as an architect or draughtsman was to 

design: saloons for the Anheuser-Busch people. 

Branching out for himself, at the age of 24, he 

entered every competition he could find and submitted 

plans on every kind of a job. The first competition he 

ever won was for a school in Kansas and he was walk- 

ing around with his head in the clouds when he 

learned that the building was not to be built. He 

kept plugging along and finally got a lot of school 

buildings which gave him his start. 

“Most young architects sit at their boards and 

dream,” says Maenner, “and expect business to come 

to them. They simply must go out after it and meet 

the political pull of some architects with sheer aggres- 

siveness and quick thinking. It is all very well to live 

up to the rules and regulations of the profession—but 

it never pays to cut your own throat in competition 

E is often said that adversity has had much to do 

This Handsome Residence Is Maenner Planned and Built. It has a setting of 
lawn, shrubbery and flowers worthy of its fine design. 

with the other fellow. Meet him on his own ground 

and then go him one better.” 

Prior to America’s entry into the World War, Mr. 

Maenner had opened an office in St. Louis, specializing 

on house design. He served in the army until after 

the armistice, and, upon his discharge, located in 

Omaha, taking up the work 

of building from his own 

plans. With $750 saved, he 

got credit to build 10 

houses. High prices and 

other things caused a loss 

of $13,000. Maenner dug 

in, turned salesman and 

found that the houses had 

given him a fine standing 

among the real estate men 

of the city. These men 

came to him with “pros- 

pects” and the houses were 

finally sold, although at a 

ldss. His reputation for 

square dealing had circu- 

lated around and dealers in 

lumber and building mate- 

rial aided him in building 39 houses the next year. 

Maenner drew plans,at night, got-a job for $12 a day 

on a new store building and at noon went out selling. 

“It was work all night at my house plans, all day 

for $12 and all noon for a sale,” said Maenner. About 

this time, Mr. Maenner entered into partnership with 

Lloyd S. Smith, of Omaha, and the T. H. Maenner 

Company was incorpcrated as archi- 

tect-builders. In order to promote 

home building, Mr. Manner found 

it necessary to organize a syndicate 

which would loan money on second 

mortgages. He also found it advis- 

able to do his own building because 

of lack of sympathy and co-opera- 

tion on the part of local contractors. 

The T. H. Maenner Company now 

handle plans, financing, building, 

* real estate, and sales. 

The results of Mr. Maennmer’s 

foresight were at once apparent. 

From a modest beginning of eight 

homes constructed in 1920, at a cost 

of $60,000, their business has in- 

creased until in 1923 they built 

over 100 homes involving the ex- 

T. H. Maenner, an Arch- 
itect Who Has Made Good 
as a Builder in Omaha. 
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penditure of over three quarters of a million dollars. 

Expansion of the business has led to the establishment 

of a real estate and insurance department, also an alter- 

ation and repair department. 

“Do the local architects find fault with your method 

of acting as both architect and contractor?” Mr. Maen- 

ner was asked. 

replied, “but the larger ones don’t care to do small 

house work, for it is out of their line, and they realize 

that we are offering the owner something that they 

could ‘not afford to offer him, and are saving him con- 

siderable money.” 

“But when you combine the services of architect 

and contractor, what assurance has the owner that he 

is getting a fair price, and that you are not overcharg- 

ing him? When he employs separate architect and 

contractor, he can check one against the other, but 

with your method what chance does he have?” 

A Good Example of an Inexpensive Maenner Designed 
Bungalow. 

“He must have faith in us and our integrity,” re- 

plied Mr. Maenner, “The average man who builds a 

home is at the mercy of his contractor and architect, 

regardless of whether they are one or two people. If 

they are going to take advantage of his ignorance they 

will do so in spite of all he may do. But fortunately 

most builders and architects, just 

like most other people, are inher- 

ently honest, and can in most cases. 

be trusted to carry out their obli- 

gations.” — 

Maenner has made a study of the 

small house, ranging from $8,000 to 

$15,000 and today his plans are ex- 

tremely popular in Omaha. Con- 

tractors and others interested in 

Omaha state that some of the com- 

petitive plans offered in Omaha 

were over the heads of the buying 

public while Maenner’s plans were 

not only artistic, practical and com- 

fortable but within the comprehen- 

sion of the home buyers. 

No home has ever been built by 

Maenner that he wouldn’t just as 

soon live in himself. Mr. Maen- 

‘Wins Success With Homes 

“Of course the small ones do,” he | 

“[October, 1924 

ner, like all home builders, has a dream city in his 

mind, an air castle. 

“Tt sounds a bit foolish, possibly,” said Mr. Maenner, 

“but my dream is to some day take a great tract of 

land outside of Omaha and there erect a ‘White 

City’ of moderately priced homes, each with its garage. 

The Entrance of This Bungalow Easily Might Be Mis- 
taken for a French Window. Note the gain in effect by 
using the arched window in the ell. 

Each house with a good sized lawn, well landscaped 

and well planned. Every house will be white, either 

white wood, stucco or white brick. They will be in- 

dividual, cheerful, attractive. That little city will just 

radiate happiness. It will be a pleasure to drive by 

that city. Home owners there will look forward to 

going home each evening and the wives and kiddies in 

that ‘White City’ are going to be the jolliest, happiest 

mortals on earth. 

“I believe that the houses desici will be a little 

smaller in size so as to allow a larger lot rather than 

to have them larger in size on a tiny lot. I think that 

a man’s home should be surrounded -with enough lawn 

to make his home an estate. I do not like a house 

‘slam-bang’ up against its neighbor.” 

A worthy dream, surely, this of T. H. Maenner’s 

and one which is directly in line with the policy of 

AMERICAN BuiLpER—‘More buildings, better build- 

ings and better environment.” 

While This Fine Dutch Colonial Is Quite Typical, Nevertheless It Has Been 
Given a Treatment Which Lifts It Above the Common. 
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WHO’S WHO rx 7: BUILDING INDUSTRY 

A Department of Late New Photographs of 

Men Who are Right Now in the Public Eye 

CHARLES REEDY 
Pres., The H. J. Reedy Co., pio- 
neer elevator manufacturers of Cin- 
cinnati, O., who has helped to 
make the elevator the safest known 
method of travel. 

W. E. O’NEILL 

Manager 
Co., Chicago. 

HARRY WARDMAN 
Perhaps the largest and most in- 
fluential builder and a ag 
operator of See . Ci 
now at work Annapolis 
Building,” to be eleven stories 
high and contain.370 apartments. 
Harris & Ewing Photo 

Pres., Washington, D. C., 
Builders Assn, has perfected 

adjunct to many of the best 
ington homes, 
Harris & Ewing Photo 

. 

R. W. LINDSAY CHARLES W. BROWN 
Gen. Sales Mer., Pratt & Lambert, Pres., Pittsburgh Plate Glass 
Inc., Buffalo, N. ¥., is now Chair- | which has recently ected a 
man Executive ittee, Paint & type of ornamen and  buil 
Varnish Sales Managers’ Council glass known as “Tapestry Glass. 
of the National Save the Surface 
Campaign. 
The Drake Studio Photo 

Recently appointed General Sales 
ord Roofing Products 

PRESTON A. neerese 
Garage 

Dey 
steel garage and made it a 

apy Yor 

Co., 
new 
ding 

Cc. C. MERCER 
~ 

M. C. BROWN 
Recently The Berg Advertising oe oo. to be Manager 
tomes aye e Berger Mfg. 
Canton, O 

CHARLES W. CARLE 
Vice-Pres., Gunn, Carle & 
structural + a Zolntoceia 
merchants Fr is 
handling the 5758, 000 High School 
of Commerce’ job. 

Co., 

Co., 

Baer Daniels 

terials Division, he 
hear me es Co., Canton, O. 

EARL R.. PORTER 
Daniels ‘Lumber Mo., ne -» Dascomb- 

Co., entered the 
rize-winning float: in the fourth of 
uly ceremonies at opening of First 
— Bridge across the Missouri 

ver. 

CHARLES a 

man of the Executive 
of ti the Link-Belt Co., Chicago. - 
Moffett Photo 

Ter eat Co., Chicago, will 
general supervision 
and sales. . 

er KAUFFMANN 
elected President of the 

have 
operations 

Moffett Photo 
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Wothes'’s Comiost is Dien cae 

Kalamazoo’s ‘‘Better Home” National Contest Prize Winner, Designed 

by Dr. Caroline Bartlett Crane for Family with Children 

average family, with the price such a family 

could afford to pay for a home in mind, this 

model home, erected in Kalamazoo, Michigan, this 

year was awarded the first prize in the national home- 

building contest sponsored by “Better Homes in 

America,” an organization of which Herbert Hoover, 

Secretary of Commerce, is the president. 

The Kalamazoo home, which has a number of 

unusual features, was designed by Dr. Caroline Bart- 

lett Crane, and the plans show that the convenience 

of the housewife and mother have been the first con- 

sideration in the arrangement of the rooms, as it is 

well agreed should be the case. Mrs. Crane as 

chairman of the committee in charge of building the 

Kalamazoo home, with the aid of the committee serv- 

ing with her, personally directed the construction and 

the furnishings of the home. . 

This home, which well may be classified as a mod- 

ified colonial cottage, has an attractive exterior which 

D ESIGNED to meet the requirements of the will be much more pleasing in a setting of flowers. and 

the.lawn one would expect to be developed. But it 

is in the interior of the home that the careful planning 

is most apparent. 

As will be noticed from the plans, the living room 

runs the full depth of the house, with windows on 

three sides and a fireplace in the center of the fourth 

side. But where this is unusual is that it also ‘is 

used for a dining room through the efficient arrange- 

ment of one end. Here, underneath a group of 

casement windows, is a window seat, eighteen inches 

wide and the height of an ordinary chair. In front 

of this seat stands a two leaf table, which at meal 

times becomes a dining room table, large enough 

for the usual family. When setting the table a screen, 

shown in the first floor plan, can be extended to cut 

off the view from the front part of the home. 

On both sides of the window seats are tall cup- 

boards, reaching to the ceiling. These cupboards, 

giving the effect of a bay to the casement windows, 

The End of the Living Room Shown Above, of the Kalamazoo Better Home, Is Utilized as a Dining Room at 
Meal Times. 
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The Exterior of the First Prize “Better Home” as Built at Kalamazoo Shows 
an Adaptation of the Colonial. 

are designed for china, table linen, vases and the 

innumerable articles which the housewife needs a place 

to keep. 

In describing the kitchen and other units of the 

home, Mrs. Crane, the designer, says: 

“The door to the kitchen is so hung that when 

open it screens the sink and stove from observation 

on the living room side. The door is equipped with 

‘an inexpensive automatic device for closing it. 

“The kitchen is so planned that stove, sink and 

work table are grouped closely together. The sink 

is 33 inches high, instead of the usual 30 inches. 

The. drain counters extending across the room are 

waterproofed with paraffin dissolved in hot alcohol 

to prevent the absorption of moisture and grease. 

A shelf and various hooks supply place for supplies 

and utensils needed in dish washing and cleaning. 

“Main lighting of the kitchen is from the double 

sash window over the sink and extending nearly to 

the ceiling. This window is flanked by cupboards 

The First Floor, Showing the Mother’s Room, an Impor- 
te ; tant Feature of the Home. 

below and above the counters, from 

floor to ceiling. 

“Coming now to consideration of 

the mother’s little suite on the 

ground floor—the nursery and bath- 

room. 

“The downstairs bath, small but 

complete, enables the mother to 

bathe her little children and super- 

vise the baths of the somewhat older 

ones without climbing stairs. At 

the same time she is in a position 

to watch the cooking and baking 

and conveniently answer door or 

telephone. 

“The mother always has her baby 

and children of pre-school age near 

her without keeping them in the hot 

and steamy kitchen, where most ac- 

cidents, as’ scalding and burning, 

happen to children, and without dis- 

ordering any room that is used by the family as 

a whole. A feature of this room is the child’s bed, 

taking no floor space, but supported over the foot 

of the mother’s bed, where she can most conveniently 

care for her baby at night. 

“The mother has to go upstairs only once a day, 

to care for the upper rooms. Climbing stairs becomes 

at times a great. burden and a danger to a mottier. 

To greatly minimize this may mean the difference 

to her between health and a breakdown. 

“In case of sickness.of any member of the family, 

the downstairs bedroom, bath and toilet are of the 

greatest possible convenience to both the patient and 

the one who acts as nurse. 

“The larger of the upper chambers is ample for 

three boys or three girls; the smaller, for two other 

children. 

“In case the family is small and there are no little 

children, the downstairs bedroom can be used as a 

dining room without any change.” 

BeD Ro: 

13-0'x 14-0" 

DEDRM- 
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Two taige mee Are Provided on we Second Floor 
* of the Kalamazoo: Honte." 
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Architectural Excellence Applied to a 

Home of Moderate Size 

HE advantages of excellent architecture as ap- 

plied to the smaller home are demonstrated force- 

fully in the home of Mr. Jesse Draper, Atlanta, Ga., 

designed by Hentz, Reid and Adler, architects of 

Atlanta. : 

The dignity and careful restraint of the exterior 

make it especially attractive, with the ideal well carried 

out in the wide, white painted clapboards and the grace- 

ful balustrade utilized to finish the roof. The re- 

cessed entrance, with its pilasters and columns is par- 

ticularly interesting. The door, with its sidelights, is 

true to the Colonial sources from which the architects 

have drawn for the entire hore. 

The floor plan, although containing many features 

which might not be practicable for the purse of the 

builder of the usual five-room home, has a number of 

unusual and attractive features. To the right of the 

entrance hall is the living room, of unusually large size 

and with the fireplace placed between the two outside 

windows. To the left is the dining room, with a bay 

for a buffet and with shell closets in two of the cor- 

The Sunny Dining Room of the Draper Home. ners. The kitchen is reached through an exceptionally 

ne pre 

The Details of the Mantle and the Fireplace in the Home of Mr. Jesse Draper, Atlanta, Ga., Are in Keeping with the 
Colonial Exterior. 



Southern Home Examplifies Good Design 

roomy closet and to the rear of the kitchen is a 

ground floor laundry. 

The two bedrooms open off a second hall. It 

will be noted that one is supplied’ with a fireplace, . 

while the other has a sleeping porch which varies 

from the usual square or rectangular shape. One 

bath, directly between the two bedrooms, can be 

reached from either, while a second, accessible 

from the one bedroom or from — 

the hall, is equipped with a QC vomc pon 

shower. a Sod 

% 

LivING ROOM 
Entrance HALL 1 x23 

1Q « 15 
DininG ROOM 

1G" « 6 

The Floor Plan of the Draper Home Shows an 
Interesting Room Grouping. 

2 ka: BT 

The Colonial Type Home of Mr. Jesse Draper, Atlanta, Ga., Hentz, Reid and Adler, Architects. | 

Pilasters and Columns Add Interest to the Entrance. 
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East Meets West in Kansas City 

Owners of Kansas City Establishment for Sale and Care of Oriental Rugs 

Build Home on Top of Unique Business Building 

By JUANITA WITTICH PORTER 

beautiful new home of Rose Killian & Co., 

importers of fine rugs, just being completed in 

Kansas City, Mo. The structure has an exterior of 

Oriental colored stucco on brick trimmed with terra 

cotta, the shade frequently used in the East. The 

interior walls are of hollow tile and built in Oriental 

and Moorish detail of ornamental plaster with the 

exact color scheme of the Persian and Armenian 

style. The building costing $30,000 possibly is the 

largest of this type-in America built strictly to house 

an Oriental rug business. 

A unique feature of the building is the fact that. 

there will be no stairways in it, Mrs. Yeghishian, the 

founder of the business, having lost a leg some years 

ago and being unable to climb stairs. Instead there 

will be easy rising inclines. 

True to Oriental custom, the first floor of the 

structure is devoted to the business life of its occu- 

pants and the second terraced back to form a roof- 

porch, to the domestic. On the architrave of the sec- 

ond floor, wrought in exterior ornamental plaster, is 

T= atmosphere of the Orient pervades the 

~ Rose Killian & Co., Kansas City Dealers in Oriental Rugs, Have Chosen a Type of Building Especially Suited to 
Their Business:~ Above is shown the “porch” of the roof home, hausing the living quarters of the owners, in accordance 
with Eastern custom. 



BeSr Secon: ‘Unique Turkish Design for Rug Store 
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Extremely Picturesque and Fitting 
to the Merchandise Handled Is the 
Eastern Architecture of This Rug Sale 
and Cleaning Establishment, Which 
Gives a Setting from Arabia to the s 
Oriental Rugs Offered for Sale. 

& 

the history in Arabic of the owners PE capris ——— - ROOF CARDEN 

of the property and that of the BepRmey Be! py eepaRe 

building itself. ® Batt Re: 

The second floor is well set back c 

from the walls of the first, giving 

a broad border like a yard around 

the “home.” The roof margin 

bears about the same relation to the 

second floor living quarters as a 

yard to a bungalow. In front is 

a covered space like a porch sup- 

ported by arches. The home in- 

cludes living room, dining room, 

three bedrooms, a kitchen, a bath 

OHOW RM: - 

The “Home Upon a Roof” Gives the Owners of the Rug Store Many of the 
Features to Which They Were Accustomed in Their Native Land. Th 
gives the effect of a yard. 

e roof 

L. 

OHOW Rm 

and a room not unlike a sunroom, 

one side of which is lined with Ori- 

ental windows. At a remote cor- 

ner of the roof in the rear is the 

out-of-door oven with which East- 

ern homes are equipped. 

The minaret tower, while not a 

Turkish. prayer tower, carries out the details of the 

architecture and serves as a chimney for dry-room, 

kitchen and heating plant. Here are the rugs placed 

after they are washed. 

The coloring of the decoration, exterior and inte- 

rior, is the most bizarre feature. The walls, in imita- 

tion of sandstone, are néarly a rose shade. The dec- 

orations are scarlét, blue and ivory as is the oriental 
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The Floor Plan of the First Floor Shows. How the Space Has Been Utilized 
to Suit the Particular Needs of the Rug Sale and Cleaninz Establishment. 

fashion, scarlet representing love, blue truth and ivory 

purity. 

Twenty-five years ago Rose Killian was a refugee 

from Armenian massacres by Turks; today she is the 

joint owner with her husband, George Yeghishian, also 

a refugee from a later massacre, of one of the finest 

importing establishments in America, housed in one 

of the most beautiful structures, 
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A Dutch Colonial of Rare Comfort 

R. C. Hunter and Brother, Architects 

CERTAIN homelike quality is found in a well 

designed’ Dutch Colonial house that appeals to 

many persons. This type of house is quiet and digni- 

fied. It allows the owner to give his individual taste 

full sway in furnishing and decorating. 

The service arrangement of the first floor is very 

good. Here the architects have worked out a scheme 

that will delight the housewife. At one. side of the 

kitchen is the-entry with refrigerator iced from the 

entry, but with its front in the kitchen, to save steps. 

On the opposite side of the kitchen is arranged’ the 

pantry and the breakfast alcove. Steps to and. from 

the dining room have been reduced to a minimum. 

A built-in ironing board is provided in the kitchen. 

Plenty of cupboard space is provided in both the 

kitchen and pantry. 

A toilet room connects with the rear entry, so it is 

accessible from the service portion and from the 

living room. 

Four bed rooms. ty; baths and very generous 

closets are well laid out on the second floor. The 

baths are together and are over the first floor toilet 

room, giving economical plumbing. 

A servants’ room and bath, and generous storage 

space are provided on the third floor. 

[October, 1924 
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A Terrace Under the Overhanging Second Story Is a Pleasant Feature of This Home Designed by R. C. Hunter and 
Brothers, Architects. 
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Skintled Brickwork, A New Idea 

Chicago Builders Develop a Novel and Beautiful Method of Utilizing Common 

Brick in the Building of Residences 

By WILLIAM CARVER, Architect 

N entirely new and recently developed style in 

A brickwork has become all the rage in Chicago. 

Upwards of 200 of the most pretentious houses 

on the North Shore have been built in the new style 

and its use is spreading rapidly in other sections of the 

country. This new effect is termed “skintled brick- 

work,” the term being derived from a method of piling 

unburned brick in the kilns. It vastly increases the 

range of effects that can be obtained in a brick wall. 

“Skintled brickwork” had its origin in an attempt 

to bring out the artistic properties of Chicago common 

brick. Here was a material that had been used by the 

billion for many years in all kinds of structures in and 

about Chicago but which was considered as being 

suitable only where permanence but no particular 

beauty was desired. For sewer work, foundation walls 

and the sides and rears of office buildings and small 

bungalows that are now the style in Chicago, this 

material has always been without a rival. 

ae ees 

Effect No. 5, Described in this Article, Illustrates the Attractive Residence Walls Which Are Constructed Through the 
Irregular Placing of Common Brick. The panel above shows the details of the manner in which the brick are laid. 
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It is a remarkable thing that such people including 

the best architects had no idea of the wonderfully 

effective appearance of which this material is capable. 

This new manner of using Chicago common brick illus- 

trated and described here should be an inspiration to 

architects and builders in other sections of the country, 

for what has been done in Chicago can be done in any 

other common brick producing center. The prevailing 

tone of Chicago common brick is a sort of buff with 

a tendency toward deeper browns the more the brick 

are fired. 

When studying any brick with reference to its most 

effective appearance several things must be considered ; 

first, the color of the brick itself ; secondly, the bond in 

which it is laid; thirdly, the color of the mortar; 

fourthly, the cross section of the mortar joint, and 

fifthly, its texture. It requires a proper combination of 

all these factors to bring out the best that is in any 

type of brick. Generally speaking, the mortar joint 

must be of such a character that its appearance will 

show a decided contrast to the brick itself. Inasmuch 

as Chicago brick is of a light tone this necessitates the 

use of a heavily colored mortar or of a raked joint 

when the brick is laid in the traditional way. 

While there are several successful buildings in which 

the brickwork is treated in this way, some architects 

were not satisfied that this exhausted its possibilities. 

Accordingly the daring expedient was adopted of 

obtaining a rougher general appearance by staggering 

the brick in and out in an irregular way. This at once 

as eg oe exe % Loa . 

Ve cee 
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Allowing the Mortar to Remain in Place Which Is Pee from Between the Brick Produces the Interesting 
Wall Shown Above. Details of the brickwork are shown below, with the projections of the bricks from the. plumb line 
of the wall shown by the plus figures and the recessions by the minus figures. Effect No. 1. 

e 



Skintled, or “Chicago” Brickwork 

developed a very interesting series 

of shadows. So successful was this 

treatment that it is now the prevail- 

ing mode in buildings constructed 

of this brick, probably the boldest 

example being illustrated as effect 

No. 5 (page 105). 

Photographs here shown are 

representative styles out of a large 

number of buildings. One of the 

most interesting types of effect is 

that shown as effect No. 1, in which 

not only are the brick staggered in 

and out but the mortar squeezed 

from the joint is allowed to remain 

in place. Occasionally an architect 

prefers to whitewash the surface of 

the brickwork. The pictures are 

shown in such a way that these 

effects may be reproduced by any 

one, dimensions preceded by the 

“plus” sign indicating the projec- 

tion of each brick from the normal 

plane of the wall and dimensions 

preceded by the “minus” sign indi- 

cating the extent of the recession 

from the wall line. 

_ Skintled Brick Walls. Are Sometimes Finished in White, as Shown in the House Above. The method of obtaining 
this rough effect is shown below, with the projecting bricks marked with a plus figure and the receding ones with a 
minus sign before the distance of the deviation from the plane of the wall. 
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Good Plumbing Increases the 

Value of the Building 

By KARL WILLIAM ZOELLER 

Author of “Merchandising and the Plumbing Business” 

good plumbing supplies and fixtures in the 

buildings they erect; but how many realize 

what effect the plumbing has on the valuation of 

the buildings? 

As the arteries of the human body distribute health 

and energy and carry away its refuse, just so the 

Ben 2 G contractors know the necessity of tubs are the most common of these fixtures; to these 

may be added the many new and necessary items for 

sanitary use, such as shower baths, dental lavatories, 

bidets, dressing tables, built-in vacuum cleaning sys- 

tems and, of course, the countless accessories that are 

of valuable convenience ; medicine cabinets, towel bars, 

soap dishes, paper holders, tumbler holders, shelves, 

plumbing of a building func- 

tions; it delivers sanitation and 

health to every part of the build- 

ing and carries off its waste and 

dirt. 

And as has been said, “a man 

is just as old as his arteries,” so 

a building is as ancient as its 

plumbing. 

Two elements enter into the 

plumbing material a builder buys 

—the visible and the invisible. 

The visible plumbing or fix- 

tures, as they are designated in 

the trade, are most easily appre- 

ciated by the builder and his 

clients. } 

It is important that builders 

should know all about plumbing 

fixtures for, as you will pres- 

ently see, they have a tremendous 

bearing on the value of a build- 

ing. 

In building homes or apart- 

ments it is necessary to select 

plumbing fixtures from the view- 

‘point of the prospective occu- 

pants. 

For instance, a few years back, 

‘one bathroom in a_ ten-room 

house was considered adequate; 

kitchen sinks were about 30 

inches long and the contractor 

built a wooden drain board that 

seemed to meet every require- 

ment. 

But, as in every trade, im- 

proveinents are crowding out the 

old; modern efficiency rules to- 

Epitor’s NotE—No single detail 

of building and equipment of Amer- 

ican homes ts more important in de- 

termining the quality of the home 

than the plumbing. And, although 

organized effort is being made to 
educate builders and householders 

as to the importance of electrical 

equipment and other factors which 

are essential in making the Ameri- 
can home standard the highest the 

world ever has known, little effort 

has been made to inform the build- 
ers of the country of the convent- 

ences at their command for the 

service of their patrons. 

But the demand for better plumb- 

ing facilities has been growing rap- 
idly and contractors who pride 

themselves on keeping abreast of 

the demands of the day must build 

the most modern plumbing in their 

buildings. This calls for careful 

planning and a knowledge of the 
developments of plumbing practice . 

and plumbing fittings and equip- 

ment, 
It was with this need for infor- 

mation in mind that the AMERICAN 

Buiter arranged for this article 

by Mr. Zoeller, an authority on 

modern plumbing. And to enable 
the readers to obtain thorough and 

practical information, a number of 
other articles dealing with the 

plumbing and plumbing equipment 

field are planned, which will enable 

the builder to plan his buildings 

with a definite knowledge of what 

his patrons should have and how to 

give them the needed and desired 

equipment. 

hooks and so on. 

These, briefly, are the visible 

evidences of the kind of plumb- 

ing; and by the quality, useful- 

ness and even luxury is your 

judgment passed on by prospec- 

tive users. 

Students of health and hygiene 

have been preaching the value of 

cleanliness and the public are 

realizng more and more the 

truth of their sermons. The 

plumbing associations recogniz- 

ing the demand for better bath- 

ing equipment have capitalized 

the idea into a slogan that has 

focused nationwide attention on 

the daily bath. 

In every ‘city, town and ham- 

let the slogan “a bath a day 

keeps you fit every way,” drives 

home the most interesting and 

practical campaign ever under- 

taken by an association; it not 

only means more business and 

profits to all concerned, but it 

also insures better health and 

prosperity for those who prac- 

tice it. 

Therefore you now find all 

the family demanding a morning 

tub or shower and the one bath- 

room of a generation ago is not 

sufficient; two or three bath- 

rooms are needed for the same 

family that were formerly satis- 

fied with one. 

With all this attention directed 

to bathrooms, it is only natural 

day. Yesterday’s luxury is today’s necessity. 

While all plumbing fixtures have been wonderfully 

improved within the past ten years, the bathroom 

stands out foremost in its achievements. 

Bath tubs, lavatories, closets, kitchen sinks, laundry 

that we Americans after first discovering the practi- 

cability of a thing to want to make it attractive, even 

luxurious, and that is what is happening to bathrooms. 

Bathrooms may now be had that compare favor- 

ably with the old Roman baths only they are more 
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complete and much less costly. Legs are disappear- 

ing from tubs; they are now built with aprons down 

to the floor or of solid vitreous china. Cabinets are 

built into the wall, colored tiles come in artistic designs 

and make appropriate backgrounds. 

Manufacturers have added new fixtures, such as 

sitz baths or bidets, oval lavatories, enclosed closets, 

enclosed shower stalls, sunken bath tubs, and big sub- 

stantial lavatories; there are specially designed dress- 

ing or beauty tables, all these helping to make the bath 

room more desirable and therefore more in demand. 

Of course, in the less costly homes a full equipment 

of the articles itemized does not appear but even in 

the cheaper grades of plumbing the fixtures are beau- 

tifully made so that even the workingman’s cottage 

or flat has a luxurious bathroom. 

As in the bathroom, so in the kitchen and laundry 

has the plumbing manufacturer improved his mer- 

chandise. The rnodern kitchen sink is a monument to 

art as well as an article of efficiency. And correctly 

so. Does not the man of the house have the very best 

of efficiency office equipment? Then why shall not 

Madam have efficiency in her workshop? 

Laundry tubs can be had that are attractive as well 

as practical and who will gainsay that best workman- 

ship is not stimulated with the best equipment? 

We’ve described briefly what is going on in the field 

of visible plumbing, something that our eyesight ap- 

proves of. But, after all, the plumbing supplies (the 

invisible) must not be overlooked. 

While we advocate the finest and most luxurious 

fixtures the building budget will stand, we wish to go 

on record as saying, no. matter what kind of fixtures 

are used, the supplies must be of the best. 

The reasons are obvious. Ninety per cent of the 

supplies. are hidden beneath walls and floors. This 

valuable equipment that delivers hot and cold water, 

that carries off the waste matter, must be of such 

character that replacements should be unnecessary 

during the life of the building. 

It is necessary to employ responsible plumbing con- 

tractors, firms who have a standing in the commu- 

nity. It is dangerous to call in a plumber whose only 

equipment is.a plumbers’ license and a kit of tools. A 

damaged supply pipe will cause more expense than 

an entire original plumbing installation. Therefore 

look up a plumbing contractor who has a shop with 

merchandise on display, one who will exhibit samples 

of the supplies he proposes. to install in your building. 

Be sure to study the relative merits of the various 

grades and while it is always necessary to keep costs 

down, invisible plumbing supplies should be purchased 

on the basis that you want the kind that will not need 

further attention after the job is completed. 

And this is also true of fixtures; let us offer the 

practical suggestion that only advertised plumbing 

goods be used. 

Those who understand the basic value of adver- 

tising will readily agree that this is a sound recom- 

mendation and an insurance that the best will always 

be had. 

And for fear some may misunderstand and still 

believe that advertised goods cost more, let us assure 

them that advertising’s-chief function is to increase 

sales and thus cut down the selling costs. 

If you will give due consideration to the facts as 

set forth here and apply them on your next job, you'll 

have an entirely new selling angle and you will have 

increased the value of your building by many per cent. 

Bathrooms Are Available to Ameri- 
can Builders Which Are Much More 
Complete and Less Expensive than 
Those Which Were the Pride of An- 
cient Rome. 
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Blue Ribbon Homes in Many Colors 

By WILLIAM A. RADFORD 

President and Editor-in-Chief American Builder, Farm Mechanics, the Radford 
Architectural Co., and the Radford Cyclopedia and Other Building Books 

Do you like colors? I do. 

I have been working for a long time to perfect a 
method of showing our Blue Ribbon Homes in the 
very best and most attractive way. And here is the 
result. 

How do you like these home designs? And how do 
you like this way of illustrating them? 

Are they the size and style homes that interest you 
most? 

Notice that these pages in colors present many sug- 
gestions for Interiors of Homes, for modern furnish- 
ings and decoration, in addition to the exterior views 
and the dimensioned floor plans. 

And notice the historical scenes on each page—they 
glimpse the romance and the history that cluster 
around many well-liked home designs in the regions 

that first developed them. We are all proud of our 
local architecture, yet at the same time willing to 
share it with others, and in return to adopt the best 
ideas from other states and sections. ; 

These Blue Ribbon Homes in many colors are full 
of good suggestions ; and I hope that every AMERICAN 
BuILper reader will use these pages in selling the 
home-building idea. Show them to your friends, your 
customers and clients, and your prospective customers 
and clients. They will catch the building fever. 

Next month I will have ready for you another 
16 pages of Homes in Colors. ; 
They will be like this—but different, another new 

idea—even more effective, I think, than these October 
designs. ‘But judge for yourselves when you see 
next month’s AMERICAN BuILpER! 

Have you any suggestions to offer?—Write me. 

[October, 1924 
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The ALHAMBRA 

WELLERS in Florida have found homes of this 
attractive Spanish type most comfortable and con- 

venient and their unusual and pleasing appearance is 
leading to their adaptation to all parts of the United 
States... The plan is excellent, with the three bed rooms 
grouped on one side of the central dining room and 
the living room and kitchen, well separated from each 
other, on the other side. 
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HE exceptionally large sun porch and the spacious 
bed rooms of this home insure an unusual. degree 

of comfort to its occupants. The first floor, with its 
large living room and the efficient arrangement of the 
dining room, kitchen-and pantry, is very well planned. 
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First English Colony in America, Jamestown, Va., 1607 



Y placing the entrance of this handsome Dutch 
Colonial home in the end, with a porch toward the 

street, it is made suitable for the lot of average width. 
The six main rooms are unusually large. The built-in 
conveniences of the kitchen and breakfast room are 
worth study. 
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The AVALON 

LEASANT simplicity marks this cottage, with its 
attractive multi-colored roof, the stained shingles 

laid wide to the weather and the gabled entrance effec- 
tively breaking up the long line of the roof. The French 
doors, leading out on the paved terrace, add a charming 
touch. The living room is exceptionally Jarge for this 
type of home and the cther rooms well arranged for 
convenience. 
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The ANDOVER 

HE Colonial Entrance and door of this little home, in 
their coatings of white paint, show up remarkably well 

against the background of the brick walls; the shutters and the 
square paned windows are thoroughly: in keeping with the design 
of the home. It will be noted from the floor plan that the 
living room and dining room, with the kitchen, occupy one 
side of the house, while the other side is devoted to the two 
bed rooms. ; The manner in which the sun porch has been 
planned is particularly good. 
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HIS home of a type so popular in the Middle West 
is practical, comfortable and the rooms are of such 

a shape that they can be beautifully decorated and fur- - 
nished. Only twenty-four feet wide, it can be built on 
the average lot and still leave a comfortable driveway. 
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The ALBANY 

ODIFYING this Dutch Colonial design by the addition of 
a sun porch and a garage has taken nothing from its at- 

tractiveness. The sun porch, with its own fireplace, is virtually a 
second living room, and the folding doors allow the two to be 
thrown together into one large room. All of the bed rooms are 
cross lighted and ventilated: 
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HE open door to satisfaction and 
happiness is the door of the 

home of your own. This Colonial 
entrance wreathed with wisteria 
leads into the “Home, Sweet. Home” 
demonstration house, Washington, 
D.C. 



senna -To left: A covered 
seat and archway mark- 
ing the path to the 
garage. 

To right; a gleaming 
white pergola of grace- 
ful lines but simple 
construction screens the 
lower garden. 
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PAGE of pergolas—each with its distinctive 
beauty. A little well selected building material nailed to- 

gether according to the proper plan makes more delightful the 
delights of the home, lawn and garden, 



The ARCADIA 

PLEASING simplicity, in accord with its name, has been 
made the keynote in the design of this attractive frame 

bungalow of five rooms, a breakfast room and bath. -All of 
the rooms in this home are notable for the exceptional amount 
of daylight and ventilation provided. The kitchen, the pantry 
and the breakfast room form an efficient working place for 
the housewife. 
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The AURORA 

ERE is a home well adapted to almost any setting and 
one which is particularly attractive when surrounded with 

flowers and well planned shrubbery. The tile roof presents an 
interesting opportunity for a touch of color. The floor plan is 
unusual in the placing of the kitchen in the center of one side 
of the house rather than to the rear. Note that the bed room 
group is well separated from the rest of the home. 
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The ALDEN 

Pyveperye exactitude of design and regard for propor- 
tion are combined with modern convenience in this six- 

room home. The spacious sun porch virtually adds so much 
more space to the living room. The arrangement of the 
bed rooms, with their two baths, is especially pleasing. 
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The ALAMEDA 

OMINESS with distinction is well expressed in this modern 
dwelling of Spanish design. The planes of the stucco facade 

are interestingly broken by the arches of the windows and door. 
The proportions of the living room are especially good and the 
grouping of the dining room and kitchen with the. charming 
breakfast nook is well done. 
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HE tile roof and decorative use of brick lend un- 
usual distinction to this square type stucco home, 

an example of an_ attractive exterior attained through 
the careful use of simple details. The interior of the 
home is notable for the fact that all of the larger rooms 
have cross light and ventilation. 
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HE unusual and irregularly placed windows, the. arched 
hood of the entry and the high gambrel roof make this 

home especially attractive in its setting of flowers and 
.Shrubs. -The wealth of porch room and the well worked 
out details of the floor plan insure that such a home will 
be a comfortable one in which to live. 

Declaration of In@®pendence Signed July 4, 1776 



The Gold Rush to California in ’49 

The APPLETON 

AINTED shutters and bright awnings add much to 
‘the beauty of this home of the ever-popular hip- 

roofed square type which is quite typical of the Middle 
West. It will be noted from the floor plan that the 
entrance on the side gives a distinctive sense of privacy. 
The rooms, both upstairs and down, are of adequate size 
and are well arranged. 
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This-Design in Full Colors on Page 1 
127 
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Attractive New England Farm House Design is Notable for the 

Convenience of the Room Arrangement and Generous Porches 

CS shutters against wide, white siding; 

attractive porches with simple but carefully 

worked out ornamentation and the pleasing door, with 

its effective sidelights are details adding much to the 

good proportions of this Colonial home, which shows to 

particular advantage in its setting of foliage as pictured 

on the Front Cover. 

The front entrance admits one to an attractive recep- 

tion hall, with a Colonial stairway leading to the second 

floor. On one side, in the usual Colonial manner, is the 

living room, with the sun porch adjoining and adding 

materially to the usable space. The window seat, with 

built-in book cases at each side, is good feature worth 

copying. 

The other side of the reception hall is the dining 

room, reached through French doors. This room is 

’ reached from the kitchen through an unusually con- 

seconeconggesnapentcecccarenaenaceanecertc sts coseneose:teeeargenaeamacanrcecta taser 

venient serving pantry, which contains a work coun- 

ter, a case and the refrigerator, which it is planned 

to have iced from the rear porch. A first floor lava- 

tory is a feature which should not be overlooked. It is 

accessible from both front and rear of the house. 

The second floor may be finished in either of two | 

ways, as shown on page 129. The builder may install 

three bedrooms, one to be a master chamber, extend- 

ing the full depth of the house, with its private bath 

and two generous closets. The other two rooms pro- 

vided by this plan are of generous size and are well 

_provided with closet space. 

The alternate floor plan shown gives four bedrooms, 

all of adequate size and with cross-ventilation. In 

this plan a bath is placed directly between each two 

bedrooms and can be reached from either without the 

necessity of going out into the hall. 
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The Manner in Which the Porch Is Housed Under the Main Roof of This Month’s Front Cover Home Makes It 
an Integral Part of the Home, Instead of Giving It the Effect of Being Added as an After Thought. Full working 
details of this attractive Colonial home will be found on the four following pages. 
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The Scale Drawing of the Front Cover Home Shows How the Details of the Wide Siding and the Well Propor- 
tioned Shutters Are Worked Out. The living room, with the fireplace in one side and the window seat flanked by built-in 
anaes cases at one end, is an unusually pleasant room. Two plans for arranging the second floor are presented on the fol- 
owing page. 



Our Front Cover Home 
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A Large Master Bedroom, with a Private Bath is Provided in the One Plan for the Second Floor. This plan 
also gives two more bedrooms of good size, both with cross ventilation and lighted from two sides. The alternate 
floor plan gives four bedrooms, two grouped about each bath room. The basement plan and side elevation of the home 
are on the next page. 
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The Basement of the Front Cover Home May Well Be Divided into the Well Lighted Laundry Indicated, with 

Its Built-in Tubs, a Section for the Heating Equipment and Coal Bins and a Section for Storage Purposes. A detailed 

cross section of the front cover home is given on the following page. 
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Details of the Construction of the Front Cover Home Are Presented in This Cross Section. Note that the 2-foot 
concrete footings and the 12-inch basement walls provide an adequate foundation for the — Side wall and ceil- 
ing insulation is utilized to make heating easier and less expensive. 
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Stucco Home 

Somber Monotony Is No Longer Necessary for the Stucco House Since Permanent 

Tints Make Many Attractive Combinations Possible 

By DORTHEA DeMERITTE DUNLEA 

Eprror’s Notre—This is the second of a series of articles on 

the possibilities opened to the builder through the use of mortar 
colors, the first appearing in the September issue. The increas- 

ing popularity of Spanish and Italian types of homes, with their 

stucco finish, makes such a topic especially useful to builders 

who are anxious to keep abreast of recent developments in 
order to render the most efficient service to their clients and to 
meet keen competition with the.assurance that they can handle 

any job. 

HERE is a decided vogue for color today, light 

colors and bright colors, to make the exterior 

of the house individual and charmingly gay. 

And particularly is this new scheme of coloring to be 

seen on the house of a stucco finish. This does not 

mean that gaudy hues are applied in reckless abandon 

to large walls or roof areas or that paint is daubed 

on crudely to make a show of trimmings. Rather does 

it mean that a blending of light colors is favored or, 

where darker shades are used, an enlivening touch is 

furnished in the trim. 

The stucco exterior offers unlimited possibilities in 

developing novel and interesting color treatments by 

reason of its special adaptability to color, due to its 

composition and varied texture. And texture means 

so much in obtaining definite color effects that noticing 

a few of the popular and standard treatments will aid 

in choosing the right color scheme for the right stucco 

house. 

First there are trowel finishes, smooth and rough. 

Then there are special finishes which leave the stucco 

with a raised or indented pattern, repeated or irreg- 

ular as individual taste dictates. Rough cast or spat- 

ter dash is another finish which is popular and lends 

itself to varied color schemes. Stipple, also rough, 

is of a uniform texture and is colored satisfactorily. 

And sponge finish is a novelty which gives walls an 

interesting surface while rock dash gives beauty to 

stucco by having small pebbles or chipped stone and 

rock imbedded in its surface. 

With these many ways of surfacing and finishing 

stucco, to gain different textural effects, one may play 

up color or tone it down to a nicety of degree. Where 

a smooth surface would bring out bright colors perhaps 

too daringly or glaringly, a rough textured surface 

would soften and subdue with shadows here and there. 

The Attractiveness of Stucco Homes Has Been Enhanced Greatly Through the Increased Attention Paid of Recent 
Years to the Color Possibilities Attained Through the Use of Mortar Colors and Through the Careful Consideration 
of the Texture of the Finish of the Stucco. The home shown above has been given a distinct individuality through 
the use of color complementary to the tile roof and through its rough finished surfaces. 



Color Adds Charm to Stucco Homes 

On the other hand where dull or neutral colors were 

used, a smooth surface might give a uniformity that 

would be exceedingly attractive. 

Texture having been considered as a definite ele- 

ment in coloring stucco, the choice of colors is next to 

be decided upon. And here again variety is available 

for one can choose from all the colors of the rainbow, 

from deep tones to light tints, forty colors being dével- 

oped for use with one particular kind of cement stucco. 

White has always been of the old standbys and for 

the small or the large house it is a good choice when 

an effective setting or background of green is obtain- 

able. With white, one may have a choice of trim- 

mings. Black, gray, pale green, dark green and light 

blue all have been used with pleasing effect for trim- 

ming the white stucco house. 

For those who prefer a less striking effect, a little 

softer or more-neutral tone for the stucco exterior, 

gray is a good color for surfacing. It has a certain 

Old World quaintness when developed in some of 

the slate tones and it comes in several shades from 

deep sombre gray to light and French grays. For 

stucco homes of darker grays, black and white make 

appropriate trimming colors. Lighter grays may be 

trimmed with dark gray, pale green, dark green, light 

blue, coral or maroorl with very good effect. 

The tans and browns are always effective for the 

stucco exterior and add a picturesque beauty sugges- 

tive of early Spanish days. 

Brown, black and orange often are combined with 

tan. With cream, Nilegreen, light blue and deep blue 

form a pleasing contrast, while buff, so often used as 

Determining the Shade of the Walls. 
carefully selected shrubbery. 

Here the effect is heightened through the use of brightly colored awnings and 
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a color for stucco homes, is attractive when white is 

used for a relief color. 

Besides the standard colors of gray, tan and white, 

there are many new color combinations that are cap- 

tivating in their beauty. Green is a color that can be 

most conservative in its effect and yet pleasingly dif- 

ferent. It is worked out on pastel or neutral tones and 

many a little bungalow or house of larger size owes 

its individuality to its stucco walls softly colored in 

green, with trimmings of black, white, gray, or deeper 

green. 

Pink houses, blue houses and ones of lavender are 

also among the leaders in the new color parade. And 

very attractive are these colors if rightly chosen to 

suit the style of house and its setting. Pink houses 

are real “rosy dreams” come true, for they are more 

likely to be rose than pink, ‘and shaded toward the 

terra cotta in hue. With deep rose, black and white 

are very often chosen for trimming while light or 

ciel blue is effective combined with shell pink or pale 

rose that has a hint of yellow or apricot. Light green 

(nile) is also liked in combination with shell tinted 

stucco. : 

Blue that matches the brightness of the sky or the 

alluring greenish color of the sea, is a means of giv- 

ing distinction to the stucco house, too, if -a right 

combination of colors is used for wall and trim. Black 

and white is effective, and gray or deeper blue may be 

chosen to make the blue acceptable for wall coloring. 

Lavender is still another of the newer colors for 

the stucco house and may be seen in a clear light tint 

or as a part of a variegated or mottled color surface. 

4 

Remarkably Attractive Exteriors on Smaller Stucco Homes Are the Result of Careful Use of Mortar Colors in 
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Mixed colors (polychrome effect) are not to be over- 

looked either when coloring the stucco exterior, for 

giving as they do a hint of many colors, no one color 

leading or predominating, except in the trim of the 

house. Among the polychrome finishes, the following 

colors are frequently grouped: 

Yellow, tan, brown and green. 

Green, blue and gray. 

Lavender, blue and green. 

Rose, green and tan. 

The coloring of the stucco house is accomplished 

in two ways. Either by the use of stucco already 

mixed with colors or by the application of a color 

coat after the stucco is finished. The new house can, 

of course, take advantage of colored stucco while 

the house already built, which needs brightening up, 

can profit by the use of the technical paints that come 

especially for stucco. Ordinarily house paints do not 

work out satisfactorily by reason of their oil content 

combining with the alkali in cement, to form a soap 

which is soluable when wet. But especially prepared 

stucco coatings come in a wide range of colors to make 

a permanent surfacing that will not fade or wash off. 

Light colors are stressed most at the present time, 

and the darker shades to be “in style” are usually 

brightened with touches of vermillion, orange, yellow, 

ciel blue or green, and these vivid colors are applied 

in many interesting ways. It may be that the roof 

is featured for contrast with neutral walls, or it may 

be that decorated motifs are applied to the house. 

The jazz roof is especially attractive when used with 

gray or tan walls, that are perhaps a bit sombre, for 

this roof is indeed a splash of color—the shingles vie- 

ing with the rainbow for hues. The light green of shin- 

gle or tile is in harmony with almost any color house 

and red tiles are pleasing with dull or dark walls. The 

dark gray or black roof. is. wisely chosen when the 

walls of the dwelling have been painted gaily or dec- 

orated with high colors. 

Painted motifs, in stencil effect, are one of the 

newer touches that give distinction to many types of 

stucco homes, from the Spanish or Italian to the cot- 

tage of Flemish or English design. . These patterns 

follow around the windows and doors or are applied 

Besides the Brightening Influence of the Multi-Colored 
Roof, Notice That a Band of Color Is Run About the 
Three French Windows Opening on the Terrace. 

Color Adds Charm to Stucco Homes 
[October, 1924 

~ 

The White Walls of This Stucco Home Will Make an 
Interesting Background for the Foliage Which Will Sur- 
round It When the Landscaping Is Completed. 

just as a special decorative feature on the surface of 

a wall, just below a gable, on the wall chimney or 

on the window blinds. These ornamentations are 

often worked out in a number of colors, combining 

rose and blue, yellow and black, yellow and green, or 

orange arid black; even red and black may be liked 

for novelty if the red is merely used as a touch. 

And these color combinations are also applied to the 

balustrades and grill-work of the house. 

Even the front door of the up-to-date stucco house, 

comes in for its share in brightening up the extefior. 

A polychrome effect has been used to advantage on 

some types of floors, especially those which are of 

Old World patterning. Panelling can also be accentu- 

ated effectively by the use of contrasting colors that 

match the color scheme chosen for the outside finish 

of the house. 

The window boxes and flower pots can be’ made to 

echo the gayety of wall or trim, and awnings added 

in the summer-time will be a means of achieving suc- 

cess, in handling the favored high colors. In fact, 

just these touches of color are often more effective 

than a more liberal use of them. __ °.'* 

And in selecting any of the light ‘colors, it is wall 

to remember that in general,.théy tend to increase the 

size of a place when used for. walls; When used ,fer 

“roof, too, an effect of height is. gained. Light’ colors 

also make the house cooler in summer, anthlight trim- 

mings will bring out the outline of windows and doors, 

while dark trimmings will tend to decrease the size 

of these features. .: . 

Many makers of ‘mortar colors have published inter- 

esting and valuable booklets, showing the various 

shades which may be obtained through using their 

colors and giving much information of value to those 

who propose to erect stucco homes. It is well worth 

the while of the builder to make a careful study of this 

literature to keep himself abreast of the latest develop- 

ments and color possibilities. 
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Warm Homes Sell Best 

Builders and. Realtors Are Finding That Building Warmth Into Homes Is the Most 

Profitable Thing They Can Do 

By CLYDE A. MANN 

Epitor’s Note: This is the second article on insula- 

tion and its value to the builder and home owner by 

Mr. Mann, the first appearing in the September AMER- 

ICAN Buitper. This will be followed by other inter- 

esting discussions. 

have proved how temperature-comfort can 

be sold to homeseekers at a profit in reputa- 

tion, clientele and money. On analysis it is not 

strange that ordinary temperature. comfort for all 

the family on winter days or in midsummer should rate 

high among the factors which make homes sell readily 

and put a subdivision building campaign on a basis 

of an assured success even before the digging begins. 

Moreover, builders argue, homebuyers are put 

into far more comfortable circumstances financially 

to make their payments and to add to the beauty of 

their property when their fuel bills are kept at a 

minimum and when doctor’s bills are not a factor. 

Hard-to-heat homes not only are hard to sell but 

are hard to maintain and pay for and all this works 

against the best interests of the home builder. 

The warmth—and its large fuel and doctor bill 

economy—built into homes is one of the factors 

referred to by Secretary Herbert Hoover of the 

Department of Commerce when he said: “Happily 

a large section of the people is awake to the prob- 

lem of home ownership, and an increasing number 

of business groups have publicly acknowledged 

their responsibility and interest in it. They see that 

taking a neighborly interest in developing sound 

financing and other machinery for the use of home 

\: over the country there are builders who 

. filling, and sidewall and ceiling 

seekers and insisting on the obudnonisth of honest, 

straightforward methods by those who deal with 

homeseekers is not paternalism but good business 

and good citizenship. 

“It is the ‘square deal’—and it is not only right 

but essential—that the cards should not be stacked 

against the homeseeker.” 

No city in the country has proved this practical 

value in home warmth more clearly than Minne- 

apolis—unless it be St. Paul. In both of those 

cities there have been hundreds and perhaps thou- 

sands of new homes built successfully on what 

recently has been called a “low fuel cost” basis. 

Take the experience of the “Bryn Mawr” develop- 

ment in Minneapolis. C. T. Moffett, the builder of 

that community, says. himself that success is due 

to the fact that he gives particular attention to beam 

“insulation” and 

moist air furnaces to insure warm dwellings for the 

purchasers. 

The fact that the sales expense for 18 of the 

houses was a grand total of $14 tells how well it 

paid. 

The builder of homes in Bryn Mawr and other 

developments, tells his rules and objectives in these 

words: “The wise use of capital in supplying homes 

to the average paid artisan or clerk is like love—it 

needs no advertisement. From one to another the 

story continues to spread until you are swamped 

with business. And there is no more satisfying 

business than to see develop under your guidance 

the hdpes of reasonable people for their very own 

fireside. I like to make any 

kind of an equal deal in com- 

( a modities or in real estate, but 

oF the selling of a house to a 

young married pair for a per- 

manent abode leads all the 

rest. 

_ Warm Houses Reduce Sales Effort and Costs. 

“Most of my effort is ex- 

pended in supplying warm’ 

five-room, all modern semi- 

bungalows, 24x43 feet on the 

ground in a variety of exteri- 

ors at a selling price of $6,500, 

straight monthly payments of 

$66.88. These dwellings have 

a capacity for two or three 

additional rooms on the upper 

-floor. Should a small family 

grow, it need not move, it can 

build an addition. This re- 
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serve for increased capacity is one outstanding feature 

of my building plans.” | 

Mr. Moffett’s low sales expense was due in part 

to the plan of selling without requiring a down- 

payment of $1,000 or some other substantial sum; 

but as most of the buyers were brought in by those 

who already had purchased houses it was evident 

that indoor comfort had been provided whether the 

outdoor temperature was raging at 20 below zero 

or was soaring above 100 in the shade. Wives and 

children had much to be thankful for on that 

account. 

The heat-stopped walls and ceilings are credited 

properly with the fact that the hot air furnace in 

these houses maintained June temperatures without 

being crowded to the point of danger from fire. It 

is the easy-to-heat dwelling that is nearly immune 

from fire hazard, according to the records of the fire 

underwriters, simply because no desperate “forcing” 

of the fires, with consequent waste of fuel, becomes 

necessary when Boreas sweeps in from Medicine 

Hat and brings discomfort to thousands of families 

in any city, in hard-to-heat homes. 

Keep Cold Out At Vulnerable Points 

Mr. Moffett takes pains to keep out cold at one 

vulnerable place, between the foundation wall and 

the floor level. He sees to it that the “beam-fill” is 

not a makeshift but a thorough job. But while that 

is a detail, the wall, ceiling and roof materials and 

workmanship are fundamentals as easily may be 

seen, when the heat losses by transmission are 

figured just as they are figured in the engineering 

of skyscrapers and big hotel buildings. Heat by no 

means is confined by the plastered walls even if 

there be masonry back of the plaster. One inch of 

some materials designed to resist heat, the kind of 

stuff that long has been used in refrigerator cars 

and ice-boxes, checks the outflow of heat as much 

as over two feet of some kinds of masonry. 

“T have found that certain heat resistive materials 

do just what is claimed for them,” said Mr. Moffett 

in telling his story of construction and sales. “They 

hold the heat within the rooms which are to be 

warmed.” 

In contrast to this sort of building is the experi- 

ence of the village trustees of a suburb near to 

Chicago which found it necessary to pass a manda- 

tory ordinance requiring board sheathing on the 

studs of all houses. This was brought about by the 

discovery that small homes which were being sold 

to newcomers had no sheathing outside the studs 

between the winter winds and the wallpaper. After 

an investigation of the facts the village fathers rose 

up in defense of the home buyers on the score of 

comfort as well as structural necessities. 

“No stranger in our gates shall be permitted to 

buy homes that are sure to be cold, too cold for the 

welfare of the kids and parents in winter, and which 

must be fuel eaters besides,” declared the president 

Insulation Aids Home Sales 
[October, 1924 
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of the town board. 

Another city has 

passed ordinances 

requiring heat- 

stopping all homes, 

I am told. 

Progressive 

builders have al- 

ways welcomed re- 

quirements of that 

sort. The heat loss 

by transmission 

right through the 

plaster or metal 

ceiling, or through 

the walls and roof 

as well as through 

the windows never 

has been generally 

understood. Too 

much B.t.u. and 

technical talk. The cost in tons of coal and dollars 

was not explained. 

The ordinary frame type of construction with no 

heat stop used has a heat loss per hundred square 

feet of wall of 664 pounds of coal for a heating 

season in most northern states. This can be reduced 

to 332 pounds of coal, or a saving per 100 square 

feet in 30 years of 4.98 tons, or about $85 in 30 

years, if the coal be figured as anthracite of 13,000 

B.t.u. burned with 65 percent efficiency, which is as 

good a record as can be looked for. That means in 

30 years a saving of $4,000 for walls and roof of a 

modest home. 

Much has been said during the national con- 

vention of the real estate boards in Washington 

during June about the need to study the best inter- 

ests of home buyers if the present ominous trend, 

away from home ownership, is to be properly 

checked. The fact that tenants have increased by 

seven percent during recent years is pointed to as 

a warning, calling for most careful attention to such 

factors as the bodily comfort of members of fami- 

lies who leave steamheated flats and try the home 

ownership life in houses which are less easy to heat 

to 70 degrees than brick apartment buildings usu- 

ally are. 

“The building of cold houses,” says the progress- 

ive and successful subdivision campaigner, “is the 

worst kind of undertow running against the tide of 

own-your-home gospeling by the banks, realtors 

and business interests generally. Stop that and the 

home-ownership tide will catch up again with the 

figures of pre-war years.” 

Other notable subdivision developments in 

Minneapolis, also in Detroit, Washington, Balti- 

more and Louisville have in most cases considered 

the fuel bill of the buyers as well as the outward 

appearances. 

The Trustees of One Village 
Found it Necessary to Pass an 
Ordinance to Protect the New- 
comer Against Unscrupulous 
Builders. 
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Take the case of Nicholson Park in Minneapolis 

built by Clarke Nicholson, a realtor. His homes 

when ready for homebuyers are made warm not 

only by heatstopping the walls and upper ceilings 

but by installation of spetial heaters and automatic 

damper control to prevent the peaks and valleys of 

heating, and a full equipment of storm windows. 

Folks who inspect Nicholson’s homes see warmth 

in winter and coolness in summer beckoning to 

them—and they buy; sales effort is not necessary 

and its expense is avoided. 

In the rules governing construction of cottages 

bought by hundreds of workmen at Detroit there 

has been attention to the heat loss through the ceil- 

ings—the exit for 60 per cent of the heat which is 

expensively produced from furnaces or stoves. No 

heatstop has been used but the loss has been greatly 

reduced by flooring over the attics. If the ceilings 

had been left with nothing between the winter cold 

in the attic and the room below but thin, hard 

plaster, the heat-loss would have been increased at 

least one-third. This subdivision campaign was 

planned and executed by R. G. Lambrecht, the 

sales plan requiring a down-payment of $1,000 but 

small monthly payments thereafter. _ 

In a Star Subdivision 

In the outskirts of Chicago, with the clatter of a 

surface car line on one hand and on the other the 

sylvan quiet of the Forest Preserve, there is what 

is pointed to as a star subdivision building develop- 

ment of the better class, in which is recognized the 

need’ for structural’ sheathing and of water proof 

papers under the stucco or brick veneers. The 

home of the owner is made stilk more warm than 

the others for winter weather by the use of heatstop 

material in walls and ceilings. Just why the com- 

fort of the purchasers was not considered as :well 

as owner when it would aid them materially in pay- 

ing off the mortgages given at purchase cannot be 

recorded; the builders, after most of the 50 charm- 

ing homes were completed and waiting for buyers, 

wished very earnestly that they had built as well 

for buyers as for their own families. They had 

refused to use heatstop materials simply because 

they had followed the best rules for building that 

were known 25 years ago. Heatstop is an innova- 

tion of comparatively recent years. What they 

found true for their families they knew would have 

been equally agreeable to purchasers. This is what 

the daughter of the builder said: 

“Our home in the new subdivision is delightfully 

cool this hot weather and it will be equally warm in 

winter. It makes life out here a real joy—for what- 

ever the temperature, we are comfortable.” 

With nearly half a million dollars invested in the 

purchase of land and building of the homes it would 

have been very satisfactory to them to have adver- 

tised for buyers in such a way as this: 
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GUARANTEED WARM HOMES 

Certainty of comfort in a new house has been 

our first thought in building these charming 

homes. Such a location and such careful build- 

ing would be misused if the homes were not cer- 

tain to be cosily comfortable on the coldest days 

of winter or the hottest days of summer. Homes 

must be made safe for those dear to us, safe 

from discomfort, distress, pneumonia. These 

homes, and every one of them, have warmth built 

into the walls and roofs. That spells safety, im- 

munity from the ills reported in hard-to-heat 

homes. 

Also it spells a great saving—one much greater 

than most people know. Get the facts. In ten 

years’ time the saving will amount to a large part 
> . 
of the moderate price you will pay for such a 

home. Saving in fuel, in doctor bills, savings in 

worry, money, lives. 

Such a setting for an ideal home as we have 

provided has been properly used. Get the facts. 

This subdivision was built for folks who pay $150 

a month and more in rent and such folks are wedded 

to 70 degrees F. or more as a certainty whatever 

capers winter may cut. Folks who live in steam 

heated apartments are slow to risk the change to a 

home of their own because bodily comfort is a big 

factor and one not lightly to be disregarded. But 

the heat losses of those 50 houses will be so large 

that buyers will have days of poor heat, days when 

the babies cannot play on the floor and perhaps will 

be put to bed to keep warm! Will the word be 

passed at the card club and the lodge that those 

houses are worth a premium because of the way 

they were built? Unfortunately no. 

" Assurance’ Helps Sales 

But there are many subdivision building cam- 

paigns being planned which can use this magic 

phrase: 

“Built Warm” 

The furnace company which advertises in these 

words: “Makes warm friends,’ needs to add: 

“When our heat stays at home,” for buildings 

which do not retain expensive heat cannot hold 

warm friends. The plan of “rating” houses and 

other buildings for their “fuel cost” promises a way, 

say technical engineers for many national associa- 

tions, for identifying buildings which hold heat and 

friends. 

The proposal is one which is sponsored by repre- 

sentatives of many engineering, architectural, 

asbestos and building material associations. 

Through the operation of the plan those buildings 

which deserve them be given “pedigrees” based on 

their “fuel cost factors.” 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR REMODELING 

A series of very helpful drawings from the book, “Better Homes from Old Houses,” prepared and 
coneee _ by The Barrett Company. This series began in June and will be concluded next 
month.—The tor. 

Project No. 5—The Mid-Victorian House 

Exterior View and Plans of the Mid- 
Victorian House Before Alterations. 
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HE Mid-Victorian house is generally large and 

has spacious rooms on two floors. Houses of that 

day were built of excellent materials and they lend 

themselves readily to marked improvement in the 

hands of the remodeler. The already roomy interiors 

require little alteration, but remarkable results are to 

be obtained by reworking the exteriors, as illustrated 

here. 

Alteration One 

Changing the proportions and eliminating jig-saw 

ornaments greatly improve these houses. In this plan 

a new pitched roof is built with the eaves just above 

the second floor windows; the old porch is taken off ts 

and new porches with shed roofs added at the sides.” 

Floor plans are unchanged. Cost of new work is nancies eet PVE Werder nnn >t8 ; , 
approximately $1,800. View Showing New Pitched Roof and Side Porches in Alter- 

ation One. Floor Plans Are Unchanged. 

Alteration Two 

A pitched roof with wide eaves covers the 

whole house. A glazed sun porch with pitched 

roof is added at each end. The entrance has a 

shingled hood supported by brackets. Floor 

plans are unchanged. Approximate cost includ- 

ing stucco for front and end walls, $2,800. 
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View from Street, Showing Change Effected by Stucco First Floor. 
Exterior, New Roof and Sun Porches. Second Floor Unchanged. 
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Alteration Three 

This dignified house is obtained by simple cece! 

A new cornice with parapet is built just above the, ‘ iW 

second floor windows, retaining the flat roof. Glazed \} a 

porches at the ends project from the front and are (\ —— 

connected by a colonnade. Floor plans are unchanged. Ww! 

I ) 

Approximate cost including stucco, $3,500. 

View of Alteration Three Showing Appearance of House 
First Floor. . with Stucco Front, New Cornice and Porches. 

Second Floor Unchanged. 

View of Front and Left Side of Alteration Four. 

Alteration Four 

A one story extension at the left increases size of living room; 

First Floor. at the right provides sun porch. The center of house with low 

Second Floor Above. ~ pitched roof is extended and gives new entrance porch and addi- 

tional bath room. Approximate cost with stucco exterior, $4,500. 

Alteration Five 

An Italian style house is obtained’ by extending 

original house at each end, one room deep in both 

stories ; projecting porches are built at the ends and a 

long terrace between them. Low hipped roof over 

entire house and exterior stuccoed. Approximate cost, 

$8,000. 

Next month we will take up the 

Hipped Roof House. 
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Alteration Five Gives the Effect of the Popular Italian Style. Floor Plans, Alteration Five. 
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INSTRUCTIONS IN 

ROOF 
FRAMING 

LESSON NINE—By JOHN T. NEUFELD 

Epitor’s Note: The question of correct roof 

framing seems to be one of perennial interest among 

our readers, if we are to judge by the number of ques- 

tions and answers on that subject which are sent m 

monthly for the Correspondence Department. AMERI- 

CAN BuILper therefore conducts this department for 

the benefit of its readers who may have roof fram- 

ing problems. Write in your problem and Mr. Neufeld 

will answer it, and some questions and answers will 

appear im this department of AMERICAN BUILDER for 

the benefit of others who may be interested. We want 

to make this department the place where YOU can 

solve your roofing problems. 

The Gambrel Roof 

HE following problem was sent to the writer for 

a solution: 

Find the lengths and cuts for the rafters for a gam- 

brel roof with a span of 20 feet, run of lower rafters 

4 feet 6 inches, run of upper rafters 5 feet 

6 inches and with a purlin 7 feet 6 inches above 

top of wall plate. 

The illustration shows the fram- 

ing of this roof. It should be noted 

that this is not of the self support- 

ing type that is usually used on 

barns. This type is perhaps used + 

more on houses. | 

The depth of seat cut or the ver- 

tical distance that the edge of the 

lower rafter is above the top of the 

plate will be taken as 3 inches. This 

leaves 7 feet 3 inches for the rise 

of the lower rafter. The run is 4 

feet 6 inches. 

To get the riser per foot run we 

must divide the total rise by the 

number of feet in the run. Seven 

feet 3 inches = 87 inches rise and 

4.5 feet run. For 1 foot run the 

SEAT 

One way to get the length is to take 4% inches for 

the 4 feet 6 inches on one arm of the square and 74% 

inches for the 7 feet 3 inches on the other arm of the 

square. The distance across ‘is eight and six and one- 

half twelfths inches. The length of the lower rafter 

therefore is 8 feet 614 inches. This is as accurate as 

can be found by this method. 

We may also find the length of this rafter by find- 

ing the square root of (the run squared plus the rise 

squared ). 

V (4.5)? + (7.25)? = V20.25 + 52.5625 — 8.532 

8.532 feet = 8 feet 634 inches — length of lower rafter. 

We note a slight difference in the answers.- In 

measuring 1/12 of an inch stands for 1 inch and as 

rise is 87 — 4.5 = 19.33 inches. 

As this “rise per foot run” -does 

not come in even inches we cannot 

use a table of “length per foot 

10- Q” run” to obtain the length of 7 

rafter. Another method must be 

used. 
Wn y 

Fig. 45. The Solution of a Gambrel Roof Problem. 



Building a Gambrel Roof 

Take another piece of the same size as the upper 

rafter and lay this over the square and over the first 

piece, so that the edge of this piece coincides with 

wanes ee! re | 

this is such a small scale it is hard to get very accurate 

results by measuring. 

For the seat and plumb cuts for the lower rafters we 

use the total run and rise. The run is 4 feet 6 inches, 

therefore, we use 4% inches on the blade of the 

square. 

The rise is 7 feet 3 inches, therefore, we use 7%4 

inches on the tongue of the square. 

Note that the vertical cut at the upper end is only 

3% inches long and that a short horizontal cut is re- 

quired. 

The upper rafter has a run of 5 feet 6 inches and 

a rise of 4 feet 0 inches. This also is an odd pitch, 

therefore, we use the square root method to get the 

length of the rafter. 

~ Length of upper rafter = / (5’ 6”)? + (47 0”)? = 

V(5%)? + # = V 30.25 + 16 = 6.8008 

6.8008 feet = 6 feet 954 inches = length of 

upper rafter. 

If we take the run and rise on the square to obtain 

the cuts then we would have 5% inches on the blade 

and 4 inches on the tongue. If we multiply each by 

two we get 11 inches and 8 inches. We use these 

numbers as they are a little larger and give us more 

of a space on the square. See illustration. 

The seat cut of the upper rafter has a horizontal 

cut of 35@ inches and then a short vertical cut, which 

is at right angles to the horizontal cut. 

The length that we have found 

for the upper rafter is to the cen- 

ter of the ridge board. We first 

lay off this length on the rafter 

and also mark for the 

upper cut and then we x 

deduct for one-half 

the thickness of the 

ridge board ee aes 
° Tei 

this we use a rs 

we 
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Fig. 46. Laying Out the 
Cuts for a Butt Joint. 

piece of lumber of the same thickness as the ridge 

board and lay it over the upper end of the rafter, as 

shown, so that the rafter end comes to the center of 

this piecé, mark along the side of the piece and cut off. 

If the gambrel roof is of the self-supporting type, 

where the upper and the lower rafter are framed 

together with a butt joint, then the cuts may be laid 

out as shown in Fig. 46. 

First lay a piece of timber to be used for the lower 

rafter, flat on a floor or bench. (See No. 1 in illus- 

tration.) On this piece lay the square with the num- 

bers giving the pitch of the rafter on the edge of the 

board. In this case they are 4%4 and 7%. 
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Fig. 47. Another Method of Laying Out the Butt Joints. 

the numbers giving the pitch of the upper rafter. In 

this case this is 11 and 8 as prevoiusly found. 

The points at which the edges of the two pieces 

cross each other will mark the lines for the cuts. 

These two pieces may now be used as patterns for 

cutting the meeting ends of the other rafters. 

Another method that may be used to lay out the 

butt joints at the meeting ends of the upper and lower 

rafter is illustrated in Fig. 47. 

Taking the lower rafter we first lay out a plumb 

line on this rafter. Using the number 4% and 7% 

on square No. 1, which gives us the pitch of this roof. 

Now take another square or this same square may 

be taken and lay out a 45 degree angle from the plumb 

line as shown by square No. 3, using any even num- 

bers such as 6 and 6. The edge of the square No. 3 

now marks the upper cut for the lower rafter. 

The operation for the upper rafter is similar. First 

lay out a horizontal line on this rafter by using the 

numbers that give the pitch of the roof (11 and 8 in 

this case). 

The edge of the blade of this square (square No. 2 

in the illustration) now marks a horizontal line on 

the upper rafter. 

From this horizontal line we must lay out a 45 

degree angle. This is again done by using even num- 

bers on the two arms of the square (6 and 6 in this 

case). 

The edge of the blade of square No. 4 now marks. 

the lower end of the upper rafter. 

This last method illustrated should be used only 

where the upper rafter is exactly or at least nearly 

the reverse pitch of the lower rafter. Otherwise the 

length of cut will be longer on one rafter than on the 

other. The cut, however, will always fit. The follow- 

ing example will illustrate reverse pitch. A roof has a 

lower rafter with a rise of 6 inches per foot of run. 

The upper rafter has a’ 24-inch rise per foot of run or 

a 12-inch rise for 6-inch of run which is just the re- 

verse of the pitch of the lower rafter. 
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A Novel Housing Proposal | 

C. N. Munger, Special Assistant to City Planning Engineer of 

Rochester, New York, Presents an Unusual Plan 

segregated housing of families in communities 

which must of necessity be congested, and 

which will allow such individual homes to be built at 

a cost at which they may be acquired by families of 

moderate income is proposed by C. N. Munger, Special 

Assistant to the Superintendent of City Planning, 

Buffalo, N. Y. 

Mr. Munger’s plan, which he designates as “Alternate 

Housing,” contemplates as a unit a single row of houses 

built wall to wall in the center of a plot 100 feet deep 

and about 800 feet long. The unique part of the plan 

is that each house will face in the opposite direction 

and on another street than those to either side of it. 

Each home is entitled to the exclusive use of a front 

yard, 35 by 40 feet, but has no back yard at all. 

All of the homes are to be heated and provided 

with certain service from a service building to be 

placed at the end of each unit. This building also 

will house a garage which will provide an individual 

space for each home. 

The plan contemplates the use of certain association 

features which have proven their worth and prac- 

ticability in co-operatively owned apartment projects. 

In addition to the service and garage unit attached 

to each group of homes, Mr. Munger plans a com- 

munity center, to house the shops and offices neces- 

sary to the community which will be conveniently 

’ PLAN which will allow the individual and 
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located with reference to all the groups of homes 

which will go to make up the community. 

The homes designed in the plan submitted are each 

20 by 30 feet, and two stories high with a basement. 

Two of these, each with its front yard, 35 by 40 feet, 

are placed on each 40 by 100-foot lot. The houses 

are planned very carefully, to make the alternate 

housing possible, and are worthy of study. 

As shown in Fig. 4, the first floor has the living 

room, fronting on the street and the lawn used by 

the family, with the kitchen and dining room to the 

rear. On the second floor are three bedrooms and a 

bath, while two additional bedrooms can be installed 

on the third floor. 

The planning of the basements of the homes is a 

feature which makes the project practical, for here 

is incorporated a feature which allows the back yard 

to be eliminated. This is the “back yard room” shown 

in Fig. 4, which is separated by a heavy door from 

the rest of the basement, and it is through this room 

that garbage and waste can be collected, and deliveries 

be made. 

Planting of shrubbery is an important factor in the 

project, for much of the privacy of the homes depends 

upon the shrubs. Thorny shrubs keep children from 

peeping into neighbors’ basement windows, while the 

front porches, 40. feet apart, are partially screened 

from observation by the clothes closets shown in the 
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Homes Which Can Be Built Wall to Wall and Still Have a Front Yard Forty Feet Wide and Many of the Isolated 
Features of Detached Houses With Considerable Privacy Are Possible Through Mr. Munger’s Alternate Housing 
Plan. 



Separate Homes for Congested Districts 

floor plans. A vine on a six-foot.fence between the 

front lawns of the alternate homes, as shown in Figure 

2, may be utilized to add to the privacy of the homes 

and yards. eater 

It will be seen from the perspective of the street 

that all of the rear windows are at least five and a half 

feet above the ground and that all sleeping room 

windows are kept as far as possible from the windows 

of neighbors, to minimize the annoyance of noises 

through open windows. 

Concerning his alternate housing plan, Mr. Munger 

says: 

“This general plan provides for a maintenance asso- 

ciation, comprising all of the house-owners in the 

system, to own in fee all of the stores, service and 

heating plants, offices, streets, and all other premises 

exclusive of the dwellings, each dwelling to carry one 

vote in the association. 

“The success of the plan would be much enhanced 

if it were undertaken by capitalists with unlimited 

money always at hand, to take advantage of all the 

savings possible through eliminating excessive interest, 

bonuses, premiums on borrowed money and similar 

items. Since successful sale of the property and 

economy of operation would depend to a great extent 

on economical and good construction, the method of 

building the units is of great importance. . 

“A steam shovel, or ‘drag line,’ if more suitable to 

the work in hand, would be started at one end of the 

row of houses, excavating for the several basements 

in succession, and leaving the proper depression in 

the center for the sewer, gas and water mains, heating 

L - 
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Fig. 1. The Plot Plan of a Thirty-Home Alternate Housing 
Group. 
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Fig. 2. Above Is Shown the Details of the Floor Plans 
and Planting of the Individual Plots to Insure the Privacy 
of the Families Occupying the Alternate Houses. 
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Fig. 3. A Garage and Service Headquarters at the End of 
the Group of Thirty Homes Would Serve All in the 
Group. 

service and other details of the sort. The dirt would 

be cast up equally to either side, ready for smoothing 

off to form the grades of lawns and streets, and so 

proceeding throughout -the entire system, leaving all 

excavations complete and ready for walls, eliminating 

expensive removal and most of the usual handling 

of material several times. | 

“The shovel should be closely followed by a gang 

of concrete wall and form builders, of sufficient size 

and equipment to keep up with it, and its daily rate of 

progress, and this outfit would be followed by properly 

equipped gangs of all trades and crafts required to 

complete each premises to the last detail, including 

lawn graders, walk layers, shrubbery planters, etc., 

each following in rotation and’ in order, until the last 

construction gang has passed out at the farther end, 

and the whole system is completed. 

“As fast as the construction element retires, occu- 

pancy could follow (with approved prospective pur- 

chasefs only), as renters, until the whole system is 

complete in every respect, and the actual total purchase 

price, based on actual cost, is established. 

Plan of Sale and Purchase 

“The parent company, now adding to their exact total 

cost, honest interest at 6 per cent on money as drawn 

month by month, just as if borrowed, and say 15 per 

cent for profit and pay for managing services, are now’ 

for the first time in a position to announce the selling.” 

Mr. Munger suggests a number of stipulations 

which would be made in disposing of the property to 

members of the association. Among these would be 

provisions that all rules and regulations of the asso- - 

ciation must be complied with and that the owner 

would be allowed to rent his premises to tenants 

approved by the directorate, but that no owner ever 

could rent or sell his property to any person not so 

approved by the association. Other clauses would 

care for contingencies which might arise if a member 

were unable to continue his payments; for ejecting 
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those who proved to be undesirable, at the same time 

returning to the person so ejected the money already 

paid on the occupied property, proper precautions for 

the collections of assessments, heating and other service 

costs and other claims which might come against the 

property, and other clauses which would protect the 

members of the association against the action of 

individuals. | 

The selling plan is one of the most important fea- 

tures of Mr. Munger’s project, and has been carefully 

worked out. | 

“A practical plan is possible,’ Mr. Munger says, 

“that would require no ‘down payment’ and would 

relieve the buyer from the scare of interest, taxes, water 

bills, insurance, etc. (although he pays them all without 

knowing it), by evolving a form of ‘land contract‘ 

that would only require a fixed regular monthly pay- 

ment of not to exceed $50.00 (which is about the limit 

of the average wage earner to pay, and about ‘what he 

has long paid for rent) and providing for a deed to be 

given, etc., as soon as say one-third of the purchase 

price has been paid in, and further providing that 

buyer may at any time sell his equity to any approved 

successor who can take it over and continue payments. 

“Forty to sixty dollars per month is the common 

rate now paid for rent by the so-called middle class 

in Buffalo, which, of course, covers all interest, taxes, 

water bills, maintenance, insurance, etc., and still yields 

the landlord a good profit. 

“Now if these tenants were to continue to pay this 

average rate of $50.00 per month, under the above 

contract, instead of as rent, and avoid being kicked 

around from one house to another by circumstances 

(and landlords) with each move costing equal to two 

or three months’ rent (a dead loss that they can ill 

afford) they could live as securely and comfortably 

from the start as if they were the owners, and that 

same former landlord’s profit each month would now 

be paying for their home for them, the seller continu- 

ously receiving his 6 per cent inter- 

est, as well as 2 or 3 per cent more 

for transacting the business of pay- 

ing taxes, etc., with his investment 

absolutely safe at all times, and the 
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dividual as well as public spirit and the especial suc- 

cess of the entire enterprise being continuously main- 

tained? 

“No payment down being required, any wage earning 

head of a family, or people of small means, can get 

started by this plan and live in one of these houses 

while paying for it, at a monthly cost no greater than 

the rent now paid for any premises of similar desira- 

bility and with a very much reduced cost of season 

heating included. 

“The following table will show how this regular 

$50.00 per month maintained for eleven years and five 

months will give the buyer clear title to his home. 

Paid 6% Principal Paid |Tot.Exp.| Paid on |Total Pd. 
Year | at Ist of |Int. Dur-| Taxes, for Yr. Prin |Dur. Yr. | Remark : 

Year | ing Year jIns., Wat- Dur. Yr. 
: er, etc. 

1 3,450.00 207.00 150.00 357.00 243.00 600.00 
2 3,207.00 192.42 150.00 342.42 257.58 600.00 
3 2,949.42 176.97 150.00 326.97 273.03 600.00 
4 2,676.39 160.58 150.00 310.58 289.42 600.00 
5 2,386.97 143.22 150.00 293.22 306.78 600.00 : 
6 2,080.19 124.81 150.00 274.81 325.19 600.00 Paid 
7 1,755.00 105.30 150.00 255.30 344.70 600.00 Paid 
8 1,410.30 84.62 150.00 234.62 365.38 600.00 
9 1,044.92 62.70 150.00 212.70 387.30 600.00 

10 657.62 39.46 150.00 189.46 410.54 600.00 E 
11 247.08 6.15 eS Pirin & Int.| 247.08 253.23 | All Paid 

only. 
Totals 1,303.23 1,500.00 2,797.08 3,450.00 6,253.23 

“Now if buyer continues paying $50.00 per month 

to the end of the eleventh year he will have ($600.00 

less the $253.23 or $346.77) with which to pay his 

taxes, insurance, etc. for that year (estimated as 

$150.00) leaving him at the end of this year with 

home paid for and $196.77 cash in his pocket. 

“In many of the larger cities and industrial centers, 

present deplorable conditions can be hereby easily, 

successfully, safely’ and profitably relieved, and an 

intelligent perusal of this general plan in detail should 

instantly be convincing proof of its merit, and supe- 

riority as an investment, as well as a philanthropy. 

“It would be useless to undertake any cost estimates 

here, with no particular or definite site in view, and 

considering the very great divergency in conditions and 

. (Continued to page 188.) 

buyer being nothing out if he ‘falls 

down’ over what he would have cus 

been if he had continued to pay ae 

rent. ae LIVING ROOM 

“This form of contract and plan, ks) 

furthermore simultaneously pro- 

vides a continued inspiration to the 

buyer to ‘stick it out’ and not let 

this unusual opportunity get away 

from him from any cause. With 

this inspiration in the minds of a 
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whole community, who doubts a 

healthy condition of morals and a 

constant high and rare grade of in- 

FIRST FLOOR PLAN SECOND FLOOR PLAN THIR FLOOR PLAN BASEMENT FLOOR PLAN 

Fig. 4. A Surprising Amount of Room and Comfort Is Possible Though the 
Utilization of the Space in These Homes as Shown Above. 
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Success With Concrete Brick 

Baltimore Concern Demonstrates Possibilities in the Manufacture of Concrete 

Brick; Planning Plant Expansion After Operating Two Years 

tion of the concrete brick industry than a glimpse 

at the substantial, large capacity equipment, now 

being employed in many factories specializing in the 

manufacture of these brick. With last year’s output 

variously estimated at 175,000,000 to 225,000,000 con- 

crete brick, improved manufacturing methods and addi- 

tional high-power machinery are boosting those figures 

many million brick per year. -Concrete brick have had 

to secure recognition entirely on their merits. The 

demand for them has grown rapidly. 

Lee is no better evidence of the stable posi- 

Fig. 1. Stiff Leg Derrick and Clam Shell Bucket Used to 
Move the Materials from the Barges to Storage Piles and 
to Hoppers, Which Appear at the Left. 

Of the comparatively recent in- 

stallations for the making of con- 

crete brick one of the most com- 

plete, and therefore most interest- 

ing, is that of the Arundel-Shope 

Brick Company, of Baltimore,.- 

specializing in both face and com- 

mon brick. After two years’ in- 

troductory work in the territory 

and considerable modification of 

the equipment during that period 

to secure greater manufacturing 

economy, it may be stated that the 

business is a well proven success. 

Efficiency in every step of the 

process, ample facilities for han- 

dling and delivering the product, 

and almost a mania on the part 

of the management to give serv- 

ice, have sold the brick at prices 

which provide a comfortable mar- 

gin on the investment. The plant 

Fig. 3. Large Steel Bucket Over 
Mixer Measures the Aggregate from 
the Material Bins Above. 
hopper at the right has just tilted down 
from a position under the supply bin 
further to the right. 

Fig..2. Unloading Sacked Cement into Cement Bin from 
Which it Flows Through Measuring Device to the Mixer. 
The bag cleaner is shown at the right. 

has become a relatively large user of cement—with 

daily demands probably averaging 100 barrels to a 

car load. And the quality of the product is such as to 

make it a big booster for the industry. 

Figure 1 of the accompanying series shows the equip- 

ment used to unload sand and gravel requirements 

from barges to storage piles on the waterfront. A 

large stiff-leg derrick and clam-shell are employed. 

The same derrick moves these materials as required to 

the aggregate hoppers shown to the left of the illustra- 

Fig. 4. The Discharge End of the 
Mixer with Electrically Driven Car 
Which Distributes the Concrete into 
4 Bins Which Feed the Brick Ma- 
chines. 

Smaller 
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Fig. 5. A Battery of Concrete Brick Machines. 

tion, from which they move by gravity to the mixer, 

located below. 

A novel and undoubtedly very economical method of 

handling the cement employs a chain and bucket ele- 

vator from the cement storehouse to the cement bin 

which feeds the mixer. Figure 2 shows the charging 

door through which ‘the sacked cement is dumped out 

into the elevator. Note sack cleanet.at the right. The 

cement bin, located above. the mixer, and alongside. the 

aggregate bins, spouts the cemerit into a measuring 

hopper, shown in Figure 3. (Light object to the right 

of the aggregate measuring hopper, with mixer below. ) 

These measuring devices are designed to proportion a 

tiwo-sack batch, the cement hopper holding 2 cubic:feet 

and the aggregate hopper being proportionately larger. 

“The electrically operated car which receives the con- 

crete from the mixers is shown in Figure 4,-also the 

discharge spouts ofthe latter. In Figure 5 the car 

appears again, showing method of side-discharge into 

the bins which supply the batteries of hand-operated 

brick machines. These bins hold 10 to 12 cubic feet, 

enough for about 300 brick. Entrance to one of the 

steam curing tunnels, with brick in process of curing is 

shown in Figure 6. Thorough curing is a dominant 
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At the right is seen a buggy by means of which the brick are conveyed 
to the curing chambers. 

feature of the process and nowhere given more careful 

attention than in the Arundel-Shope plant. After thor- 

ough curing in the steam chambers, where they remain 

at least 36 hours, the brick are taken via rubber tired 

hand truck (shown in center of Figure 7) to the stock 

piles, where they are given additional aging, being kept 

moist by means of sprinklers. 

Fig. 6. View of Steam Curing Chambers. 
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the curing chambers by means of rubber tired buggies. 

Common brick are loaded for delivery by means of 

the outfit shown in Figure'8. By an ingenious method 

of piling the locomotive crane is enabled to slip arms 

or forks in under the pile, picking it up on the carrier, 

which is dumped into the truck body. Each carrier- 

load delivers 500 brick. Greater care is required in 

the handling of the face brick, and for loading them 

the process shown in Figure 9 is used. The brick are 

carefully packed on a heavy wooden pallet in lots of © 

2,200. The delivery truck, with floor tilted to the verti- 

cal position, backs up against a loaded pallet, so that 

truck body surrounds the pile. Pallet is then clamped 

to truck body and the latter is tilted to the horizontal 

position to complete the loading. The brick are dis- 

charged at point of delivery by performing the reverse 

operation, entirely avoiding the hard labor of piling 

and danger of breakage. Capacity of the plant has 

been made great enough to take care of reasonable de- 

mands. Delivery is made as promptly as necessary to 

accommodate the needs of the builders and the entire 

system of production and handling is such that broken 

brick and culls are held down to a minimum. The 

equipment used stacks piles neatly to facilitate use. 

Fig. 8. Loading Concrete Common Brick by Means of 
Locomotive Crane and Scoop. 

A Well Designed Concrete Brick Plant 

Fig. 7. In the Storage Yard. The brick are brought from 
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Earlier efforts to popularize concrete brick failed in 

many cases largely because the product was made more 

from the viewpoint of the theoretical engineer or de- 

signer than from that of the builder and the bricklayer. 

Concrete men, accustomed to a material ordinarily run 

into forms, long overlooked some of the necessary 

qualifications for a small unit to be laid in mortar, fol- 

lowing the practice so well established in the use of clay 

brick. They made brick for maximum strength, some- 

times without regard for suction or cutting qualities. 

In modern concrete brick practice the manufacturer 

fixes the strength of his product at the requirement of 

the American Society for Testing Materials. Then of 

all the practical mixtures which may be relied on to 

Fig. 9. Concrete Face Brick Are Stacked on Pallets in 
the Yard. Tilting body trucks back up to the pile, slide 
the truck body around the brick, clamp on the pallet and 
after tilting the body back to a horizontal position, the load 
is ready. At the delivery end the brick are left nicely 
stacked on the pallet. 

give brick of that strength, he chooses the one or two 

which also give suction sufficient for rapid, convenient 

laying ; cutting qualities comparable with those of com- 

peting materials ; edges and corners as true as required 

for brick of the class; general appearance to meet the 

requirements and desires of local purchasers. The 

mixture in regular use in one of the large eastern fac- 

tories, for example, was selected’ at the conclusion of 

practical tests on 25,000 brick of 72 mixtures, repre- 

senting almost every local: commercial possibility. 

f 

Specifications for Explosives Approved 

Bae specifications for the testing and use of permissible 

explosives submitted to the American Engineering Stand- 
ards Committee, New York, by the U. S. Bureau of Mines 

has been approved by the A. E. S. C. as “American Standard.” 

The special committee of the A. E. S. C. which examined 

the proposed specifications and recommended them for 

approval by the Standards Committee included representatives 

of the U. S. Department of Interior, the American Mining Con- 
gress, the Coal Mining Institute of America, the Mine Inspect- 
ors’ Institute of America, the American Society of Civil Engi- 

neers, the Institute of Makers of Explosives and the U. S. 

Department of Agriculture. 
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at Divers times on the Merits of a Sojourn at 

Pishimagee Lake, where in an Inspired Hour I 

erected a Summer Dwelling for Myself and the Wife 

of my Bosom, and likewise for Our Lusty First-Born. 

And although I Hesitate to Deny that Mrs. Bildad’s 

hurried Exit Thither every Summer is Due to a Desire 

to Ensnare the Wily Black Bass, the Fact is her Hurry 

is Due more to a Desire to Escape the Neighbors, who 

are Not all of our Social Sphere and who Have Bobbed 

Hair. In this She shows Good Judgment, as Usual, 

for Except for our Primitive Palace there was no 

Dwelling at Pishimagee save the Dome of the Beaver 

and the Hole of the Muskrat, and No sound at Even 

but the Blood Cry of a Giant Mosquito and the Jazz 

Band of the Frogs by the Shelving Shore. 

Now as we Flivvered Thither on a Bright Day in 

July she Spoke me Softly: “Bildad, hast Seen that 

Last Shingle Bob Mrs. Wiffimbang has Given herself ? 

I-am Far from Baldheaded, but Bobbed Hair is Ana- 

| ea D, you have Perhaps heard Me hold Forth 

thema to Me, who Could Wear it, having a Natural | 

Curl to my Hair. I was Never so Glad to Get away 

from Anyone in My Life! How you ever Let them 

Build Next Door is a Mystery to Me. And Her chil- 

dren Look Like Hare-Lipped Hyenas, and make Noises 

like Hail on a Tin Roof. Believe Me, I am Glad to 

Get away. God gave Us our Neighbors, but thank 

Heavens we Can Chose our own Summer Resort.” 

I said Nothing, being Married over two Years now, 

and Being very Wise. But I had an Idea, which I 

Elucidated at Leisure. 

“Mrs. Bildad,” I ventured, “you Spoke like a Wise 

Woman when you Said that. It is True we can Chose 

our own Summer Resort, and We have Chosen Wisely, 

“Believe Me, I Am Glad to Get Away. God Gave Us Our 
Neighbors, but Thank Heaven We Can Choose Our Own 
Summer Resort.” 
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Parables
 of Bildad 

the Builder
 

He Brancheth Forth as a Summer Resort Subdivision Magnate, Convincing His 

Wife That His Malformed Head Consisteth Mainly of Business Bumps 

for Where, even in the Suburbs of Rome or Monte 

Carlo or Chicago or San Francisco can you Find Scen- 
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ery Equal to Ours? Our Lake is Like a Sapphire 

fallen From the Almighty’s Treasure Chest, and the 

Ozone from the Pines would Turn a Wax Dummy into 

a Circus Acrobat. I know What we Should do. Let 

us Gently Advertise Pishimagee in Our Dearest 

Friends, and be Wiser than Joseph. For He Foresaw 

that There might be Seven Lean Years to Follow Seven 

Fat Ones, and Unless my Favorite Presidential Candi- 

date gets In, I may have a Slump. Now, it Being 

good Policy not to Keep all One’s Eggs in One Basket, 

I can Keep busy Building Summer Homes at Pishi- 

magee for a Select List of our Friends and Neighbors, 

and Keep my Work going in the City also; and Per- 

chance next Year the Treasurer of these United States 

may Receive payment for a Million Dollar Income 

gS ag 

She Looked at me Sidewise, as was Her Wont, and 

Said: “Bildad, when I Married you I thought You 

were the Homeliest Man I ever Saw. How any Head 

could have All those Knobs you Had on it and Remain 

Human was More than I could Figure. But I Always 

Knew you Had it in You to be a Success, and there is 

a Bare Chance that a Phrenologist would Find those 

Knobs indicating that You Possessed more Business 

Bumps for Your Cranium than is Seldom Given to 

Mortal Man.” 

“Just for that,” said I, corroding with Pride and 

Gratitude, “you Have Insured yourself Receiving a 

hand-made Hudson Seal Coat next Winter that Will 

make Mrs. Wiffimbang’s hair Bob right Off her Head.” 

Whereupon I was Rewarded with a Wifely kiss and 

Made to Hold the Baby. 

Need I Relate the Result of Our Endeavors? In my 

Time in our City I have built Up a Good reputation 

for Honesty and Fair Dealing, and am Known to Un- 

der-State the Merits of Anything rather than Over- 

Praise it. Now, when I Let Mr. Tom Gherkin and 

William Nutree and Elias Perkins and the rest of our 

Friends know Off hand, that There was the Very 

Slightest Chance that we Might Possibly Let them 

have a Fair Lot at Pishimagee, they Became Intensely 

Interested, and When I told Them, Furthermore, that 

I would Build, if Greatly Persuaded, a Cottage equal 

to the Palaces in which They resided in Town in Win- 

ter, they Fell on my Neck ‘in Gratitude and like to 

Broke it. 

Now there are Many Cottages in Pishimagee, but Not 
Too Many. I have Planned it in Such Wise it is the 

Joy and Despair of all Casual Visitors. For I Puzzled 
Out a Real Human Need, and gave it to the House- 
wives who Wanted it. Aye, even to the Drain Pipes 

in the Sink. 
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_ $2 for an Idea 

Dan is an ingenious cuss. Nothing ever stumps him. 

when he runs into a tough problem out on the job or in the office. 

this Department and will pay $2.00 each for every good idea he can use here to show and 

tell other builders “how to do it.” Send him a rough sketch and a short description of 

what the tough job was and how you handled it. 

Address Dan Do-It, care of American Builder, 1827 Prairie Avenue, Chicago, Ill. 
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He always knows the way out 
Dan is going to edit 

Laying Out a Foundation 

A “TOUGH JOB” which we have always with us is laying 

out a building on the ground without a transit: The 

writer has been in position for many years to. observe the 
time wasted when a foreman comes on a job with a gang 
of men and all wait for him to fumble around in an aimless 

way to lay out the work and then it often turns out 
inaccurate. 
Few foremen seem to be aware that other dimensions than 

the well-known 6, 8, 10 feet will square a corner. Accord- 
ingly these are used with the result that any inaccuracy 

is multiplied by the number of times these dimensions are 

multiplied. 
Every foreman worthy of the name has a 50-foot or a 

100-foot steel tape and can use any multiple of 3, 4, 5, and 

in such a manner as to avoid all fumbling. 

Assuming that one corner of a building site and one line 

is given, drive a stake tall enough to indicate the height of 
the foundation wall. Center this with a small nail driven 

to within % inch of the head. With a 50-foot tape measure 

off on the line 24 feet, drive a stake of same height and center 
it exactly as before. Button the ring of the tape on this 

stake and have some one hold 50 feet at the other centered 

stake. Now hold 30 and 32 feet together and you have a point 
in the side line. If a 100-foot tape is used, double these figures. 

A perfect square is now formed in which inaccuracy will be but 
little increased. These lines are projected or reduced to the 
dimensions of all sides will give the other corners. 

Next is the batter-boards on which to show the lines 

after the corners are removed by the excavation. 

In almost every case where batter-boards are put up in 

the. usual way, the foundation turns out to be too small in 

one or more dimensions. The reason is that the boards are 

put up diagonally across the corners or only three stakes 

are used for two sides. The result is when a line is drawn 

tight and a plumb-bob or several of them are hung on it, 

the other sides are drawn together by slight yielding of the 
stakes. A line left over night and shrinking will shift almost 
any stake more or less. To avoid this, put batter-boards far 

enough from the corners that they will not be shifted by dirt 
being piled against them and separate boards for each line 

at each corner. 

The boards should be with tops level with top of foundation, 

but if this is not possible then an exact number of feet or 

inches above or below and the variation plainly written on 
the board with plus or minus sign prefixed. Any yielding 

of boards by stretching the line does not change the other 
lines. Lines should be indicated by a small nail driven in 

the edge of the board to within % inch of the head so 
that the nail will not berd and line slide ‘up unnoticed. 

In leveling around, the straight-edge should be reversed, 
each length and, of course, the level reversed in each length 

for check. 

It is usually more convenient to take the levels near the 

ground and then measure up or down for the location of 
the tops of boards.—G. M. Brersower, Tarrytown, N. Y. 
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A Method of Laying Our Foundations peagincaniec.(”” and Comvnientiy Is Presented Here by G. M. Beerbower of 

Tarrytown, 
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A Good Garage Floor 

6 dpe. cut shows how an old building was converted into a 
two-car garage by removing the old plank flooring and 

replacing it with concrete. 

The interior earth was well tamped before the concrete was 

laid. The sides were laid last. Narrow strips of woven wire 

were placed as shown by the dotted line for reinforcing. 

The mortar was then extended up over the sills to a depth 
of three inches. This not only prevented 
any drafts between sills and foundation, 

but, when smoothed off as shown, pro- 

tected the machine’s tires against possible 
side-swiping the rough edges. 
The molding of the concrete along the 

walls can be applied to any 
garage. When old concrete 

is to be bonded with new, be 

sure that the old concrete 
is not only thoroughly 

cleaned, but that, if the sur- 

face be smooth, pitted with 
a chisel. The old concrete 

must be well soaked with 

water before the new con- 
crete is laid. A thin coat- 
ing of pure cement on 

top of the old will usually 
insure a good bond—Da.te R. Van Horn, Walton, Neb. 

.y 

| Protecting Tools Against Rust 

A SIMPLE oiling-pad in the tool chest is convenient for 

coating tools with oil and preventing accumulations of 

A Useful Finishing Touch for 
the Concrete Garage Floor. 

rust. 

Such a pad may be made quickly and easily from a strip 
of felt or heavy cloth and an empty shoe-polish box. The 

felt is cut into strips one-inch wide and these are rolled 
into a compact roll that will fit snugly into the tin box. 

Sy Jelt Roll 

vas en rr) 

This Device Will 
Protect Your Tools 
from Rust. 

Cabinet glue should be spread over the bottom of the box 
to hold the rolled pad in place and after the glue has dried 

thoroughly the pad may be saturated with oil. 

In use, it is but the work of a moment to remove the 

cover of the box and wipe saw, chisel, or any other steel with 

the oiled pad before these articles are stored away. 

G. E. Henpricxson, Argyle, Wis. 

How Dan Does It 
[October, 1924 

An American Builder Binder 

I SKETCH a binder I have used for many years in the shop 

to permanently bind the AMERICAN BUILDER semi-annually. 

Where removal of the copies is desirable, wing nuts would 

be much preferable to plain nuts. Square shank carriage 

Save Your American Build- 
ers for Reference in This 
Convenient and Easily Made 
Binder. 

bolts, 2% by 5% are used in the binder. A string tied to 

the bolts permits the binder to be hung on the wall, similar 

to a picture. Cardboard, inserted front and back of each 

file, makes a good cover and gives space for dates, inclusive, 

of each file, also an index of articles of especial interest. 

I hang as many as six files on one 20-penny nail, so you 

see how this method saves space in the shop and keeps your 

shelves clean for other things. 

Mutilation of the magazines is eliminated through the use 

of this inexpensive and serviceable binder—Brrt W. CutL- 
BERTSON, Jackson, Miss. 

ke 

Wallboard Putty 

ys small jobs of repair work call for the employ- 

ment of wallboard it is not always desirable to nail wooden 

strips over the joints. The job can be neatly finished for 
painting, however, if the joints are filled with a paper-pulp 

putty made as follows: 

Thin scrap-paper is boiled in a kettle with sufficient water 

to make a pulp, after which a small quantity of white flour 

is added and stirred into the pulp to thicken it to the con- 

sistency of thin putty. When cool the putty is placed upon 

a board to drain off the surplus water and is then used to 

fill the joints or spaces between the sheets of wallboard. If 

carefully done and smoothed with a putty-knife the joints 

may be covered with paint to make them practically invisible— 

G. E. Henoricxson, Argyle, Wis. 
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A Wood Dye That 

PENETRATES 

NOTE: The enlargement shows how deeply Johnson ’s Wood 
Dye penetrates. This eliminates the possibility of the natural 

color being disclosed if the wood becomes scratched or marred. 

JOHNSON’S | 

WOOD DYE 

Johnson’s Wood Dye is for the artistic coloring of all wood. With it inexpensive 

soft woods, such as pine, cypress, fir, etc., may be finished so they are as beautiful 

and artistic as hardwood. Johnson’s Wood Dye is very easy to apply—it goes on 

easily and quickly without a lap or a streak. 

Johnson’s Wood Dye dries in four hours and will not rub off or smudge—it penetrates deeply, 

bringing out the beauty of the grain without raising it. Made in seventeen popular shades. 

No. 128 Light Mahogany No. 126 Light Oak No. 172 Flemish Oak 
No. 129 Dark Mahogany No. 124 Golden Oak No. 178 Brown Flemish | 

No. 127BrownMahogany No. 125 Mission Oak No. 131 Walnut 

No. 329 Red Mahogany No. 130 Wheathered Oak No. 140 Early English 
No. 120 Fumed Oak No. 110 Bog Oak No. 180 Gray 

No. 123 Dark Oak No. 160 Brown Oak 

All shades may be easily lightened or darkened. Full directions on every label. Select the shade 

of Dye you want from the list above and order it from your dealer by name and number. 

. Mail to: S. C. JOHNSON & SON, Dept. A.B. 10, Racine, Wis. 
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* FREE — 25c Book on Wood a : 

al Ask for a FREE copy of the Johnson Book at stores displaying the sign ° , : 
= shown at right. If you have any difficulty securing the Book, mail this SE w 
& coupon for a copy free and postpaid. It is the best Book ever published |G RV ICE " 
* on artistic wood finishing—the work of experts—illustrated in color. Gives ARTMENT _ 
- covering capacities, includes color charts, etc. K 
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A Correct Form of Sidewalk 

To the Editor: Pittsburgh, Pa. 

I would not hire “Dan”—H. H. Siegle, of Emporia, Kan.— 

to build sidewalks for me. 
At least, not if he persisted in and insisted upon using his 

“beam” type of construction, as published in the August 

AMERICAN BUILDER. 
Theoretieally, this type is very fine—actually, a “bridge” or 

“aqueduct” type like this is very superior—because it recog- 

nizes that the stresses and loads encountered are absolutely 

undeterminable by mathematical computation—something which 

“Dan” has overlooked. 
The function of reinforcement in such work as sidewalks, 

driveways, and roads, is not the same as its function in sus- 

pended slab construction—in the latter case, the reinforcement 

required to sustain a given load can be accurately pre-deter- 

mined; in the former cases, the reinforcement (according to 

This Is the “Viaduct” Type of Concrete Sidewalk Con- 
struction Which Mr. Land Recommends When Properly 
Reinforced as Superior to the “Beam” Type. 

the opinions of road designing and building experts such as 
H. Eltinge Breed and many of our foremost highway engi- 

neers) serves principally as a “wire binder” (much the same 

as wire in glass) to keep from opening up any cracks that may 
occur. 

If a slab of concrete, similar to those used in our concrete 

sidewalks could be suspended in the air where it would not be 

subject to exterior forces, the necessity for “binding” or rein- 

forcing would cease to exist. Concrete is continually changing 

in volume, although the change is very slight. This increase or 

decrease in volume is caused by its change in temperature and 

by the change in moisture content. 

Lay a slab on the round and the movement is restricted by 
the friction of the sub-base. If the concrete is expanding, the 

restricting force, friction, throws it in compression. Concrete 

has a high compressive strength, considerably higher than that 

to which this friction subjects it, and therefore is well able 

to resist this stress alone. If the concrete is contracting, how- 

ever, the slab must resist a tension force which oftentimes is 

great enough to cause cracks, since concrete, unreinforced, is 

comparatively weak in tension. : 
In addition to the sub-base friction, there are at work other 

forces, much more severe. The ground beneath the slab swells 

when it takes in moisture and shrinks when that moisture dries 

out. The swelling is considerably increased by freezing. That 
earth directly under the middle of the slab is very little affected 

because the concrete covering prevents the rain from reaching 

it, and the side drains keep the ground water out. Under the 

edges of the slab to a certain degree, moisture does penetrate. 

The edges are, therefore, lifted when the ground swells prob- 

ably leaving the slab with no bearing in the middle. When the 
ground dries out, the slab is lowered to its center bearing, but 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) 

Questions Answered —Ideas Exchanged 

[October, 1924 

the earth at the edges may dry out so much as to shrink away 

from the slab and thereby leave it overhanging. If the slab 

is subjected to heavy loads while supported under the edges 
only, a longitudinal crack may occur, opening only on the 

lower side of the slab, probably not evident on the surface. 

Probably “Dan” realizes the “wire binding” function and 
action of a mesh reinforcement—but he misapplied whatever 

knowledge he might have, when he used “woven wire fencing” 

for the top slab. 

In the first place, wire fencing is made from a grade of steel 

that is decidedly inferior to the grade used in the manufacture 

of mesh reinforcement—many states prohibit, by law, the use 

of wire fencing for reinforcing purposes. 

On the other hand, “wo@en” fencing, or “woven” mesh rein- 

forcement, is from 5 to 20 per cent less effective than the rigid, 

all-effective, electrically welded type of mesh reinforcement— 

because from 5 to 20 per cent of the steel used in the manu- 

facture of a “woven” wire mesh reinforcement is wasted in ties 
or wraps, which are “ineffective” and play no part in resisting 

tensile stresses.-- G. E. Lanp. 

t 

A Texas Builder Writes 

To the Editor: El Paso, Texas. 

I am engaged in building homes in the Rio Grande valley 

on my acreage ten miles from El Paso. * 

I am sending you a kodak of the last home built, take 

just after completion. It is on ten acres of choice land on 

a paved boulevard. It is the last word in a home, with all 

that goes to make up a modern residence. I am living in 

Edmond Cardona Built This as One of a Number of 
Homes He Is Constructing Near El Paso, Texas. 

this house at present and anticipate selling it shortly when 

I build a twelve room, two story residence on a six acre 
plot. 

The houses that I build are complete with all outbuildings, 
water systems, fencing, planted in trees, flowers, etc., and 

when offered for sale as suburban homes pay 10 per cent 

on the investment. My present place is worth $20,000. 

I am my own contractor, builder and financier. I pur- 

chase material on a cash basis. I use nothing but first class 

. materials in the homes I build, and I strive to install all 

and every modern feature available. 

I shall avail myself from time to time of the services 
you offer your readers and appreciate all you dod for me. 
If, at any time, I can reciprocate in this end of the country 

do not hesitate to call on me. 5 
: EpmMonp CARDONA. 
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In the Westover development all residences 
are of the high character of this brick house, 

yaaxs §. GAMMOND 

OND & HAMMOND 
REALTORS 
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WORTH, TEXAS 
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BARON & HAMOND 

Practical Plans for Attractive Hcmes 

There is a real demand for permanent homes cf endur- 
ing, fireproof materials. 

Any of the 122 attractive brick homes available thru 
our home planning department will increase the sala- 
bility of your properties. 

Each home has been actually built and lived in. Capa- 
ble architects designed them. The working drawings, 
complete in every detail, may be had as low as $10 
per set. 

These 122 winners were selected from thousands of 
homes because they are practical’ to build, have well 
arranged interiors and attractive exteriors. 

“The Home You Can Afford’? shows sixty-two good 
ones in picture and plan. “Your Next Home” gives 
you sixty more. Send 20 cents for both booklets (or 
10 cents for either one).. That gives you 122 economical 
brick homes from. which to choose those best suited to 

_ your particular needs. 

Prove That Public 

Demands Brick 

Homes 

Buyers Welcome Entire 

Development Restricted 

to Fireproof Exteriors 

Whether you build one or a hundred 

homes a year, you will be keenly inter- 

ested in the success with which Hammond 

& Hammond have restricted an entire 

development to homes of fireproof 

exteriors. Every builder can profit by 

this experience proving that— 

Home buyers want sound, fireproof construction. 

They want walls that require no upkeep—that 

improve in appearance without painting, repair 

or replacement. 

People will pay a little more for permanent 

value. Hammond & Hammond have proved 

this beyond question! 

Meet this growing demand with homes of Com- 

mon Brick. Tho the lowest in price of any en- 

during materials, Common Brick has an informal 

beauty and distinctive character worthy of the 

best neighborhoods. It is available everywhere. 

In many localities you can build with Common 

Brick at a cost no greater than for less enduring 

materials. Write for list of members. Get the 

facts. 

THE COMMON BRICK MANUFACTURERS’ 

ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA 
2131 Cleveland Discount Building CLEVELAND, OHIO 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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The Cause of Timber Rot 

N interesting letter written to the AMERICAN BuILDER by 
Mr. Guy Sutton of Prentiss, Miss., and the solution of 

Mr. Sutton’s problem as determined by C. J. Humphrey of 

the Forest Products Laboratory is reproduced here, since it 

may be helpful to a number of readers of the Correspondence 

Department. 
r at. Mr. Sutton’s Letter 

To the Editor: Prentiss, Miss. 

Under separate cover by parcel post I am mailing you a 

speciment of soil:and a fungus growth that rots the floor 

and floor joists of a brick building, the size of which is 50 ft. 

by 110 ft. so badly in two years that it has to be replaced 

that often. This building has floor ventilators, 18 of them 

that are 14 in. by 18 in. each. The floor joists are from 18 in. 

to 4 feet from the ground and are made of long leaf yellow 

pine, 90 per cent heart. This fungus growth spreads over the 

joists in a similar manner to a grape vine on an arbor and 

the main part or tap root is found near the center of the 
building. I have written to different people over the United 

States and have not as yet found what the trouble is, or what 

would remedy it. Two buildings (brick) were built just 
across the street from this building a year prior and at this 

time the floors are in first class condition and the ventilation 

is not near so good. Any information you can give me as 

to correcting this will be appreciated—Guy Sutron. 

The Answer 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
Bureau OF PLant INDUSTRY 

In COOPERATION WITH THE ForEST PRESERVE 

Forest Propucts LABORATORY 

To the Editor: Mapison, WIs. 

Your letter transmitting sample of fungus growth submitted 

by Mr. Guy Sutton, Prentiss, Miss., was duly received. The 
sample arrived several days later. 

Upon examination I find that the rot is due to a fungus 
scientifically named Poria incrassata. This organism is widely 

prevalent in the South as well as throughout the Pacific coast 
region. The rot produced is the typical dry rot. It attacks 

almost all types of wood structures from the most modest res- 
idence to large manufacturing plaints. No wood is immune to 

the fungus. I have seen the best grades of heart pine and 

cypress decayed in a comparatively short time. The grapevine 
growths which you mentioned are water-conducting strands 
which carry moisture from the ground to the timbers high up 

in the building. In this way dry timbers are moistened and 

made susceptible to rot. I rather suspect that removal of these 

growths, particularly those portions which connect with the 
ground, will assist in the retardation of the fungus. How- 

ever, I do not believe that this alone will be sufficient to stop 

the further, but slower, spread of the fungus. The ventilation 

which you have indicated should have been sufficient to prevent 
the development of the fungus under 

ordinary conditions. I imagine there 

has been some peculiar circumstances 

connected with the construction of the 
building which has permitted the spread 

of the fungus from the soil into the 
timbers and would appreciate any fur- 

ther statement which you can secure for 
me on this point. In other words, have 

not certain of the timbers been in actual 

contact with the soil at some time or 
other? I have seen instances where 

woody debris has been left beneath the 

building and the fungus has passed 
through this into timbers with which it 

came in contact. In other cases I know 
of dry rot fungi passed up from the soil 

through forming which had been left 
over concrete piers. Pratt Says. 

Correspondence Department 
[October, 1924 

I believe the only safe method of control will be to erad- 

icate the fungus as completely as possible by removing every 
trace of the decayed wood and replacing this with timber 

which has preferably been given a treatment with some suit- 
able antiseptic, such as coal tar creosote, zinc chloride or 

sodium fluoride. In all such repair jobs it is also well to 
spray the walls adjacent to the original infection with the 

same antiseptic that you treat the timber with. This tends 
to remove. any germs which may tend to adhere to the 

masonry. 
If I can furnish any further information please feel free 

to call upon me.—C. J. Humpurey, Pathologist. 

a 

A Good Small Home 

To the Editor: Denver, Colo. 

I am sending you a photograph and floor plan of a bun- 
galow I recently designed and built in Denver. It has devel- 

oped into quite a popular house as I have had several inquiries 
from persons who wish to duplicate it. It has proven to be 

an economical house to build and appeals to the small family. 

I am a faithful reader of the AMERICAN BuILpER and 
always am interested in studying the plans of the houses 

you feature as, I presume, many others are. 
Henry A. Pratt. 

SLEEPING: POR 

AIG" 
BED RO0A 

WONG" 

KITCHEN 
F0x100 

LIVING ROOQA 

ING"X1T0" 

DINING.- ROOM 

10X12" 

The Floor Plan of 
the Pratt Bungalow. 

This Bungalow, Built by Henry A. Pratt, Denver, Colo.. Has Attracted Much 
Attention and Aroused Inquiries Among Prospective Home Owners, Mr. 
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Yes, sir, it 7s a strong 

statement and it may seem “‘too 

good to be true”! But there’s indisputable 

evidence to back it up and that evidence isin the 
form of statements from hundreds of contractors and 

builders who know by experience that it 7s true. The 

) ap 7 OX OD © 3 OB 52 aS Se One € Bas F< Oe 5 8 On 8 DD 

actually does the work of six fast hand scrapers at about twenty per cent of 
the cost and saves its owner eighty per cent. , 

.But that’s only half the story. The “A. U.” does better work than any hand 
scraper can turn out. You find no waves, chatter marks or imperfections of any kind 

in the “American Universal” surface. It is as smooth and flat as a table top. 
Another thing! Good hand scrapers, as you well know, are hard to get and 

-hard to keep. The “American Universal” solves this labor difficulty. One 
unskilled man is all you need to operate it and with a day or two practice he will 
do the work of six hand scrapers and turn out a perfect job. 

Better Business— Bigger Profits 
Hand scraped floors are often a source of dissatisfaction on the part of your 

customers, a source of annoyance to you. The beautiful, flawless, ““American 
Universal”’ surface pleases the customer, wins his enthusiastic praise and goodwill, 
That means better business. 

When you can take six good men off the unprofitable job of hand scraping and put them 
on some job that is more satisfactory to them and more profitable to you, and replace them 

with one man, you are solving a labor problem, materially reducing your payroll, 
cutting down your operating costs and adding cold, hard dollars to your income. 

Make $5,000 to $10,000 a Year 

. On Floor Surfacing Alone 
That’s another statement that may seem strong'to you, but we can point 

out scores of busy contractors who are doingit. Through the use of ‘‘Ameri- 
can Universal” Electrically Driven Floor Surfacing machines, these men 
established independent branches of their businesses and. went after new 
and old floor surfacing jobs. A number of them‘keep five to ten “‘Ameri- 
can Universals’’ busy every day in the year on jobs for other contractors 
as wellasontheir own work, And they aredoingthis without the slight- 
est interference with their established contractjng business. . 

Write Us for Free. Details ')s)° « 
atid full particulars regarding the wonderful, \e 
méney-saying, profit- building possibilities:.. ¥ — 

_;'tAmericati Universal” machines offer tothe!" . Inquiry 
live contractor and builder. Have ussend. ° - . 
‘you descriptive literature and letters)’ * will not 
from dozens of enthusiastic users. *’ 

The American Floor Surfacing 

Machine Co. 
515 S. St. Clair St. 

obligate you 

in the least. 

_ WRITE NOW! 
Toledo, 

- Ohic ‘ 
Passat eee ee 

American Floor Surfacing Machine Co 
ae _ 515 S, Stint Clair St 

Please Send me without obligation, full 
information regarding American Univers.l 
Fioor Surfacing Ma¢hine, |. 

( ) I ama in ani want 
* machine to use on my own. work 

( ) I am in : ‘in surfacing 
flocrs “The American Universal” way tor 
others ia business, 

eee ee ee ee ee eee ee 
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SAVE THE WAGES OF THESE SIX MEN ! 

AN iS Poa ASS, Pe S. ”SS, 
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The Electrical Home Rll at 

Five Room Stucco Home with-Practical peti cachet of Rooms Has Hiseerical 

Wiring Planned for the Utmost in Convenience 

{i A Depariment of  Uplodate hGrmain § 

of the home shown here, and the exterior 

with its large windows insuring a maximum 

amount of daylight and air is not contradicted by 

the floor plans which show the details of the care- 

ful planning of all the rooms, and the lighting 

equipment. 

For it must be remembered that the comfort of 

the “man of the house” during most of the hours 

when he is in the home depend upon the lighting 

CO oi the would seem to be the keynote equipment, and that the convenience and the ease 

of the work of the housewife during her entire 

working day depend. upon the convenience with 

which she can utilize electrical devices to lighten 

her work. . 

This home, simple though it is in design, has 

a great deal of attractiveness gained through care- 

ful ornamentation and by the careful planting of 

shrubs and the care of the lawn. 

The lighting for this home has been designed 

The Inviting Exterior of this Comfortable Electrical Home Efficient Merits the Careful Attention Which Has Been 
Given to the Planning of the Electrical Lighting and Convenience Equipment. 
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new togele. switch with im- 

see mechanism —the result of 

years of development. 

The first successful toggle switch 

with a lock and release movement. 

Quiet, quick-acting, and _ easily 

operated. 

Toggle Arm of black “ Bakelite” 

or brass. Brass arm can be sup- 

plied with luminous tip. 

Single pole, double pole, three-way 
Shallow body—only 

Single Pole . . No. 8641 and four-way types. 1-7/16 inches deep. 
Double Pole. . No. 8642 Suitable for thin 
Three-Way . . No. 8643 partitions. 
Four-Way . . No. 8644 

Plate No. 8291 eta) HUBBELL 
G DEVIC 

CONN, U.S.A 

ELECTRICAL WIRING DEVICES 
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by the engineering bureau of one of the largest 

electrical companies inthe United States, and may 

serve as an authoritative model for wiring and 

lighting any similar house. 

For both the front and the rear entrances the 

illumination engineers have. specified ceiling type 

weatherproof lanterns to be illuminated by 40-watt 

Mazda B clear lamps. Both of these lights are 

controlled from switches placed at the proper 

height inside the front and rear doors respectively. 

In the reception hall the light is placed in a. 

ceiling globe fixture which is equipped with a 

60-watt Mazda B lamp, or as an alternative where 

a more decorative effect is sought, with a suspen- ° 

sion type of hall lantern with three 25-watt round 

bulb Mazda B all-frosted lamps. This light is con- 

trolled from just inside the front door, where a plate 

carrying two switches may be placed to care for 

the hall and entrance lights. In the closet off the 

hall, the light is mounted on a wall bracket directly 

above the door and equipped with a pull chain 

socket. The light is a 25-watt clear Mazda B lamp. 

In the center of the ceiling of the living room is 

a cluster type suspension fixture using four 40-watt 

Mazda B lamps. It is suggested that all-frosted 

lamps should be shaded with decorated, tinted glass 

shades. About the walls of this room, on either 

side of the doors from the dining room and from 

the reception hall are wall bracket lights equipped 

with 25-watt Mazda clear lamps and glass shades 

to match the ceiling fixtures. 

To give the maximum of service and convenience 

these lights should be placed with the outlets 60 

inches above the floor. Placed in the baseboard 

about the room in such a-manner that a floor lamp 

or table lamp in any location can be connected 

without trailing the cords all about the room are 

four convenience outlets. 

provided: in the center of the room. The use of 

a direct:or indirect floor lamp is 

recommended. in this room to give 

a variety-of lighting effects. 

In the“dining room the lighting 

is effected with a dome suspended 

from the ceiling, equipped with a 

100-watt Mazda C all-frosted lamp. 

It is important that this dome be 

suspended so that the lower edge 

is just 54 inches from the floor. A 

wall bracket is placed at each side 

of the window, 60 inches from the 

floor, while convenience outlets are 

placed near the buffet and on the 

kitchen side of the room. The dome Te 

in the center is controlled from 

switches just inside the doors lead- 

ing from the kitchen and from the 

dining room. 

It.is in the kitchen of the homes 

A floor outlet also is 

ERPEE Rae? Gas ayes a ee 

, $ ° | e e oe 

Flectrify All Buildings om.» 

that the illuminating engineers have concentrated a 

great deal of effort to make the home as convenient as 

possible. The lighting consists of a squat enclosing 

globe with a 100-watt Mazda C clear lamp and the 

wall bracket, mounted 60 inches above the floor 

with an opal glass reflector equipped with a 50-watt 

white Mazda B lamp. The metal parts of all 

kitchen fixtures should be finished in white enamel. 

Other provisions for kitchen comfort and conve- 

nience include the convenience outlet above the 

window to care for an electric exhaust fan, a con- 

venience outlet 60 inches above the floor for refrig- 

eration and twin convenience outlet 36 inches high 

for general utility use. For the electric range a 

36-ampere power outlet is provided. 

Candlestick brackets are recommended for the 

bedrooms. If one light is to be used in these fix- 

-tures, it should be a 25-watt round bulb all-frosted 

Mazda. If the two-branch candlesticks are in- 

stalled they should be equipped with 15-watt round 

bulb all-frosted Mazda B lamps. It will be noted 

that in the front bedroom five such wall brackets are 

provided, all controlled from the switch by the 

door. Here also are two convenience outlets for 

table lamps, reading lamps or electrical conveni- 

ences for the dressing table. 

In the back bedroom ceiling fixture is indi- 

cated with but two wall brackets, and with two 

convenience outlets. In-the bedrooms the bracket 

lights should be equipped with glass or silk shades 

or shields. 

Two bracket fixtures are placed in the bath room, 

one on each side of the mirror. These should be 

so placed that the light source will be 65 inches 

from the floor and have 25-watt Mazda B all-frosted 

lamp in each fixture. The convenience outlet in 

this room is placed between the wash bowl and 

the medicine cabinet. 
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The Floor Plan of the Electrical Home Efficient, Illustrated on Page 156. 
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Wire it with 

Ovalftlex 

VALFLEX is flat—5/16” 

thick—and lies snug and 

tight to every contour. Lay it 

on the surface without grooving, 

cutting or boring. Ordinary 

plaster will cover it. 

For re-wiring, cut a shallow 

groove in the plaster and then 

plaster right over it. 

Safe everywhere—bends flatwise 

and edgewise—easy to handle— 

saves time, saves money. 

National Metal Molding Company 
WORLD'S LARGEST PRODUCERS OF ELECTRICAL 

amg CONDUITS AND FITTINGS 
1178 Fulton Bullding, Pittsburgh, Pa. {19} 

Represented in All Principal Cities 

ANATIONAL METAL MOLDING PRODUCT 

“The Flat Armored Cable” 
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Eprtor’s Nore: The AMERICAN BUILDER does not accept 
payment in any form for what appears in our reading pages. 
In order to avoid any appearance of doing so, we omit the 
name of the maker or seller of any article we describe. This 
information is, however, kept on file and will be mailed to 
anyone interested; address AMERICAN ButLvER Information 
Exchange, 1827 Prairie Ave., Chicago. 

For Convenience and Economy 

Ge convenience in the buildings they construct has 

been one of the objects of builders for years, and this is 

particularly desirable when it can be achieved, not at a greater 

but at a decreased cost, as is possible through the use of a 

closet fixture now available. 

Saving of space has always been important, and with the 

conditions of the present day, when no small part of the 

building operations are conducted on highly valuable land, and 

the cost of extra material must be considered, space saved 

means money saved. 

This system of conserving closet space has the further advan- 

tage of replacing the hit and miss system of clothing storage 

used in most closets with one which provides an individual 

hanger of the proper design for each garment. 
The idea is simple, as is shown in the drawing. The gar- 

ment hangers are placed on a rod, so designed that when the 

closet is opened, the rod, with each garment in place on its 

hanger, can be drawn out where all are readily accessible. This 

eliminates the confusing row of hooks about the walls of the 

closet where often several garments are placed on one hook 

and consequently are difficult to find, and gives to the closet 

the efficiency of a modern clothing store, where care of men’s 

and women’s garments in the most compact and efficient man- 

ner has been reduced to a science. 
The fixture which carries the hangers can be installed in 

any closet, old or new, with very little trouble, since a screw- 
driver is the only tool required. Plans for single and double 

installations are shown in the accompanying drawing. 
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. door through many other 

[October, 1924 

NEW? 

A Time and Money Saver 

: aevecelapeanied doors for locks is one of those jobs which 

long have been considered slow and costly, through 

the method of using a brace and bit and then a chisel to 

complete the job. Not only did it require a lot of time, but it 

took an expert workman to insure a good job. 

Now it is possible, 

through the use of a ma- 

chine, to mortise a door in 

one-fifth of the time re- 

quired by the old method 

and to be sure of a perfect 

job. The builder who keeps 

a crew of men busy can 
readily see the saving which 

can be effected through 

this new method. 

The mortiser, as shown 

in the illustration, is fas- - 

tened to the door with two 
self-centering clamps, which 

have wood facings to pre- 

vent injury to the door. 

Each machine is equipped 
with two cutters and is 

adaptable to any size of 
This Mortiser Replaces the 

Old Method of Using the 
Brace, Bit and Chisel. 

cutters supplied by the 

manufacturers. efe 

A Motorless Oil Burner 

C¢>* burning equipment for heating buildings of all sizes 

has been receiving the serious consideration of builders 

for several years, since a considerable demand for installations 

of this type has developed on the part of householders who 
would be pleased to be free from the 

inconvenience of firing their furnace with 

coal and from the inconvenience of get- 

ting rid of the ashes after the coal is 

burned. 

A type of fuel oil burner which will 

meet with the approval of many who 
have made a study of heating equipment 

has as one of its features a gravity feed, 

which eliminates the expense of an elec- 

tric motor and-makes the burner prac- 

Closets Which Save Space and Assure Better Care of Clothing Are Made 
Possible Through the Use of Especially Designed Fixtures. 

Ea ci 
VATION icable where electric current is not avail- 

| DOVBLE CLOSET TYPE | able. Another feature is the manner in 
Munamam death of closet fined ich it is li i i 
OF Sa tan iD iy thanking git goed de Oe oe 
12" "te 80" Chominad size ‘i > —. i i i ‘ the three typet carrera” PLA pose in many oil burners is replaced by 

£-O% for maneavy, garments, 2-4] SHALLOW DOVBLE CLOSET . an asbestos torch soaked in the fuel oil. 

The secret of the success in burning of 

fuel oil without a motor-driven blower is 

said by the manufacturers to be in the 
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Fisher Body plant, Clevee 
nor 

General Motors Build 
Detroit, Mich. —— 

Zreceineg mast hoist driven 
by G-E Motor, used on 
quitable Building, lower 

Broadway, New York City, 

Superstructure 

General Electric Company 

Schenectady, N. Y. 

Sales Offices in all Large Cities 

Even before the superstructure starts, General 

Electric apparatus is on the job operating machin- 

ery that handles building material and construction 

equipment when they are delivered. As the super- 

structure rises, more and more is the need for 

electrically operated construction equipment. 

G-E Motors drive screens and concrete mixers, 

preparing concrete which is swiftly carried up 

electrified elevators, or lifted electrically in towers 

of concrete gravity chute systems.. Other G-E 

operated elevators lift brick, tile and building 

materials. Electric winches handle the lumber for 

the forms—and derricks, now G-E equipped, bring 

up the structural steel and swing it into place. 

Above all is heard the machine-gun note of the 

pneumatic riveters powered by compressed air 

from electric motor-driven compressors. 

The close relation of G-E engineers to the applica- 

tion of electricity to construction machinery has 

produced incomparable motive power and control 

performance. 

GENERAL
 ELECTR

IC 
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method by which air is delivered into the flame at right angles 

to the delivery of the oil. 
The burner may be installed in any up-draft heater, steam, 

hot water, vapor or hot air and is built in sizes ranging from 

those for small homes to those for large hotels. 

CHAIN 

— 

SAFETY 
OVERFLOW PIPE 

" CA) 

| 
Stz 

ZS’, pay 

TRIP VALVE 
\ AND SAFETY 

~ BUCKET 

NEEDLE CONTROL 
VALVE 

BONN) Le yee Y, 

TN 

SHEETMETAL 
“ADJUSTABLE OR ASBESTOS 

LEGS 

No Motor Is Required in This Oil-Burning Equipment of 
Special Design. 

oy 

Lavatory Takes No Floor Space 

” asada gel is desirable in any office, but the floor space 

required for a wash bowl and equipment of the regula- 

tion type can hardly be spared, even if the owner of the 

building is willing to go to the expense involved in providing a 
suitable cabinet. 

Similarly a lavatory in every bedroom of a home would be 

a desirable feature, but the ordinary equipment almost requires 
a separate room or is in sight in such a manner that it detracts 
rather than adds to the beauty of the room. 

Now the builder may install a unit 

which has all of the advantages and none 
of the objections of the lavatory of the 

usual type. This equipment, illustrated 

here, presents the appearance of a panel 
mirror and suggests nothing of the lava- 
tory when not in use. When it is re- 
quired the mirror is raised, revealing a 

bowl which can be swung down into 

place, a special mixing faucet for hot 

and cold water, a medicine cabinet and 
a soap tray. 
The surprising thing about the equip- 

ment is that it only requires a minimum 

depth of four inches, making it possible 
to install it in almost any wall. The 
advantages in an office are obvious, and 
it can be utilized to a great advantage in 

homes and apartments in overcoming the 
demand for toilet facilities which usually 
marks those homes without baths for 
each room. 

What’s New? 
[October, 1924 

This Mirror Conceals an Attractive and Efficient Lavatory, 
Shown at the Right. 

Easily installed Weatherstrips 

A S more and more attention is being paid to the conserva- 
tion of fuel through the more careful and efficient con- 

struction and insulation of walls, it is becoming generally 

known that much of the good of such pains is lost if care 

is not taken to prevent the loss of heat around the windows. 
And this means that the careful builder is paying much atten- 

tion to making the windows weather tight through the use of 

properly constructed and properly applied weatherstrips. 
A weatherstrip which has gained a great deal of favor 

through its efficiency, ease of application and durability is a 
weatherstrip which is made entirely of bronze. 

A feature of this weatherstrip, as shown in the illustration, 

is that the installation does not require grooving and does not 
require the sash to be removed, which saves time, labor and 

expense. The stripping strengthens the sash rather than weak- 

ens it, and is declared by the manufacturer to prevent abso- 

lutely dust and draft as well as the rattling of the windows. 

Since the strip is made of spring bronze, it will follow any 
shrinkage, expansion or warp of the sash, and is always snug 

without any possibility of sticking the window. 
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Metal Weatherstripping Is Very Con- 
venient to Apply and Efficient in Reduc- 
ing Heat Losses About Windows. 
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—an easy road to big profits 

in your own business 

Contractors—Material Dealers! 

Immediate 

Action! 

_ Write or wire for 
complete informa- 
tion concerning the 
possibilities in your 
territory. Our fran- 
chise gives you ex- 
clusive rights — 
please investigate 
the proposition at 
once. 

There’s a constant and ever-increasing demand for good con- 

crete brick, because concrete brick meet with the requirements 

of the smallest bungalow as well as those of the largest office 

building, hotel or school. 

Shope Concrete Brick have demonstrated their value in all 

parts of the country. Where they are made and known, builders 

recognize them as the logical building unit, and architects specify 

them because of their beauty. 

There is a real opportunity for you in your territory and we 

urge you to install at once a 

SHOPE BRICK PLANT 

Exclusive manufacturing and selling rights for Shope Concrete 

Brick now are offered. This franchise eliminates all competition, 

giving you an exceptional opportunity to develop a well paying 

business in conjunction with your present activ:ties. Shope 

Brick can be manufactured in a fraction of the time the old 

process takes, and the materials, just sand and gravel, are found 

every where. 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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A Convenient Digger and Loader 

Loe material into trucks from the ground in 

material yards or loading loose dirt on the job often 
is work requiring lots of time if special equipment is not 

available, and since many such jobs, in fact most of them, 

for the average contractor do not justify the use of a 

steam shovel, a smaller type of loading equipment and one 

which can be moved rapidly and with ease has been 

produced. 

F 

This Equipment, Mounted on a Fordson Tractor, Is Useful 
to the Contractor for Loading and Digging. 

This loader is designed to be placed upon a Fordson 

tractor and is so built that adding it to the tractor does 

not require any additional holes to be bored in the tractor 

frame and so that the loading mechanism does not in any 

way interfere with the drawbar of the tractor or prevent 

it from being used to pull trailers in the regular manner. 

The tipover bucket shown in the illustration is of one- 

quarter yard capacity, 40 inches wide and 22 inches deep. 

The shovel, while resting agairist the bumper shown on 

the front of the device, is pushed into the pile of material 

by the tractor so that the entire digging strain is car- 

ried by the main frame and rear axle of the tractor. The 

shovel is raised by power and turned by power to either 
side to be dumped into a truck. The lifting height from 

the ground is 8 feet, while the height to the bucket, 

dumped, is 6 feet 11 inches. The shovel swings 4 feet 

9 inches to either side of the tractor. The shovel may 

be swung to the side while it is being raised. 

Besides being used for loading sand, gravel, dirt, crushed 

stone and other like substances, it is used for digging and 

leveling streets for paving, scraping, backfilling charging 

mixers and other similar jobs. In some places it is used 

to load trailers and then to haul the trailers, since the 

shovel in no way interferes with the operation of the 

tractor. 
A special shovel of half-yard capacity is provided for 

handling lighter materials, such as snow, ashes, cinders 

or loose dirt. Either the quarter or half-yard shovel may 

be used on the same loader and are interchanged through 

the removal of two bolts. 

y 

New Features for Concrete Mixer 

A HEAVY duty construction mixer which may have the 

controls located at any one of three levels has been placed 
on the market by a firm which has been manufacturing equip- 

ment for similar purposes. 
This is an innovation in heavy duty construction concrete 

mixers which should be welcomed by all contractors using 

this type of construction machinery because it adds to the prac- 

What’s New? 
[October, 1924 

ticability of the mixer and consequently enhances its money 

value. 
The contractor is provided with a choice of any of the 

three distinct points of control, placed on three levels—bottom 

or ground control, intermediate, or overhead control. 
With this placing of control points the mixer has a greater 

degree of versatility when working in crowded quarters or in 
places where a single, ground control would be inadequate. 

The overhead platform, which is built into the mixer when 
this control is specified, simplifies the control problem when the 
mixer is set into a depression on the ground, or when using 

overhead bins. 
An intermediate platform can be built around the mixer 

making the control point at the top of the batch hopper waist 
high to the operator. This intermediate platform lightens the 

task of handling the cement into the hopper by the operator. 
The ground control is used when the aggregates are dis- 

charged from an elevated bin into the batch hoppers, and the 

operator operates it from the ground. | 
These three control points make the mixer adaptable to 

every conceivable job layout which ordinarily would not be 

practicable. 
A cast steel pivoted, swinging type batch hopper gate, with 

an opening 11 inches by 20 inches has also been installed on 

this mixer to replace the old sliding gate. 

This Heavy Duty Concrete Mixer May Be Provided 
with Controls at Any One of Three Levels, Adapting It 
to a Variety of Work. 

The’ standard power charging skip can also be furnished if 

desired. The mixer is mounted either on skids or regular 
steel rim wheels. A choice of steam, gasoline or electricity 

is offered. ole 

A Ten-Ton Tractor Crane 

ee the many and varied uses of a crawling tractor 

crane of the proper size about a materials yard and in 

the equipment of contractors who deal with extensive under- 

takings, a firm which recently has completed several cranes of 
200 tons capacity is now offering a new model particularly 

adapted to the building field. 
This crane is built either for steam, electric or gasoline 

power. The machine is extremely versatile, operating with 

clamshell or dragline bucket, electric magnet, hook and block 
or grapple. It readily is convertible into a shovel or a 

pile driver. 
The crane has two traveling speeds. Steering while under 
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Healthy heat—by burning a 

The simplest oil burner made 

Gravity feed—noiseless and clean 

O matter how much 

money there is to 

be spent on the heating 

plant—we unhesitat- 

ingly recommend the 

Schulse-Simplex Oil 

Burner. 

With an oil- burner, the 

home-owner is free from 

the ash barrel and the 

coal shovel and all the 

dirt, annoyance, ex- 

pense and actual hard 

labor that go with them. 

The advantages of the 

Schulse over ordinary 

CEMENT SEAL 
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AS L-GRATE 
5 SHO OHH 
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AIR 

WE 

Soe 
NEEDLE UNION 

CONTROL VALVE CLAMP 

FLOW PIPE 
TRIP VALVE 

IP BUCKET 

1. INLET ae 

oil-burners lie in the 

following ten points of 

performance and me- 

chanical superiority. 

1 The Schulse employs gravi- 

ty feed—requiring no expensive 
electric motor or the care and 

knowledge a motor demands. 

2 The Schulse is lighted by an 

asbestos torch soaked in fuel oil 
—thereby abolishing the gas 

pilot. 

3 It is thus apparent that a 

Schulse installation is fully effici- 
ent in territories where electricity 

and gas are not available. 

4 The secret of Schulse effici- 
ency is in the patented air vanes 

which deliver the air right into 

the flame—at right angles to the 

delivery of the oil. This forces 

complete vaporization (without a 

motor or blower) and leaves no 
clogging soot or carbon to be 
cleaned out at regular intervals. 

5 The Schulse may be regu- 
lated to burn from one pint to 

one gallon of fuel oil per hour. 
Without further attention, uni- 

form heat is delivered—which 

means healthy heat. 

6 The Schulse is the simplest 
oil-burner made—simple in con- 

struction—simple in operation. 

7 The Schulse has a flawless 
service record—of one full year in 
homes and of many years on the 

vessels of the leading steamship 

companies. 

8 The Schulse may be installed 
in any up-draft furnace—steam, 

hot air, hot water or vapor. 

9 The cost to the home-owner 

of a complete Schulse installation 

is approximately $300, depending 
upon local conditions. 

10 The parent company guar- 

antees replacement of any part 
which proves defective in nor- 

mal service for one year. To 
date these have never been re- 
quired. 

On both new construc- 

tion and replacement 

work, the Schulse sat- 

isfies the home-owner 

and increases the sale 

value of the home. 

Schulse Burners are 

manufactured for in- 

stallations of all sizes— 

from a California bung- 

alow to a New York 

apartment hotel. 

We invite you to write 

us for further details. 

Whether you are inter- 

ested in one or a dozen 

installations—or in our 

interesting agency 

proposition—our engi- 

neering staff and sales 

department are at your 

service. 

The SIMPLEX FUEL OIL ENGINEERING CO., Inc. 

11 BROADWAY - - - NEW YORK CITY 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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way is accomplished from the operator’s platform htrough fric- 
tion clutches and breaks controlling each tractor belt. 

Propelling up an incline skidway onto a flat car for transpor- 

tation is very easily done. Other exclusive features are the 
automatic double hoisting drums which provide automatic con- 

trol of the bucket during operation. Both drums provide 
enough rope pull as required for dragline and hoisting pur- 

This Ten Ton Crawling Tractor Crane Can Be Operated 
with a Clamshell, Dragline Bucket, Electric Magnet, Hook 
and Block or Grapple. 

poses. The feature of hoisting the bucket open on the auxiliary 

drum greatly increases the output of the crane and makes oper- 

ation much simpler. A radius varying appliance consisting of 
bronze worm, worm wheel and drum, and controlled by fric- 

tion clutches and semi-automatic brake, raises or lowers the 

boom when loaded to its maximum capacity. Levers actu- 

ating all motions are conveniently placed in two rows in front 

and alongside of the operator’s platform which is located on 

the right-hand side with a full view of the work being done. 

- 

A New Tile Surface for Walls 

NEW development of fireproof wallboard consists 

of slabs of gypsum wallboard 3% inch thick, 4 feet 

wide, and 6, 7, 8, 9 or 10 feet long. It is impressed to 

represent ceramic 
TRGSEN ROR GPa aye Gass ost : he Ae die ahead 
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—* The tile board 

A New Gypsum Board Has a Tiled _ is nailed horizon-. 
Surface for the Bathroom or Kitchen. tally to the stud- 

ding or over the 
old wall. The various lengths make it possible in most 

cases to fit the space, with one board so that the joints 

are made in the corners; in other cases, the joints as well 

as the nailheads may be faced with a special finisher. The 

tile board surface then is primed with a mixture of equal 

What’s New? 
[October, 1924 

parts of good varnish size and flat paint of a color similar 

to that desired in the completed job. When this is dried, it 

is smoothed down with sandpaper. Then two coats of flat 

paint of the desired color are applied and, when they have 

dried, the surface is enameled. 

Because it is a large-unit material, it is economical in 

application. It produces a washable, sanitary, permanent 

surface indistinguishable from ceramic tile. Because it is 

made of gypsum rock, it will not warp, bulge or crack. It 

is fire-resistive and an insulator. It is suggested as espe- 

cially valuable in communities in which mechanics skilled 

in tile setting are not to be found. 

“l 

Convenient Double Hung Windows 

(LEANING of windows is one of the most difficult and, 

at time, dangerous tasks which confronts the housewife. 

And that builder who installs in the homes he builds windows 

which minimize the drudgery and eliminate the danger is doing 

a service which will make no small impression on those 

he serves. 

Features which accomplish these things have been incorpo- 
rated in a double hung window now on the market. And in 

addition to the ease and safety of cleaning the windows, many 
other advantages are offered which make windows so installed 

very desirable. 
While these windows operate readily in the usual manner 

for double hung windows, they can be tilted inward into the 

Ease of Cleaning Is One of the Features of This Unique 
Window Installation. 

room as shown in the illustration. The upper sash can be 

lowered to a position just above that shown for the lower 
sash and cleaned in the same manner without the necessity of 

dangerous and tiresome leaning out of second story windows, 

resorting to the use of stepladders and other inconvenient 

methods. 

In addition to the feature which allows the windows to be 

cleaned so easily, the device offers an exceptionally convenient 
method of ventilation. The lower sash may be tilted inward 

at the meeting rail, admitting air which is deflected upward, 
avoiding draughts. And it readily can be seen that none of 

these functions interfere with the screens on the windows 
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‘SENT FREE 

Mail the Coupon for These Two Books and Blue Print Plans 

can expect to be a first rate foreman If you are in any building trade, we want to send you these 

2 books and blue prints at our expense. One of these books con- 
tains a lesson in Plan Reading prepared by the Chicago Tech. 

experts; the other explains the Chicago Tech. method of training 

men by mail in the building trades for the jobs that pay the most 

money or for businesses of their own. All you have to do to get 
them is to mail the coupon. Don’t send a penny. 

Get the Knowledge That Will 

Make You Worth More Money 

You may be as good a man as there 
is in the use of tools but as long as 
you remain a workman you won't earn 
more than the wage scale. It isn’t 
manual skill that puts a man in big 
pay class—it’s the ability to use his 
head that brings the fat pay check or 
enables him to “go in for himself.” 
That has been proved over and over 
again by workmen who took the 
Chicago Tech. training in the higher 
branches of building and are now fore- 
men, superintendents and contractors. 

J. B. Woodside - Oklahoma was a 
carpenter working for $6 a day when 
he took a course in training by mail at 
Chicago Technical College and was 
— te a foremanship in 2 

“became a superintendent 5 
pert later and then went into con- 
tracting. 

Carl Testroat of Iowa is another 
man who got into a successful con- 
tracting business through his training, 
as did J. G. Hart of West Virginia, 
and C. W. Busch of Kansas. 

Not only workmen have got ahead 
through this instruction but also con- 
tractors who were taking on smail 
jobs because their experience was lim- 
ited. Chicago Tech. has taught them 
how to handle the big jobs that pay 
the most money. 

Train by Mail 

Never before have there been such 
opportunities as there are right now 
for men with expert knowledge of 
building. You can get ready for these 
big opportunities if you will use some 
of your spare time to study at home 
under the direction of the Chicago 
Tech. experts. No time taken from 
your present work. All this will be 
explained when we send you the free 
books and blue prints. 

Become a Building Expert 

Plan Reading. Every man who has 
got very far ahead in eny building 
trade can read blue coen No man 

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 

Dept. 1036, Chicago Tech. Building, 118 East 26th Street, Chieage, Ill. 

aa! Occupation 

or superintendent until he knows what 
every line on a plan means and how 
to lay out and direct work from the 

By the Chicago 
Tech. Method you quickly fearn te 
read any plan as easily as you read 
these words. 

Estimating. Of course a man who 
wants to be a comtractor or to hold a 
big job in a contracting organization 
must know how to figure costs of 
labor, material, and ev else 
that goes into any kind of building. 
The Chicago Tech. course covers 
every detail of this important branch 

architect’s . plans. 

—shows you just how it is done from . 
actual blue print plans. 

Superintending. How to hire and 
direct men, how to keep track of every 
detail of construction as it goes on, 
how to get the work done i in the least 
time at the lowest cost is also fully 
covered in the Chicago Tech. Builders’ 
Course. 

Also special courses in Architectural 
Drafting for builders, taught by prac- 
tical men. These explained in ial 
Catalog “D” sent on request. 

Mail This Coupon—Today 

CHICAGO TECHNICAL COLLEGE, 
Dept. 1036, Chicago Tech. Blidg., 
118 East 26th Street, 
Chicago, Ill, 

Please send me pone, Free Books and 
Prints for men in the Building Trades. 
postpaid to my address below. . 

(Write or print name plainly.) 

eoeeseeeeesesesese 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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which, once in place, do not have to be touched throughout 
- the season. 

The individual sash can be removed instantly, either to give 

full advantage of the window opening during hot weather or 

for the painting of the sash. The removal and replacement 

of the sash is accomplished easily and without 

danger of marring the window frames. 

These windows are different from the usual 

double hung ones in that the sash are on the 

same plane when the windows are closed; 
that is, there is no offset at the meeting rail. 

f 

Steel Shore Uses Old or New 

Timber : 

1 bose of shoring timbers, old or new, that 

the contractor or builder already has, is 

a big economy effected by a new building shore 
just placed on the market. 

Adjustable combination square shore consists 

of two steel channels, 5 feet long riveted 
together, with solid steel foot plate, steel cross 
ties and steel hand plates, forming a strong con- 

tainer within which the 4 by 4 or other timber 

is placed, adjustable in height at 
pleasure; 332 by 334 timbers can 

be used or two 2 by 4’s can be 
spiked together. 

Two sides of the container are 
solid, the other two have open 

channels an inch wide almost the 
entire height. 

’ These open channels permit nail- 

Prk oe ing bracing to the timber contained 

vice Utilizes Within the body. Bracing may be 

New or Old attached to any part of the timber 
Timbers. above the shore. This is an exclu- 

sive feature of this shore and 

one greatly appreciated by workmen. 
The shore head is remarkable for its simplicity 

as well as its efficiency. The timber is held in 

place by heavy curved plates pivoted and braced in 

the shore head. The plates have strong teeth that 
permit upward movement of timber, but bite in so 
that there can be no sinking until dogs are released. 

When it is desired to release the shore a safety locking plate 

is raised, allowing a release key to be pushed forward until 

the release notches in the head enter those of the key. Then 
the timber and head drop seven-eighths of an inch, relieving 

the timber of the load on top. This allows the gripping dogs 
to be raised. The timber may then be telescoped into the shore 

body, and taken down. No conceivable accident could cause 

the timber to drop otherwise. 
The shore is easily operated by unskilled labor. Setting up, 

adjusting, taking down, resetting is a one-man job of few 
moments. There are no wedges, no loose parts, no guess- 

work in grading, no expensive “scabbing” of timbers: The 
shore is remarkably low in price. 

Skeleton or Phantom View of New 
Lock Showing Great Simplicity of Con- 
struction. 

What’s New? 
[October, 1924 

A New Lock Which Needs No Mortising 

we original in principle and design are the new locks 

and latches that are made in tubular form, as they require 
no mortising or gouging and can be installed by simply boring 

four holes. Even the slow worker can install four of them 

in an hour. 

When installed they present an appearance. similar to the 

ordinary lock set, although they offer an additional advantage 

in that the lock may be placed above the latch, a practice 
favored by many contractors because of the increased con- 

venience it offers in use. 

By reducing the number of parts in the latch set, the 

designers of this lock-latch have secured greatly increased 

smoothness of operation and reliability. Instead of the old 
type of flat spring, they have used a powerful compression 

spring that requires little space and fewer attendant parts. 

Reliability is further assured by*making the latch bolts and 

hubs of cast brass—a material three times as strong as cast iron. 

The latches are so constructed that a normal amount of 
shrinkage in the door does not affect their positive action and 

secure holding power. Keys are offered in fifteen actual key 
changes and the locks cannot be operated with the skeleton 

keys that easily unlock the 

ordinary inside set. 

These locks and latches 
are made in many beautiful 

designs, including many with 
glass knobs and 

a special type 

for screen doors 
and French 

doors. 

Four of These Locks Can Be Set in an Hour by the 
Ordinary Workman, Since Two Holes Bored Are All That 
Is Needed to Fit the Lock to the Door. 
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NOW.--right over 

the old root! 

Front view of a Genasco 
Latite Shingle. In three 
natural, unfading colors— 
red, green and blue-black. 

Back view: of a Genasco 
Latite Shingle showing the 
“*key’’ that locks them firmly 
and flatly to the roof deck. 
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Genasco Latite Shingles can be laid right over old weather-battered wood 

shingles. Thousands of homes and other buildings all over the United States 

are being reroofed in the “Genasco Way.” 

Think of the advantages! No time and labor wasted in ripping off the 

old roof. No littering walks, lawns and attics. No taking chances on the 

weather while reroofing. 

The self-spacing, quick-covering features of Genasco Latite Shingles are 

two other outstanding advantages. Actual tests prove that you can cover 

twice as much surface per hour as any other kind—individual or strip. 

Genasco Latite Shingles are locked together. Thick layers of Trinidad 

Lake Asphalt Cement keep them absolutely weather. proof. A top coating 

of granulated slate makes them attractive and fire-safe. 

There’s a strong, weather-tight, Genasco Roofing (roll, shingles or 

built-up roofing) for every type of building—home, industrial or farm. 

Write for attractive booklet. 

The Barber Asphalt Company 

Philadelphia 

New York Pittsburgh Kansas City 

Chicago St. Louis San Francisco 
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Digging Skyscraper Caissons 

T the time the first “skyscrapers” were experimented 
with foundation construction hadn’t kept pace with 

the part of the building that projects beyond the sidewalk. 
Pyramidal stone or “spread” foundations went under the 
first tall buildings. And their inadequacy became apparent 
quite early. About this time General Smith, famous gOv- 
ernment engineer, turned his attention toward these heavy 
type buildings and conceived the caisson idea for founda- 

tions, choosing one of his men, one “Andy” Graham, to 

give them their first tryout. So the Chicago Stock 

Exchange was the first to employ this type of foundation. 
The experiment was successful and the General’s con- 

tribution to the engineering art was adopted rapidly and 
widely. 

At that time digging was done with hand windlasses, 

old-fashioned gasoline torches furnished light, and, because 

of lack of any ventilation, the gases at the bottom of 

those old holes often proved dangerous, even fatal. Elec- 

tric light, compressed air ventilation and pumps took much 

of the uncertainty and drudgery out of caisson building, 

and as time went on hand windlasses were abandoned and 

a cableway system operating several holes at once, all in a 

line, were adopted. This was only a partial improvement, 

though. The cables and ropes wore out very rapidly, 

much power was wasted, the system of digging the holes 

all in a line was awkward and interfered with the speedy 

handling of materials, and worst of all, the contractor 

couldn’t move his equipment to a new location until all the 

holes were finished; if one hole was slower than the rest 

the whole row of windlasses was tied up until that one 

was completed. 

A couple of years ago a new idea in caisson building 

made its appearance—the single electric caisson winch. 

With this equipment each hole is dug independently. The 

same Andy Graham who dug the first caisson, now with 

W. J. Newman Company, foundation contractors, working 
with Mr. MacGregor and Mr. Jones of the same com- 

pany, is using this equipment at the Sherman House addi- 

tion, Chicago, having hauled it over from the new Chicago 

Palmer House job which they just completed. 

At the Palmer House 136 caissons were pulled, averaging 

6 feet wide and resting on bed rock at about 95 feet. At 

Nees 

What’s New? 

the 70-foot level boulders were encountered, then sand, 

[October, 1924 

quicksand and water. Two five-foot forms were driven in 

before this loose material, forced in by pressure of adja- 

cent buildings, was passed. An eight-story building at one 

corner of the job had to be jacked up to prevent it listing 

and forcing loose materials into the five caissons along one 

side of it. 

The high platforms with chutes down the front, under 

the winches on the far side of the general view of the job, 

were tried as an experiment in speeding up the handling 

of muck from the holes. This stunt was a complete suc- 

cess and all the winches at the Sherman Hotel job are 

now set up on tall platforms. 

The electric winches used in digging the caissons for 

the Palmer House are equipped with a 2 H. P. motor, 

either for direct or alternating current, with a starter of 

the enclosed type. All of the gears run in oil and the 

coupling is flexible, of the leather ferrule type. It is 

equipped with a pawl and ratchet type safety device 

which is visible at all times. The base is of heavy 12-inch 

channel steel. The winch head is 8 inches in diameter 

with 12-inch flanges and a 10-inch face, with a speed of 

135 feet a minute as a maximum and a pull of 600 pounds 

on a single line. The weight of the winch is approxi- 

mately 500 pounds. 

Single Electric Caisson Winches Were Utilized for the Gigantic Task of Digging the Caissons for the New 
Palmer House, Chicago, Which Will Be the Largest Hotel in the World. The winches are shown under the canvases 
in the picture. Above is a closeup view of one of the winches.. 
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—and if it’s for sale it won’t stay 

unsold long. Home buyers today 

insist on every modern construction 

feature, and one of the most im- 

portant is improved steel windows— 

Fenestra Windows, in the basement, 

throughout the house, and in the 

garage. 

More and more builders are find- 

ing that the use of Fenestra helps 

them sell the houses they build. 

These better windows make the 

home more light, airy and secure; 

they add to its architectural beauty; 

they make every room more cheer- 

ful, and more usable. 

Yet with all their advantages 

“There’s Another House 

With Steel Windows” 

171 

Fenestra Windows need not add to 

your building cost. Their first cost 

is little if any more than that of 

wood windows and they come com- 

pletely equipped with hardware, 

ready to be quickly and economi- 

cally installed. They eliminate many 

expensive delays, they are easier to 

glaze, and they can be obtained 

promptly, in any quantity, from 

local dealers near you. ’ 

Let “Fenestra-equipped” help you 

sell the next house you build. Write 

for literature showing how easily 

and quickly these windows can be 

installed and for the name of a 

near-by dealer who can quote prices. 

DETROIT STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY 

2260 East Grand Blvd. - Detroit, Mich. 

WINDOWS FOR THE H 

Detroit Steel Products Company ‘“ 
2260 East Grand Blvd. 
Detroit, Mich. 

Please send me information re 
garding your 
O Fenestra Steel Casements 
0 Fenestra Basement Windows 
O Fenestra Utility Windows 

NOUNG oo 6c Coa cae teew eke 

OME 
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MOTOR TRUCKS 

[October, 1924 

TRAILERS 

Motor Truck Maintenance 

Care of Transmission, Clutch, Rear Axle, Brakes, Front Axle and Steering 

Mechanism as Advised by an Expert 

By F. A. WHITTEN 

Epitor’s NotE: This is the second a series of 

articles on Truck Maintenance, written by Mr. Whitten, 

chief engineer of one of the largest truck manufac- 

turing firms in the United States. The first of the 

series appeared in the September issue of the 

“American Builder.” 

this we mean do not descend a hill with a 

N ts: “coast” your truck down a hill. By 

loaded or empty, with your clutch — truck, 

disengaged. 

By leaving your clutch engaged your motor assists 

in braking the truck and also relieves the brakes 

themselves of part of the strain and helps keep them 

from “burning.” It is also better not to shut off the 

ignition because if you do so on a long hill, the excess 

gas which accumulates during the descent may cause 

an explosion of sufficient force to ruin your muffler 

when the ignition is turned on again at the bottom of 

the hill. In addition it causes the carbon to form 

. quickly. 

“Coasting,” in many states, is against law because 

it is conductive to traffic accidents due to the fact 

that a loaded truck may burn out its brakes or attain 

such a speed as to get beyond control on a steep hill. 

In addition, re-engaging the clutch with the truck 

traveling at high speed can do almost irreparable dam- 

age to a truck. Most motor truck engines are gov- 

erned at a specified speed. If a truck traveling down 

a hill with clutch disengaged attains a speed of 35 to 

40 miles per hour and its engine is governed at, say, 

25 miles per hour, imagine what will happen if the 

clutch is re-engaged with truck and engine running 

at these respective speeds. 

If the load is sufficiently heavy the entire driving 

mechanism may be torn out of the truck, or the least 

that may happen is the ruining of one of the pro- 

pelling units. 

Care should be taken in gear shifting. A green 

driver should in all cases be “broken in” by an experi- 

enced one until he “knows” his gear shift almost 

instinctively. 

Last of all, the driver should “keep up the momen- 

tum” of his truck in heavy going. He should never 

let the speed of his truck diminish to the “laboring” 

point before he shifts. The purpose of the transmis- 

sion is to provide locomotion under all road conditions 

and failure to “shift” when it is necessary causes 

unnecessary strain. 

Proper Use of Clutch 

The proper use of the clutch in the operation of a 

motor truck will assure you against breakage or over- 

strain in rear axle gears. 

The operator who allows his clutch to drop back 

to instant contact may strip his rear axle gears. The 

same accident may occur in “coasting,” which, as we 

have previously noted, is equally dangerous to the 

transmission. 

Lubrication again is an important factor. “Oil is 

cheaper than machinery,” is an old adage which applies 

to every part of the truck. The use of a heavy fluid 

oil or a selected non-fluid oil is recommended. The 

term “600-W” is usually understood to mean a rear 

axle oil and your garage man will most likely know | 

exactly what to give you if you ask for it, in case 

you are not using a specified brand. 

Oil should not be allowed to work out into the brake 

bands. Such a condition may cause your brakes to 

become useless at just the time you need them most. 

Gaskets, or whatever contrivances are used. to prevent 

this flow of oil to the brake bands, should be renewed 

by your repair man. 
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Municipal Use—Street Cleaning ‘ 

Ford Products 

For Every Business 

Ford Transportation—Passenger Car and 

Truck—and Fordson Power can be 

applied to your business at a substantial 

saving in time, labor, money. 

Your nearest Authorized Ford dealer 

has up-to-date facts and figures on 

the cost of operating 

these dependable units 

in your business. He 

will gladly show them 

to you and at the same 

time arrange to give 

you a practical demon- 

stration, any time, any 

place you name. 

CARS - TRUCKS - TRACTORS 

Advertising as well as quick service 

AES PISS SORRY 
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Rear axle gears do not need frequent adjustment. 

However, after the truck has been in use for a long 

period, a noisy axle may develop due to the gears 

getting out of pitch line or to bearing wear. Adjust- 

ment should then be made to eliminate noise and wear 

incident to this condition. This is particularly neces- 

sary in motor buses where the minimum of operating 

noise is desirable. 

The above discussion of adjustments refer to bevel 

Beiviorti gear type of axles which are in most com- 

‘fon use. Chain drive trucks require more frequent 

adjustment. The chains should be adjusted often 

enough to avoid “whipping” and lost power due to 

excessive slack and to avoid breakage. 

Care should be taken to get this adjustment even 

on both chains or a noisy roaring chain will result 

uneven ‘‘pulling and excessive wear. 

Brakes, Tires and Steering Gear 

Overloading of trucks is the big cause of exces- 

sive wear. Perhaps no part of the truck is sub- 

jected to greater strain on overloads than the tires. 

Where pneumatics are used this practice does as 

much damage to truck tires as a complete disregard 

of the rules of inflation. With regard to the latter 

subject, the tire manufacturer’s instructions on infla- 

tion of truck tires should be observed consistently. 

Over-inflation is, in most cases, as dangerous as under- 

inflation. 

Contractors’ Trucks Must Meet Unusual Conditions, Off the Paved Roads, That Entitle Them to Especially Good Care. 

Motor Trucks and Trailers 
[October, 1924 

Even braking is necessary to obtain maximum wear 

from tires. Assuming brake pull-rods are adjusted 

to give even pull, the proper place to make first 

adjustment is at the brake band or shoe, not at any 

other part of the mechanism. Regular inspection of 

brakes is necessary and an even contact of the band 

at all points is requisite in good adjustment. Uneven 

contact of brake bands is the cause of “chattering” 

when brakes are applied. 

A severe shock, such as results in striking a curb, 

may spring the knuckle tie rod, thus throwing the 

front wheels out of proper alignment. This results 

in hard steering and excessive wearing of tires, either 

solid or pneumatic. In a case which recently came 

to my attention an operator completely ruined a pair 

of pneumatic tires on a fifty-mile drive after a slight 

accident. 

The front wheels should not be lined up exactly 

parallel. Tie-rod adjustments should produce a 

“toe-in” of one-fourth to one-half of an inch in the 

front wheels (see manufacturer’s instructions for exact 

dimensions and method of making adjustment). 

Lubrication of all steering gear connections, includ- 

ing steering knuckles, at regular intervals, is necessary. 

The majority of “hard steering” complaints are due to 

a lack of. lubrication. : 

“Lost motion” in the steering gear should be kept 

at a minimum, but without causing binding at any 

point in the full travel of the wheel. 
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DoYour | 

Trucks 

ON’T let your trucks run up their Zcosts to > O NS t O r 

the point where they take a hungry bite 

out of your profit. GMC Trucks will save 

your money. Sa Y e? 

Get a GMC catalog and check your truck needs 

against the many mechanical superiorities of 

this pioneer truck. 

Study these points of GMC distinction and 

learn the reason why they guarantee savings in 

hauling under any working condition. ¢ p . p Y al M tors 

.> 1. Lower purchase price. c 

a 2. Now-famous GMC Two-Range : Trucks 

: Transmission. 

3. Easy -renewability of wearing: 

parts. 

4. Renewable cylinders. 

5. Surplus strength in every part. 

6. Economical engine. 
CLIP AND MAIL 

GMC Trucks will turn in more ton miles every GENERAL MOTORS TRUCK_CO., 

single year, indefinitely—-with only the most Dept, 9, Rentian, Sem. 

economical maintenance. Ask for a catalog. Send me the GMC Catalog. 

Name 

Business 

GENERAL MOTORS TRUCK COMPANY 
Division of General Motors Corporation Address : 

PONTIAC. MICHIGAN 
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The Building Outlook 

| meena permit reports from 330 cities and towns for 

August indicated that the trend toward stabilization, which 

had been evident in the construction industry for several 
months, continued to be the dominant feature, it is stated in 

the National Building Survey prepared by S. W. Straus & Co. 
The total for the 330 cities and towns was $277,458,847 as 

against $269,373,230 last August and $264,376,450 in July this 

year, a gain of 3 per cent over a year ago and a gain of about 

5 per cent over the previous month. 
The month of August, with few exceptions during the past 

decade, has shown a decrease in building permits from July. 

The increase of about 5 per cent this year would, therefore, 

seem to point to a healthy condition in the building industry 

at large. 
It will be noted that taking the country by regions, every 

region showed some increase over July and only one, the 

Pacific West, failed to show an increase over August, 1923. 

The South continued to show unusual activity in the plan- 
ning of new construction, with a gain of 46 per cent over 

last August and 15 per cent over this July. The Pacific West 
had a gain of 14 per cent over July. 

In the twenty-five leading cities (selected on a basis of vol- 

ume.of permits) the increase over last August was in keeping 

with the general stabilizing trend, the total being $173,204,314 
against $173,195,515. The increase in these same cities this 

August was about 16 per cent over August, 1922. There was 

also an increase in these cities over July this year. 

New York City showed a loss of 33 per cent from August, 

1923. Among the larger cities showing gains are: Miami, 482 

per cent; Philadelphia, 179 per cent; Boston, 162 per cent; 
New Orleans, 126 per cent; Kansas City, Mo., 98 per cent; Buf- 

falo, 74 per cent; Milwaukee, 44 per cent; Cleveland, 20 per 

cent, and Chicago, 9 per cent. 
Except for weakness in some grades of pine, the most out- 

Standing feature of last month’s building materials market 

was the recovery in lumber prices. While July witnessed a 

definite check to the down-trend of lumber, August brought 

a definite reversal; upward changes amounting to 10 per cent 
in many instances. 

Steel showed further weakness both in Chicago and Pitts- 

burgh, though warehouse prices in all centers remained prac- 
tically unchanged. 
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Wire Screens Tests Planned 

B Rude to determine the relative resistance to atmospheric 

corrosion of wire screens of different metals are planned 

by the Bureau of Standards of the Department of Commerce 

in co-operation with the American Society for Testing Mate- 

rials. The metals to be included in the test are copper, com- 

mercial bronze, low brass, aluminum bronze, silicon bronze, 
and Ambrac metal. All materials will be tested in the form 

of Standard No. 16 mesh screens. 
The screens will be exposed to the weather in four loca- 

tions—an inland location, an industrial center, a seacoast and 

a tropical seacoast. The cloth of each material will be exposed 
on a painted frame that will withstand the weather. Three 

types of frame will be used—12 x 12-inch wooden frames, 

30 x 36-inch wooden frames, and 30 x 36-inch metal frames. 

The tests will be made in co-operation with the manufacturers 

of the materials. The Bureau of Mines, the Bureau of Light- 
houses, and the Panama Canal will co-operate with the Bureau 

of Standards in making the exposure tests. 

Lumber Firm Builds Prize Float 

A CLEVER float conceived by Earl R. Porter, manager 

of the Dascomb-Daniels Lumber Co., Boonville, -Mo., 

was awarded first prize in the celebration held in Boonville 

to commemorate the opening of the first free bridge across 

the Missouri river at Boonville. 
The float entered in the parade by the lumber company por- 

trayed a most pleasing home set in grounds worthy of its 

beauty, as can be seen in the illustration. The model home 

' 

This Clever Float Was Built in the Yard of the 
Dascomb-Daniels Lumber Co., Boonville, Mo., Under the 
Supervision of Earl R. Porter, the Yard Manager. 

was procured from the Long-Bell Lumber Company, and the 
rest of the exhibit was prepared in the yard of the Dascomb- 

Daniels Company. The float presents a display idea worthy 

of adoption by many lumber firms which take part in local 

parades. 

SUMMARY OF AUGUST REPORT BY rene 

PREPARED BY S. W. STRAUS & CO. 

No. Cities Aug., 1924 
93 MROUEETS 6:0 eins 0:0:4.6:059-64.0:845 400005498 $113,875,290 

107 ORIEN 6 ose 5 44406 0-009 0000 6000044 88,705,820 

54 RITES oes ose we ein-we wee €0'e-6.0 de 636 30,740,420 

76 oe ee 44,137,317 

PR DINE voncvecncccescserenisenasecevedt $27,458,847 

Ge n't ed om or Lave 
Aug., 1923 July, 1924 Aug.-Au Aug.-July 

$111,470,063 $111,223,895 $2,405, 22 +$ 2,651,395 
; per cent 

88,538,407 87,625,169 + 167,413 + 1,080,651 

21,086,268 26,747,586 9,654,152 + 3,992,834 
+46 per cent 

48,278,492 38,779,800 4,141,175 + 5,357,517 
4 per cent 

$269,373,230 $264,376,450 $8,085,617 + $13,082,397 
+3 per cent 
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Sectional View Shows Truscon 
Steel Joists with Hy Rib Metal 
Lath and Cement Finish Floor. 

$Y 

Valuable Book on Building Economies 

Some of the 

subjects: 

How depletion of Ameri- 

can forests makes steel 

cheaper than wood; How 

to get fire protection and 

soundproofness; Economy 

of Steel Joists in apart- 

ments; Valuable chart of 

Steel and lumber prices; 

Analyses of floor construc- 

tion costs. 

Sent Free to Builders 

Truscon has published a book which tells how to get 

firesafe construction at the cost of wood. 

It points out many economical methods for using Truscon 

Steel Joists in place of wood joists, gaining for the owner 

longer lasting, fire safe, soundproof floors. 

This valuable book has been compiled to give detailed . 

facts and figures on the use of steel joists in hospitals, 

schools, apartments, hotels and other light occupancy 

buildings 

It contains an exhaustive analysis of floor construction 

costs per square foot for live loads of various weights, 

and will be found invaluable. 

This book “Fire Safe Construction at the Cost of Wood” 

will prove of real service in every builder's office. A 

copy will be sent free to those who. write for it. 

TRUSCON STEEL COMPANY, Yovuncstown, Oxn1o 

Warehouse & Sales Offices from ioe ic to sarge for addresses see phone 
books of principal cities. Canada Wa Gee Ont. bortas Dio; New York. 

EL JOISTS ST 
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Simplify Structural Slate 

OLLOWING extended investigation of widespread diversity 
in specifications covering the use of structural slate for 

plumbing and sanitary purposes, and tentative adoption by 
members of the National Slate Association of a simplified 

program, the Division of Simplified Practice, Department of 

Commerce, which aided the industry in the movement, has 
sent to all affected groups requests for acceptances of the 
eliminations. The new programs will become effective 

January 1, 1925. 

Construction items which will be affected include: laundry 
tubs, sink and tub combinations, sink and two-tub combina- 
tions, sinks with or without integral backs and with one or 

two drain boards, slate sink tops, slop hoppers, shower stalls, 

toilet enclosures, and urinals. 
In addition to the slate association members in the movement, 

the consuming group was represented by the Structural Service 
Bureau of Philadelphia, the New York City Board of Educa- 

tion, the Eastern Supply Association, the American Construc- 

tion Council, the American Institute of Architects, the Division 
of Simplified Practice, Department of Commerce, the United 
States Bureau of Standards and the United States Bureau 

of Mines. 
As adopted the simplification items are very nearly a standard 

of practice. Reductions are made in varieties of width, length 

and inside depth of sinks and tubs, together with fixed thick- 

nesses for material. Regulations covering the placing of slate 

in the showers and other sanitary equipment are also included. 

~ 

the National Slate Association, September 5-6. 

News of the Field 
[October, 1924 

U. S. Faces Timber Bankruptcy 

ITHIN fifty years, the United States:,will be lumber- 

bankrupt, B. C. Dahlberg told a meetingef lumber men 

in Chicago recently. All the virgin timber of the country will 

have been used at the end of a half century unless vigorous 
methods of. reforesting denuded timber lands are put into 

effect, Mr. Dahlberg said. 

“The United States,” said Mr. Dahlberg, “once had 800,000,- 

000 acres of virgin forests. Today it has 138,000,000 acres, of 

which 75 per cent is west of the Rocky Mountains. Of 181,- 

000,000 acres that have been denuded of timber, 81;000,000 acres 
are absolutely barren. About 250,000,000 acres-are in stump- 

age, slash and various stages of second growth. We are now 
cutting 10,000,000 acres a year and forest fires are destroying 

8,000,000 acres. To replace our disappearing forests, we are 
planting 36,000 acres to trees annually. At the present rate of. 

destruction, the end of our timber resources is in sight. 
“Hope for the builders of the nation lies in a substitute 

for lumber. This discovery of synthetic lumber made of 

bagasse, which is the waste fibre of sugar-cane, has averted 
the possibility of vast tragedy. There is enough bagasse in 

the annual crops of sugar-cane in the United States and Cuba 

to produce 25,000,000 feet of synthetic lumber a day. 
“This synthetic lumber has all the building qualities of 

natural lumber and in addition is an insulator and sound- 
deadener and by reason of chemical treatment in the making, 

is as immune to decay as the papyrus manuscripts found in 

ancient Egyptian tombs.” 

P \" yirt ~ At er 

SONY. 

Lake Bomoseen, Vermont, Was Chosen by the Group of Men Shown Above for the First Annual Outing of 
Thirty-five companies in the Vermont-New York district were 

represented and others from New York, Philadelphia, New Orleans and Chicago attended the meeting. In the lower 
picture at the extreme Tight is seated Mr. George E. Barnard.of the Monson Slate Company, Boston, president of 
the Association. Standing at the extreme right of the lower picture is W. S. Hays, the Association secretary. 
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Wet Cellars Made Dry 

From The Inside. “DAMP-PRUFE” 

aw
 

Illustrating logical way 
to Damp-Prufe a cellar; 
coatin inside walls 

ard low vi Dom §=—-s Backed by a Ten Year Bond 
finished concrete. 

D AMP-PRUFE is daily solving difficult water proofing problems, 

regardless of conditions, and many of them that 

were considered hopeless. When Damp-Prufe is applied, water and 

moisture are completely shut out and the cellar becomes absolutely dry. 

Damp-Prufe results are always the same, satisfactory and permanent. 

Damp-Prufe is applied from the inside 

Damp-Prufe is delivered on the job in steel drums ready to apply; 

Send for Literature and it is spread on the inside of the original walls with a trowel up to 

Complete Information grade and on the. floors to a thickness of one quarter of an inch; 

Thin ie 5 teahoppastensty allowed to dry for seventy-two hours and backed up with one to 
for builders and contrac- i ¥ . ¢ . i 
tors who realize the im- three inches of finished concrete. Simple, practical, efficient. 
portance of dry cellars ; 

ru ian ade Damp-Prufe is used under all weather conditions. It is also suc- 

to progressive firms that cessfully used for outside walls on new buildings under construction. 
will co-operate with our 
intensive advertising and 4 soos : : : 
Guivtusinn” tidtelian Low Cost: Damp Prufe is inexpensive and a little goes a long 

Write or wire today for way; five gallons will cover a hundred square feet. By using our 

details. method, contractors perform the work in one half the time and can 

underbid by a safe margin and make a handsome profit. 

CONSUMERS ASBESTOS CORPORATION 

110 West 40th Street, Dept. A, New York 
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Forest Service to Test Paints 

A TEST fence is being erected by the Forest Products 

Laboratory at Madison, Wis., to show which of the 

woods commonly used in outside construction will take and 

hold paint satisfactorily, which are difficult to paint, and how 
painting difficulies may be overcome. Nine other test fences 
are being put up in the various climatic regions of the United 

States. 

The Test Paint Panels Are Erected Carefully So That 
ee from One Panel Cannot Wash Down on 

nother. 

As the study undertaken is not for the purpose of compar- 

ing various paint mixtures, two paints only have been used. 
One of these is a Dutch process white lead in oil and the 
other a white lead, zinc oxide, and asbestine, mixed pigment 

News of the Field 
[October, 1924 

paint which is believed to be representative of a large amount 
of the high grade “ready mixed” paints on the market. 

A flat-grain panel and an edge-grain panel of each kind 

of wood are coated with each kind of paint. Three coats of 

the paints are applied. The row of tilted panels at the top 
of the fence is for the purpose of comparing weathering of 
paint on an inclined surface with weathering on the vertical 

surfaces. 
Horizontal drain strips between panels serve to keep the 

pigment of the upper panels from washing across the lower 

ones. 
After each coat of paint is applied to a panel, the painter 

weighs paint, can and brush to determine the amount of paint 

required to coat the various woods. 

Paint and varnish and lumber associations, the Bureau of 

Standards, and private interests are co-operating with the For- 

est Products Laboratory in the painting study. 

Concrete Pavement Data Sought 

oer CEMENT is made by Chas. M. Upham, Direc- 

tor of the Advisory Board on Highway Research of the 

National Research Council, that Mr. C. A. Hogentogler of 
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, has been granted leave 

of absence in order to conduct for that Board a fact-finding 
survey of the economic value of reinforcement in concrete 

pavements. This survey is to be national in scope, and will 
be conducted in cooperation with agencies interested in this 

important subject. It is proposed to cover the various soils, 

traffic and climatic conditions throughout the United States. 

f 

Roofing Firm Insures Workers 

:~ is announced by the Ford Roofing Company of Chicago 

that group insurance has been put in force for all the 

employes at the three manufacturing plants and the general 

offices. Each employe is insured, without cost to themselves. 

to the amount of $1,000. 

Illustration shows 
how Allmetal 
Weatherstrip is put 
on sash. 

Showing Allmetal 
Weatherstri in- 
stalled on doors. 

MAKE MONEY 

with ALLMETAL Weatherstrip 

Now is the logical time to go after this profitable business. Every- 

one is preparing for winter and no argument is necessary to con- 

vince the homeowner that he needs Allmetal Weatherstrips. 

Allmetal Weatherstrip makes doors and windows storm and wind- 

proof, effecting a saving of fuel and protecting the health of the 

occupants. Every new and old building owner is a prospect. We 

offer you a liberal proposition and will be glad to give you sug- 

gestions on how to make money in this profitable field. 

ALLMETAL WEATHERSTRIP CO. 

231 West Illinois Street Chicago, Illinois 

SEND BACK THE COUPON 

Allmetal Weatherstrip Co., 
231 W. Illinois St., Chicago, Ill. 

Gentlemen: Without obligation, please send me samples 
and literature. 
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At the left is a general view of the ruins. Gerry's Drug 
Store and the Belgium Lace Shop windows can be seen cov- 
ered with ice. Above, the same windows after the ice had 
melted, showing the store windows and displays éntact. 

Fire— Water—Ice! 

— but Brasco Setting Kept the Store Windows Intact 

The fire which destroyed this business block in 
Hamilton, Ontario, broke every window in the build- 
ing except the store windows which were set in 
Brasco Copper Sash. 

The interior of the two stores shown were badly 
damaged but notwithstanding the intense heat and 
the heavy coat of ice outside, the plate glass was 
left intact. A more severe test of the safety and 
protection to glass provided by Brasco construction 
could hardly be imagined. The firemen did every- 
thing but put an axe through the glass. 

Brasco patented sash and moulding provides the 
‘safest setting for glass. The indirect screw pres- 
sure fastening prevents any screw pointing directly 

toward the glass and makes it impossible for the 
glass to settle down on any screw. The copper 
moulding gives an extra wide grip on the glass, 
firm, safe and flexible enough to permit the neces- 
sary movement of the plate. 

This Brasco construction is approved by architects 
and builders everywhere. Contractors who install 
Brasco Fronts assure their customers not only glass 
safety, but every other possible advantage of beauty, 
strength, ventilation, drainage, ease of installation 
and economy. One job invariably brings others. 

Send for our new book of designs and catalog and 
learn how other contractors make money out of 
store front work. _Mail the coupon now. 

BRASCO MANUFACTURING CO. 

5029 South Wabash Ave., Chicago 

i (AB1024) 
ry Send me the new Brasco book of designs and 

q . information on store front work. 

i 

Name 

; 2 
§ Address__1 

(COPPER STORE FRONTS) } ©” 
8 
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New Representatives for Anchor Line 

i ifmoe Beckwith Machinery Co., Arch and Park streets, 
Pittsburgh, now represent the Anchor Concrete Machinery 

of Adrian, Mich., in the Pittsburgh territory. The West Penn 

Machinery Co. of Pittsburgh has been dissolved and F. W. 
Wehrum, formerly with the latter firm, has joined the Beck- 

with force and will give special attention to the Anchor 

products. 
The E. B. Kelly Co., New York City, has opened an office 

at 520 Arch Street, Philadelphia, and will handle the Anchor 

line in the Philadelphia territory. L. W. Cline, formerly with 
the Staley & Morris Company, will have charge of the new 

Kel!y office. es 

Republic Names Seattle Distributor 

HE Republic Truck Company, Alma, Mich., announces the 
appointment of Robert S. Taylor, as distributor for 

Re-ub‘ic trucks in Seattle, Wash. The sales rooms and a well 

equipped service station are located at 401 East Pine ‘Street. 

With the appointment of Mr. Taylor as the Seattle distributor 
the Republic company completes the establishment of a complete 

chain of distributors the entire length of the Pacific Coast. 

*l 

U. S. Gypsum Opens New Mill 

Tt United States Gypsum Company, headquarters at 205 
West Monroe Street, Chicago, has started operation of a 

new Sheetrock wallboard mill at Plasterco, Va. This addi- 

tion to the plant which it has operated there for many 

years costs $400,000 and has a daily capacity of 100,000 square 

feet of gypsum wallboard. It has been under construction since 

last December. All the machinery is of the most modern 

design, the mixers, wallboard machine and continuous kiln 

embodying the most recent refinements developed by the engi- 

neering department of the Gypsum Company. 

News of the Field 
[ October, 1924 

Supply Firm Insures Workers 

W E. WHELESS, president of the Allen Manufac- 

* turing Company, Ltd., at Shreveport, La., distrib- 

utors of building supplies, has announced an arrangement 

for a group life insurance policy through which the 150 

employes of that business are insured for $750 each. 

The life insurance company with which the Allen policy 

has been placed, provides a nursing service for its policy- 

holders, and Shreveport is one of the more than four thou- 

sand cities and towns in which this is available. Any insured 

worker who is stricken ill may obtain an insurance com- 

pany nurse, who will assist in instructing the family in the 

care of the patient and who will see that the directions of 

the attending physician are carried out. 

In addition representatives of the insurance company will 

distribute at frequent intervals the instructive literature 

published by that organization. This, compiled by experts, 

discusses timely health and sanitation subjects, and is given 

to policyholders without charge. 

oy 

Presbyterians Paint Property 

eae are being perfected to realize the plans approved 

by Wisconsin Synod at its recent meeting for painting 

Presbyterian property in its “P. P. P. campaign.” The 

plans include an inspection of the property of all Pres- 

byterian congregations in the synod, co-operation with the 

congregations in painting their property, raising of a fund 

to assist weaker churches in the painting, use in most 

cases of a uniform bright color for all the churches, erec- 

tion of attractive signs on all church buildings identifying 

them as Presbyterian edifices, with signs on the highways 

nearby directing travelers to the churches and renovation 

of church yards, including mending fences——The Continent. 

Better Painting—Greater Profits 

IN the new 2000-siudent 
capacity high school building 
pictured below, the wall and 
ceiling surface was spray- 
painted with DeVilbiss 
equipment. 

The contractor who did the 
spray-painting reported that 
three coat work, greater in 
hiding power and highly 
superior in quality, was done 
with a coverage of over 600 
sq. ft. to the gallon of paint; 
further, that on the entire job 
he effected a saving in excess 
of 70% on the single item of 
labor. : 

The larger picture at the 
right shows the spray-paint- 
ing operation in one of the 
class rooms. 

REsvULTs produced on a wide variety 
of work, over a period of years, show 
that spray-painting with DeVilbiss 
equipment insures an improvement in 
quality of work and an increase in net 
earnings. 

This school was an average job. The 
contractor produced a superior quality 
of painting throughout and saved 70% 
in labor costs. He gave his customer 
the benefit of part of that saving and 
still made considerably more money 
then he ordinarily would. Both as to 
quality and to lower cost of work, this 
painter made for himself a completely 
satisfied customer who will prove to be 
a substantial business booster. 

Painting the DeVilbiss way, on all 
classes of work, will average 4 to § 
times faster than brush painting. The 
coatings applied reach all places, and 
are uniform, free from defects and 
greater in hiding power. There is no 
dripping and spattering. The painting 
is done quickly and without confusion. 

_ For further consideration of this im- 
portant matter of painting better and 
making greater profits, we'll gladly 
mail you additional facts about the 
DeVilbiss Spray-painting System and 
what it will enable youtodo. Address— 

THE DEVILBISS MFG. CO. 
238 Phillips Ave. TOLEDO, OHIO 

DeVilbiss 

Spraypainting System 
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You Can Forget This Shingle When It’s Down! 

UT on a roof of Carey Asfaltslate 

Shingles and you can go away and 

forget it. It won’t have any “come- 

backs” to annoy you and eat into your 

profit. : 

It will protect the building against 

heat, cold, rain, snow and wind. The 

-heavy felt, thoroughly saturated with 

asphalt and covered with natural slate, 

resists all the elements. 

It is permanent—the outstanding fea- 

ture. This is “the Shingle that Never 

Curls.” It is good to begin with, and 

it stays good. 

The longer it is on a home the more it 

becomes the topic. of enthusiastic 

comment. 

Then, too, it is more economical. It 

gives more to your customers, more 

real roof service. It is also more eco- 

nomical for you to apply. In the large 

size now used by most builders, 10x 

1534 inches, it allows a 5-inch exposure 

and makes a three-thickness roof. This 

requires less time and less nails. 

From every viewpoint the Carey 

Asfaltslate Shingle is the best for the. 

contractor to furnish, simply because 

it is best for the customer to buy. Write 

us for further information, please. 

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY 

510-530 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, Ohio 

THE SHINGLE THAT NEVER CURLS 

THE PHILIP CAREY COMPANY, 

510-530 Wayne Ave., Lockland, Cincinnati, O. 

booklet to 

Name 
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Gentlemen: Please send copy of “Before You Build”’ 

Firm 

Address 
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Books, Bulletins and Catalogs for You 

£ nae literature and publications listed here are available 

to readers of the American Builder. They may be 

obtained from the firms mentioned and will be forwarded 

without cost except where a price is noted. 

Economy in Building through the use of Celotex is dis- 

cussed in a bulletin issued by the Celotex Company, 645 North 
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Ill. The ease of application of 
the material, the saving in the time of workmen and its quali- 

ties as a sheathing, a plaster base, a roof insulation, an exte- 
rior finish and a sound deadener are discussed in an interesting 

manner. 
The Secret of Preservation is the title of a booklet issued 

by the Arobel Manufacturing Co., 110 East Forty-second 
Street, New York, N. Y., which discusses the preservative 

qualities of Lithol and its application to woodwork, railroad 
ties, fence posts, wooden floors, storage warehouses, concrete 

floors and structures, brick walls, and a number of other 

materials. 

Floor Surfacing Opportunities are described in a recent 

booklet issued by Wayvell Chappell & Company, Waukegan, 
Ill., entitled “Get Into the Floor Surfacing Business While 

the Field Is Fresh.” The booklet tells how building con- 

tractors, carpenters and others may well make floor surfacing 

a part of their business and describes in detail the automatic 

ball-bearing electric surfacing machine produced by the 

company. 

Centrifugal Sump Pumps are the subject of Bulletin No. 

173 issued by the American Well Works, Aurora, Ill. The 

bulletin describes and illustrates the pump equipment made 
by the company and presents the general dimensions for the 

different types of centrifugal sump pumps with the capacity 

of the pumps per minute under varying conditions. 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) [October, 1924 

The Architect’s Law Manual, by Clinton H. Blake. Price 

$5. Published by Pencil Points, 19 East 24th St. New York 

City. This volume, which should prove invaluable for archi- 

tects and others interested in the building field, is in no way 

intended to make the architect his own lawyer, according to 

the statement of the author, but rather to help in avoiding 

many causes of legal difficulties which may arise in the prac- 

tice of the profession. Mr. Blake, the author, has for some 

time contributed to architectural publications and is the author 
of several previously published books dealing with the legal 

phases of construction work. 

The book is carefully indexed to make it of especial value 

as a reference work, and after covering the general legal 
points likely to arise in the practice of architecture, devotes 

a great number of pages to special forms and agreements 

which may be copied by the architect to govern his relations 

with his clients. The book should be a valuable addition to 

the library of any architect. 

The Concrete Dope Book, conigilail and published by 

W. H. Stewart, Station “A,” Waterloo, Iowa, (price 25 cents) 
gives a number of interesting tables on mixing concrete of 

different types, information as to the work possible with vari- 

ous types of equipment under different conditions, information 

as to removing forms and a list of interesting “Don’ts” in 

concrete work. This is the fourth edition of this booklet. 

Security Wall Safes are described in a folder issued by 

the Chicago Automatic Machine Co., 400 North Oakley Street, 

Chicago. The folder shows the construction and advantages 

of the wall safes designed to be built into the walls of a home. 

These wall safes are designed to be imbedded in the masonry 

of the wall and offer protection against thieves, since they 

are usually concealed where they will not be found by the 

prowler. 

Most Serviceable Weatherstrip 

Burrowes Weatherstrip is the most 
serviceable weatherstrip made. It is 

Mechanically Perfect 

— the result of years of experiment 
by experienced building engineers. 
You can make more money by selling 
the Burrowes. Everybody wants 

A Coal-Saving Device 

in these days of high-priced coal. Be- 
cause the Burrowes Weatherstrip 
keeps out cold drafts and keeps the 
heat in, it enables the house-holder to 
save a considerable proportion of his 
winte.’s fuel bill. 

1930 South 52nd Ave. 

Make More Money Selling Burrowes Weatherstrip! 

Please specify what territory you prefer when you write 

Burrowes Weatherstrip Co. 

Easiest to Sell 
These facts make the Burrowes the 

easiest weatherstrip to sell. Hundreds 
of licensed Burrowes dealers are mak- 
ing good money. From the very day 
you start ; 

You Make Big Profits 
with Burrowes Weatherstrip. The 
market lies at your very door, for few 
houses are properly insulated against 
cold. This is the time of year when 
selling is easiest. 

Start Right Now! 
Write to us today, asking for full 

particulars about our offer. This is 
your opportunity. 

Chicago, IIl. 
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Two Spokes Better 

HIS improvement scores another victory for “Sterling” origi- 

nality and gives our contractor friends more for their money. 

In the manufacture of wheelbarrows it has always been the Univer- 

sal practice to install eight spokes in the wheel, it being considered 

that eight spokes were sufficient. 

Technically Sterling wheels are two spokes better, but in reality they 

ve double the strength. Still, the cost has not advanced. 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 

The Axle is Keyed 

da Hy ais : vie onsite Hath 
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Books, Bulletins and Catalogs for’ You 

iS hen literature and publications listed here are available 

to readers of the American Builder. They may be 

obtained from the firms mentioned and will be forwarded 
without cost except where a price is noted. 

Ceramics in Architecture is the title of the first of a 

series of monographs upon the subject of tiles and their 

uses throughout the ages to be published by the Associated 

Tile Manufacturers of Beaver Falls, Pa. This first publica- 

tion of the series, written by Rexford Newcomb, Professor 

of Architecture, University of Illinois, should be of 

special interest to architects, contractors, decorators, tile 

setters and all others interested in an authenic discussion 

of the correct use of tiles in various historic styles and 

periods. The publication is beautifully illustrated with 

examples of tile work, with a frontispiece in color. 

National Steel Fabric as made for stucco plaster rein- 

forcement, as a reinforcement for concrete floors, drive- 

ways and sidewalks and for reinforced concrete roads is 

shown in detail, with practical uses and applications in 

a publication issued by the National Steel Fabric Company, 

Pittsburgh, Pa. The bulletin tabulates some very interest- 

ing strength tests made with the material and shows a 

number of building operations where the reinforcing has 

been used. Architectural details of some of the work and 

building methods which should prove very valuable to 

the contractor and those in charge of construction are 

given. 

Red Devil Glaziers Tools are described, illustrated and 

listed in a recent catalog issued by the Smith & Hemen- 

way Co., Inc., 108-130 Coit street, Irvington, N. J. The 

catalog lists a number of tools of distinct value in the 

builder’s equipment. 

AMERICAN BUILDER (Covers the Entire Building Field) [October, 1924 

Studies in Lime, with specifications, is the title of an 

interesting discussion of the use of this material published 

by the Kelley Island Lime and Transport Company, Leader- 

News building, Cleveland, Ohio. The booklet is issued 

in the size proper for the architects and builders file and 

is assigned A. I. A. File No. 21 A 1. Among the features 

of. the book which should be of special interest to readers 

of the AMERICAN Buttper are the illustrations of Tiger 

Finish walls and ceilings, the architectural details of cor- 

nices and geometrical ceilings and specification tables. 

The drawings of cornice and ceiling details are to scale 

and placed in loose leaf form so that they can be removed 

conveniently and slipped beneath tracing cloth. 

Structural Repair and Plant Maintenance materials are 
listed in the Fall, 1924, edition of the Repair and Main- 

tenance Review, published by the Stone & Tar Products 

Co., 97 South Sixth street, Brooklyn, N. Y. Among 

the materials described are Property Cement Filler, Cement 

Filler for Fireproofing over wood partitions, interior and 

exterior waterproofing, welding cement, damp resisting 

paint and a number of other products. 

A New Paint Product, made possible by the use of 

Lithophone, Zinc Oxide and other ingredients is described 

in detail in an interesting booklet issued by the New Jersey 
Zinc Company, 160 Front street, New York, N. Y. The 

booklet tells of the composition of the new paint, its 

properties and of a number of tests which have been made 

to prove its worth. It is illustrated with pictures of build- 

ings to which the new product has been applied. 
“The Story of Oak Floors” is the title of the attractive 

discussion of oak as a flooring material issued by the 

Oak Flooring Bureau, 1014 Ashland Block, Chicago, Ill. 

The booklet, which has reached its tenth edition, is very 

generously illustrated with halftones and color plates. 

Ths shows a house insulated with Cabot's ready to re- 
cetve the outside jintsh. Russell S. Walcott, Bee, Chteago, mh. 

Build your House 
Like a Fireless Cooker 

-| A fireless cooker keeps hot because it holds the heat. It cooks foods with 
= 4 fraction of the heat required in a stove, because that heat cannot 

Cabot’s Insulating “QUILT” 

keeps your whole house warm in the same way. It holds the heat of your 
heater by insulation. It saves coal enough to pay for itself in two hard 

des keeping the house warm and comfortable for all time and 
pr pee S doctor's bills. “Build warm houses; it is cheaper then heating 

Send for a sample of Quilt 

Manufacturing Chemist 

141 Milk Street 

Boston, Mass. 

\, 342 Madison Ave., New York 
ss 24 West Kinzie St., Chicago 

Agenis Everywhere 

AY ii! ii | 
D i! 

| ante 
jan wari ; 

ie 

Cabot’s Creosote Shingle Stains 

“TRADE MARK 

STOP HEED 

UTILITY 

DURABILITY 

BEAUTY 

IN THE 

BUY 

THE BEST 

HARDWARE 

FOR 

HARD-WEAR 

BOMMER 

SPRING HINGES 

ARE THE BEST 

Your DEALER handles them, 

Get New Catalog 47, you need It. 

BOMMER SPRING HINGE COMPANY 
MANUFACTURERS BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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Cornerstones of Your Business 

Reputation 

VV ELL built, comfortable, attractive homes TONE assure a permanent and unmarred 

that endure the stress of weather and surface. 

time, are the cornerstones on which your The contractor who builds with ASBES- 

business reputation willbe founded. TONE may be assured that he is getting the 

The unvarying high quality of ASBES- absolute best at a very moderate price. 

TONE Everlasting Magnesia Stucco has been Ask your dealer or write us for samples in 

proven by over eighteen years of successful color tints and pebble dashes. Ask for our 

use by leading contractors and builders. new ASBESTONE book. 

Made only of the very best materials—the FRANKLYN R. MULLER. Ine. 

high tensile strength and elasticity of ASBES- 208 Madison Street, Waukegan, Ill. 

ASB
EST

ONE
. 

EVERLASTING MAGNESIA STUCCO 

_@imy, 

ASBES TONE] 

GUARANTEED PRODUCTS, 
TRADE MARK 

ASBESTONE Stucco for Exteriors + ASBESTONE'Plaster for Interiors 

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS PLEASE MENTION THE AMERICAN BUILDER 
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Books, Bulletins and Catalogs for You 

6 sens literature and publications listed here are available 

to readers of the American Builder. They may be 

obtained from the firms mentioned and will be forwarded 

without cost except where a price is noted. 

“Letters To and Fro” is the interesting title of an 

informal discussion of steam, vacuum and hot water heat- 

ing systems, issued by the Burnham Boiler Corporation, 

Irvington, N. Y. The book, which takes the form of 
letters of advice written by freinds and relatives concern- 

ing the heating plant a young couple propose to install 

in their home, is written in language which will appeal to 

the layman and is designed to be a direct sales help to 

contractors and builders. 

Slate for the Roof Architectural, published by the 

Vendor Slate Co., Inc., Easton, Pa., is a most attractive 

forty-two page book showing the varieties of slate offered 

by the company. Because of the correntness of the color 

plates used to show the various types and colors of slates 

offered, this book well may be considered an authority 

on slates and as a valuable reference work in the files of 

any architect or builder. “Mattowee Stone” as used for 

terrace flooring, porch flooring and for garden walks and 

other purposes also is shown. 

T-M-B Flooring, the product of the Thos. Moulding 

Brick Co., 133 West Washington street, Chicago, as used 

in a number of large buildings is shown in an interesting 

bulletin issued by the manufacturers, who also install 

their own product. With this bulletin, architects and others 

interested may obtain specification sheets detailing the 

methods and materials for laying the T-M-B floors and 

also specification sheets covering the construction of T-M-B 

Caen Stone Cement Finish. 
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A Novel Housing Proposal 

(Continued from page 145.) 

costs of materials and labor in different parts ot the ° 

country, therefore only plans sufficiently explicit to 

convey the general idea of alternating frontages, and so 

segregating families, and its entire practicability, are 

presented here, as a basis for proper detailing by 

engineers and architects, working directly with owners, 

with actual costs and conditions in the vicinity and at 

the time at hand, and it is hoped that this article will 

be found sufficiently explicit to inspire the starting of 

many enterprises of this kind without delay, resulting 

in early relief of suffering humanity, generally reduced 

rents and much improved conditions, 

“Sun parlors, breakfast rooms and other such things 

have not been considered here, because they are super- 

fluous to comfortable living anywhere, and therefore 

foolish, and because only those rich enough to afford 

‘much more luxuriant quarters, can afford to be either 

foolish or superfluous in anything, especially in their 

daily existence. 

“While this idea is a new and novel one, and very 

different from anything that people have been used to, 

it is sure to ultimately be found so exceedingly desira- 

ble for its segregation, economical, refining, and many 

other advantageous features, that it will be extensively 

adopted (especially in congested districts), as an im- 

portant improvement, as soon as the public become 

familiar with the new style called ‘ALTERNATE 

HOUSIN@Q’.” 

to enable or to discover the ease of application, 
economy and lasting beauty of Cameo. We want 

you to try it for yourself. 

The attached coupon and $2.00 will bri Basta 

1 quart each of Cameo White Flat and 

White Enamel. Specify whether you wish Gloss 
ish) (Regular Sales price 

CAMEO 

White Enamels 

and White Flat 

Specifications in Sweet’s 

DENNY, HILBORN & ROSENBACH 

Chicago, PHILADELPHIA, New York. 

FH out end mail this conpos today. 
Mmansaaasnaseweeuseuasnuereseeesaaseeas 

Denny, Hilborn & Rosenbach, 
318 . Washington St., Chicago 

Attached is $2.00 for which please send art 
Cameo White rhe and Cameo Waite Enamel Gloss png rong ‘ 

a a 

or Matte (Satin 

$3.55). 
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A Special Inducemen
t 
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those pleasing o 
effects that are so bickanie a 
the selection of the brick trom 
which the wall is built. 

The cost of Tamms mortar col- 
ors is so small it can hardly be 
considered of consequence. 

Inquire for samples and prices 

TAMMS SILICA CO. 
Mines & Mills pp: North 
Tact Chicago ents, 

We also manufacture 
Stucco-Lite 

for stucco and concrete-work. Chocolate Buff Red Black 
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Lomeh Saw Rig 

=. ry oul pay its own svar 

needed in a ie cogent tae ae 

year-’round money maker sold on a basis 

that enables you to pay for it out of 

added profits. 

It’s built along lines that appeal to the 

man on the job—rugged and substantial 

to stand up under the rough handling and 

jolting that can’t be escaped when it is 

moved from place to place and hauled 

from job to job. And its accurate work 

is backed up with the kind of gas engine 

that you can start and then forget. 
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Try it out—free 

You don’t have to take anyone’s word 

on the superiority of the Leach Saw Rig 

but your own. The Leach will be sent to 

you for ten days’ trial, absolutely with- 

out cost or obligations to buy. Then if 

you decide to own the Leach it is yours 

for a small. payment. Simply send the 

coupon below for complete details. Get 

acquainted with the Leach. 

LEACH COMPANY 

Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
(Formerly Oshkosh Mfg. Co.) 
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